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INTPODUC'l'ION 
The popularity and intensity of rqcr9ational boating in the 
wa ers of Southern New rnqland has been stEadily increasinq 
since tre 19t0 ' s Despite regional economic fluctu~tions , +he 
level of boatjnq activity con+inues to qrow. Forecasts of boat 
owrership cl~arly inoica+e that the aemana for moorings ara 
slips in RhodF Islara and Massachusetts will exceed ~E presect 
capacity of shore faciliti~s and their ability to increase that 
capacity to meet the demands for an expanded 12vPl of service 
(Collins & Sedqwick , 1979). 
A study entirled "Marinas and Pleasure Boating Facilities 
Study" Rhode :slana nepartmen-+- of Economic Development , October 
1975 , in~ica+es +hat projected boat own~rship trPnds for boats 
ovor 16 feet in leng+h in Scu~h0 rn New F.ngland will increase by 
8 , 700 boats from 1975 to 1oso, 9,900 bon ~ frow 1980 to 1Q85 
and 11,200 bont:s from 1q35 +o 1990 (Urban Dssiqn Group , 1975). 
WhilP it wouln appear that the volume of activity alone 
wcul~ he sufficient caus~ to expect that ths suppli~rs of 
boating services will enjoy a market advan~age , here ar8 
eco~omic and physical forces at work which present difficult 
olanning ques ions for those resporsihle for t .e developm~nt of 
marina facilities. The scopP and character of boa~ing support 
facilities iF now shaped by the changing needs of the users as 
trey , t h8msc-l ve s adn pt -o prevailing economic circnms~a nee s. 
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Th economic r~aliLiPs of successful marina operation sugg~st 
that boa .ing facilities are DO longer simply ins allations for 
tho moori g 
those facili 
a~d berth' q of ~leasure boats. Upon examination , 
ies which produce a viable 8Conomic ~eturn are 
found to be based en a complex formula of economic and 
op 0 ra-ional variables act~ng in conc~rt to produce an 
a~tractive marketabl~ hoaring resourcP to a regionally 
disperseo consumer nemand. 
Having evolv0 d from a rather utilitarian past, thP 
contemporary marina can ~assess a wore cosmopolitan identity 
oftan funct~oning as a recrea~ional center in which ser vice to 
the boating public is but ere of its many commercial functions. 
Full servic3 marinas are now apo~arinq tha~ off~r services 
Which go WPll b~yond th~ furdamPntal functions Of boqtyards and 
private clubs~ 
Sscondly , the comhined pressur8s of neighborinq develop~~nt 
and EnvironmP-ntal maragement have ·mposed a new dimersion on 
tho planning ana operation of recreational boating faciliti~s. 
ConseguPn~ly, the in~arface of land and water that is ~o h 
physically 2uitable and available as sites for boa i g 
ins~alla~ions is a vanishing species - Those marinas that ar~ in 
place at least havP a foot hold in he dynamic process of land 
use comp~tition but thEir potential expansion to meet a gro~irq 
n~Pd is sovErely constrained by limi 0 d space and r~strictivo 
controls. Th~s~ issuFs dominate the present climate in which 
mari a facilitiEs are pla nea and dev~lopea aLd are r~alities 
whict ca,not be ignored. The logical response to this 
challAnge is for planners and d?velopPrs to recogrriz~ +h~ 
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physical l~mita ions which influence the p0t 0 ntial for arowth 
and to focus att ntion on a~vising develcpwent strategies which 
better utilizf tht limi~?.d land and water rFsources available. 
The thrust of ~his project , th 0 refo ~ , is to develop a 
clear understanaing of the fu~ction and opera+.ion of 
recrea+ional boati~g facili~ies and th~ incuwben~ limitations 
and potential which die ate thoir ferro and capaci+y. It is our 
belief ~hat there is a fundamental relationship betwe_n ~he 
optimum develcpmPn~ of a marina sito and the natural , political 
and econ0mic cliaracteristics of its ma!:k:<::t ar::a. It is also 
b~lieved that this rolation~hip is common. Fnrt her more , by 
devisirg effec+ive ways with w~ich o qua~tify and a~scrihe 
this rPlatiorship , it will be possible to structure the subiec~ 
of marin~ planning as a rational process which synthesiz~s +h~ 
num~rous fu~c~ional variables that act ho h ex~ernally and 
internally on marina op~ra ioL• 
A major component of this study is an examina~ion of 
. +. ~xis~ .1ng , wEll est~ lisbed boa~i~q facilities with an ~mphasis 
OP aocumonti~g ~he array of services tha+ ere offered to 
boaters and the pub ic a larg 0 • In addition , an effort ~as 
be<?. maa"'! to de+ 0 rmin~ thE- passivE attribut€s cf the rn2rinas , 
i.€". , those servicl"s -w ich arc:- rot ciirE:ct1y fir.3.nciaJ ly 
produc ive but , by their very nature , s~rve o improve the 
op~ration and effectiveness of ~be marina. 
Incid~ctal o the survey of marinas is a study of thg users 
and ~heir craf~. This asp 0 ct of the study is int~nde~ as a 
m~ans of corrola+ing he various cos~s , both financial and i r 
erms of time , tha are horn by boat owners , with the level of 
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service and other am~~~ti0 ~ t at R~o offPred bv the marina as 
inducsmen.s to patronage. This Alement of the study is an 
analysis of ~he value of individual marina characteristics i 
at"-raC'tinq a propor:io.uate shars of the marina market , i.e. , a 
measure of +h a drawing power of each marina in terms of the 
physical , logis~ic and op~ratio3al variables inheren~ in each 
marina sit::i. 
The theor~tical drawl1 y po~ec can be interpreted a~ a 
genPral ~stimate of t e potPntial of he SPlected marina sit~s. 
To ovalua+e the hypo+h~sis tha the prPsent and fu~ure success 
of a marina is dependen _ on these variables, the study has 
isolated two ?xisting marinas which repr~se t the range of 
possible extremes in th~ evolutionary process of marina 
wo m~rin~s are treated as case s+ud"gs in 
which he backgrou a of each facility is studied in sufficiBnt 
d2~ail to produc 0 a chronoloqical profile o~ ~he growth and 
chang~ that has occured at aac h site along with a de•ailsd 
description of the or~sent lsvel of services and boatirg 
activity. 
"'I'E next sec ion of .he study is a T8Vie w of th 0 tee hn ology 
and other physical elemen~s of marina design that are 
applicahle o ~h 0 planning of recreational boatir.q facilitiPs. 
This revi~w is inten ed as a summary of the various design 
variabl~s which dir~c~ly impact the configura~ion ahd 
opera~ioral capacity nf recrFational boating facilities. , and 
serve as criteria for olanning decisions. Our review of the 
marina planring literature has shown that thP various aspects 
of marina planning an~ dEsign criteria has been dPveloped to a 
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fairly high l~v€l of sophis~icatior.. The pro lem whicr hecame 
apparent is +La~ there is no single source which in+eqrat~s he 
most important a~sign rqauiremants in o a single d 0 sign 
standard for hose involved ir marina planning. 
To demo strate the application and use of h 0 assembl_d 
design cri cria, tle s•udy returns to the two site~ that have 
be~n sPlac~ed as case studies of marina opPration and plannirg. 
Incorpora~ing the 0 xistina condi+ions and long range goals of 
these installations , th~ study now conc~n~rates on sevPral 
development ~cerarios for each loca ion resulti g in planninq 
solu iocs of varying cos+ and opera+ional impac~. Each design 
alternativ? is bas 0 d on a differe~t sa+ of assumptions 
corcerning th~ charac er of the economic and commercial climate 
in which he facil5 i8S exist. Tbe physical solu+ions ~hat are 
preserted arE in-~ndcd as r~sponsEs to he wi~est possible 
r~~ge of planninq prohlews while , a the same +imc , off~ring 
specific proposals that maximize he spati~l ~fficiency and 
optimize the comme~cjal po•sntial of each site. 
Finally , ~he dAsian proposal~ a~~ r.ri~iqu~d by an obj9ctiv~ 
method of ccmparativ~ evaluaticin in whic e relative 
a a c1isadvartag8s of each proposal are ~xamir.ea. adv an tag .:>s 
Using this 
E>f fec~ivenF-ss 
appro~ch , i~ is possible o measure the 
of _acP proposal in terms of achitving the long 
range goals that hav~ been set for the facili~y. As a 
conclusion to this section , it is possible to ~stablish the 
reasonabl e ness of the planni g goals as w~ 1 as th~ f~asiDili~y 
of ~hose solutions that are intended to achiPv~ thos 0 goals. 
The- prese. n sta-:o of the art of mar.:.r. a. -pla.1wing as 
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represent~d in th0 literature is organized in•o three distinct 
ca•~gories. Each group represents a separate level of stud y 
that is arranged in a vertical distribution of scales beginning 
wi•h he vaE• array of detailed design and component da~a for 
eq uipmPnt ana matc.rials , ascending throuqh the functional and 
~conomic information bas= for marina operatior and culminating 
wi~h issu~s of regio1al concern such as th? inters~a+e mobility 
of marine service consnmers and regional ser vice di::mand& 
One f ct that is ot co siderablE interest ie hat ther~ ar~ 
strong interdependencies which ~ranscend the stratification of 
he ~xisting irformation. For example , r~gio_al dem~n~ 
definitely shapes thP physical apd tunctional organi2ation of a 
facility which , in turn , exploi~s the physjcal charact0 ristics 
of s ruc~ures and Aquipment. In oth8r words, a comprAhensive 
solution ~o the problems cf gro ~ th and changing consumer 
preferences are mul i - faceted and span a wide range of planning 
scales . Existing development strategies which focus exclusively 
on orly on~ scale of ccrcern are doomPd to failure. 
~he status quo in marina planning is 0 videnced by the 
physical aoundance of information which deals with the hardware 
of marina construction. Ev~ry effor+. has he<:!n mad<:! to 
a':leguately s udy the hundreds of d]fferent forms of equipmont , 
materials and sys+ems that are us2d in the s~0~ag~ and handling 
ana repair of plaasure craft. It is this e nuipmen~ that makes a 
moderr marina what it is. It is impor~an+ , however , to remember 
that the sophist"ca~ed facilities and th~ eno~mous capital 
required 
co. sumer 
to df'> velop 
demand ana 
anj supper~ a marina arP subordinat 0 to 
Bxogenous marlce Certainly , a 
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marina +hat is eq uippe d with ~he roost up to datP facilities is 
a generator of demand. Bu~, by tho samE +okFn 1 investmant in 
facili~ies mns~ be balancsd with a clear und erst~nding of the 
rPnional potPntial fo~ m~rina 11se as well as +be contrihu~ion 
that is madg by ~he facilitias ir so vino ~}e spa ial and 
functional problems unique to the marina si ~. 
this study ~~als almost exclusively with the 0 xpansion , 
moderniza~ior aLd improvPmen~ of existing marina sites. This 
planning emp~asis is also support~d by ~he th€oretical 
commitme t that sher~ facilities pla~ .ing for recreational 
boating facilities is a process which must , by definition , 
focus on an int~gration of all levels and scal~s of interes~ 
whether they b~ hardware or regionally related. 
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R!STORICAL PERS~ECTIVE 
This sEc~ior of the study d 0 als with the his~orical 
bactarou1•d of recrea..,.ional oa+-inJ ana the facili~iPs that have 
~volv~ over ~imE to support this growing indus+ry and pastimE. 
ThP word MARIN~ is a tsrm that was coiPed in ~h~ Uni•~d 
Sta es in 1q29 by the NatioPal nssociation of Fnqina and noa 
Manufac ur .rs. It was defined as "••.a boat basin with 
facili ti PS 
r°Crl"ational 
for bPrthing , 
craft." The. 
spcuring ana servicino all •yoes of 
term is further d~fined as 11 ••• a 
fac~lity offering servic~s which have come ~o bP a par..._ of 
modern boai: ing: a pl3.c,, wher~ boatmen may b 0 r.th , launch , 
rtpair , fuql and provision th~ir craft conv~niPntlv and be able 
to have a Lot show 0 r and e wi+hin easy reach of shops 
com r11 un i ca ti or ~ n n d i- r: a n s o r - " ( E n c y lo p e di a of Bo at in g , 1 g 7 3 ) • 
Obviously , th~r~ w~r0 no facilities which met this 
description 'h8n yachtjng was introduc?d to he world aR a 
rPcrta+ional a~+i vity. YachLing has i~s roots in the 17th 
csp~ury when F urop~ar: royalty aPd gentry used replicas of 
warships for official ranspor~ation • ~y t.hP 18th century , 
~h~ sport of yachtinq appeared with thP orqaniza ion of 
squadrons and small :lP~ts of ~leasur~ craf+ th~t ~~rs 
assembled to par icip~t~ in cruises and races The principal 
difference bEtwe~n th~ fl~ 0 ts 0f the 1 8~h century and th~ 
Priva~e clubs and marira3 of today is thaL hPre is no evinorc~ 
hat shor~ or watPr facilities were madP available to the 
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membership , ether •ban post sail revAlry at the local tavern. 
Yncr smer. of the perioa had to r~ly o. the shore support rhat 
was provided for he merchant ships an~ naval vess-ls , and, as 
a r€sult , probably had difficulty competing for anchor~ge ard 
loqistic support. 
The popular~zation of y~ch~ing in the la~+er part of the 
1q•h century and the first half of +hp 20th c 0 n+ury stimulated 
construe ion of wooden Pleasure craft in 5hip building yards up 
ano down th• East coast. While boat owners would moor th 0 ir 
boa+s at otL~r loca~ions , they maintained close contact wi h 
the yards fer s 0 asona 
of the 20th cen~ury, 
s~rvice and reoair. :i:n +-he early part 
+he construction of yachts begnn •o 
r 0 place tbe ouilding of cargo vess8ls and those yards that 
remained in The busir~ss of bnil<l ing wooden bo:'lts began to 
orient th~ir work award the maintenance and support of 
plea sure era ft. 
R~crea-ioral boating co tinuqd to grow until world war IT 
but , likg all lEisure activities , was heavily dep8naent on ~he 
pr0 vailing eCOLcmy. For this reason , the larqest increas~ in 
h0 populari y of h~ sport did not occur in tbis country urtil 
after the war. Major changes in the life style of Americans , 
such as incr 0 ased lPisurP time and rising oer capita spendable 
incom~ , lead to a renewed in~eres in the sport. In addi 6 ion , 
~h~ technology of boa+irg went ~hrough a period of tra.sition , 
i.a. , from woo<l to fjhr~glass, making the sport mor~ affordable 
and toats mor~ dependable. 
Toaay , th ~rs arP ov~r 4 , 200 marinas and boatyards and 1 , 300 
privat~ yacht clubs ir t~8 c0u try. DespitP the &conomic 
-10-
. ... . si ~ ua ion the r e is every indication that the dema3d for this 
resource will cont~r.ue ~o grow. 
-11-
R~GIOH~L PERSPECTIVF 
As was wention~d in the in roduction, he study of m1rir.a 
d~vPlocment cPn~ers 
a two operatinq 
1 cations ~nablPs 
arouLd the physical conditions that qxist 
marina si es. Using actual case study 
us to develop proposals and recommendations 
which havs a basic crcdihili y as having be~n subjected to t e 
~est of reali~y. 
sites i ~o an economic and operational pPrspective which 
clarifies the forces which generally shape th~ market for 
marina facilities. 
•irst of all, the two case stuly sites are locat~d in 
different r~crea•ional acrivity areas, This is to say tha~ 
their markqt and opera ional juristictions are rela~ed ~o 
geographically iliffer.FOr spatial ar.gas. 'IhPse areas are in 
effec the na~urnl r~sources on which the recrFOational boa+ing 
facilities depend as ~re ~sic ~l~m£n in the a traction of 
r~creatio al boat3rs to a particular reoion. Shoula it ~P 
found that these forc~s cha g~ from region to region , then it 
logically follows •hat it will be nece sary to aojust the 
a?proach o facility planning in th activity areas to me 0 ~ 
differPnt and changing needs, 
Th8 activi~y arPas d~fine~ in this report ar~ Warragar.s~tt 
Bay ifi Rhode Island and Buzzard ' s Ray in Mas~achuse ts. The 
speci ic characteris+ics of these ac~ivitv areas which ar~ 
s~udiPd in this r porT are 1 • th~ pre3ent l 0 vel of m~rina 
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service in each location , 2. th~ level and nature of existi~q 
boati g activity ~n~ 3. the existence of ary uniquQ phenomeron 
which might influence the naturP of the sport of recreational 
bo~ting in ei h 0 r activity ar~a. 
THE PPESENT LfVEL OF MARINA Sf PVICF 
The growth in +he popularity of boating in both of the 
recreational activity areas makes thAm nood Pxamples for th~ 
study of 
diffi("ul+. 
recrea ioral boating. Unfortuna~Ely , i~ is somewha~ 
to analyzs trends in ~he demand for facilities sine~ 
~he historic patterLs of usa at boatinq facilities can only be 
de~ermined +hrouqh surv~ys an<l samples of boat own°rs and ~heir 
prc::ferenc"'s. Ou review of literature which docum~nTed ~he 
l~vel of boating ac+ivity ovor thP last 16 years indicated +hat 
tho survQy +echni~ues and variations in the ca~egorical 
1efini~ions for ho~tirg facilities has lead ~o somP major 
incoPsistnnci~s i the : ven+ory of plaasurP craft and the use 
of commi?rci::il marinas for wintc:r and summPr storage. For 
example , 
facilities 
a toatinq perticipant has a choice of four different 
or 
pd va tE y 3.ChT 
wethods for the storage of his boat. 
cluhs , commercial marinas , heat 
Thesa are 
yards ar a 
mur icipal f<lcilities. For th~ purposes of this study , those 
boats tPat arP k 0p~ at ~arinas and boat yards ar~ of particular 
interest i~ ~hat our planning recoremendations are specifica ly 
targeted to tlese facilities. 
As of DFcambQr 1a73 , thP~e verE 14 , 383 recrea ional boats 
reaistered ir the Stats of Rnode Island (Rorholm , 1 97 6). While 
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this sta~is~~c may s0und imprcss've, it should DP made clPar 
~ha~ not all registered boats are k~p~ at comm 0 rcial 
ri:>creational boating facilitiPs , 
marinas . It has bee~ es imatPd ., 
tha~ is boa+ yards ard 
however, ~hat approximately 
38o/. of all boats rE-qistered in Rhone Isla11fi spend the summer 
boating soascn in thod: Isl~nd IDarinas and yards {.?orholm ., 
1 963 ) • 
2,980 
Duricg th~ summ~r boatinq season of 1962, there werP 
boa+s k<:;pt 
{Rorl olm , 
numh~r had 
1q63). 
yards 
38% of 
and marinas 
t e 
at marinas and yards in Narragansett B2y 
nuriP-g tr~ boating season of 1972, this 
to 6 , 026 , or a 70~ incr8ase in the use of 
in the region (Kelly & Forholm , 1974). If 
era ft-. kc:, pt in hi=: commercial 
facili~iPs thP. 5 ,ij 6S boa~s of ~he 6,026 ~otal were registered 
to Rhodg Islanders , irdica~ing tha+ the maiority of pl2asnrP 
craft kept in ~bode sl~nd marinas were rPgisterFd to rgsidPnts 
of t b ~ stat 8 .. 
A la~@r inv~n+ory corducted in 1975 has shown that thFre 
were a ~otal of 7,835 Pl3asure craft s~ored a~ docks , slips , 
an~ moorings during the 1975 boating s2ason in Narragansett Bay 
{Urban D~sign Group , 1g75). This figure represents the total 
nuroher of cr1f · stor~d at all faci li tigs : public, priva~e and 
commercial. When comparPd with thF census of plgasure boats 
corducted in 1972 ( Kelly & Rorholm , 1974), it can be seen that 
marinas and boat yards a•tract the vast majori v of pleasure 
boats duri g +be boa+ing season. 
The mos~ revealing survgy of marina facilities was 
corducted in 1q77 as a cornpon~n+ of t P Areawide Water Qua]j~y 
JVJar.agement Plan. (Johns -"'t. al. , 1978). On th::> 2q h and 30th of 
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S8ot~mber of tha~ yPar an aerial survey was made of all hoa ir.g 
facilitiss ir Narragans tt Bay. From his survey it. was 
possibl 0 to iLven~ory th~ capacit.y and sqrvices offered at each 
ins':allation. This survey de~srmined that thera were a total 
of 9 , 51<J bca~s a+ all shorE ins+-all1-tions which r<?presents a 
2 111' increas€ over e number enumerated in the 1975 survey. 
Again , cautio~ is advised in he iLterpretation of thes& data 
sirce th~ aerial s rvey methodology , while reasonably r~liable 
in auditing :re presenc0 of pl~asurP craft , could haVA easily 
OVA~looked certain faciliti~s and operating equipment. 
BFyond the tabulations of boat numbers , the sur vey did 
observe a numb~r of interPsting factors conc~ring tho 
availability of facilitiPs and services at boat yards and 
mariras whjch ar.::> as follows.: 
''• •• of trq facili":ies survsyed in Rhode Island , 
approximat~ly ~wo ~hirds do not havP any type of hn~~ h~uli~o 
capab:litv (marine railway , era~<? or travelift). ,." 
"H.ahout SOC!' of all facilities havP. onF or mor<? boat 
la UT)C'1 inq ramps ••• 11 
".-.thi?re anp""ared to b€' much 12ss pot0 ntial for land , ":lS 
oppossd +o water expan-ion of marina facili~i~s. Thirty-three 
percent of •hq facilities had roodera•e ~o hiqh po~~n+ial for 
land expansion while 661 of tb~se facilities had mod=rate ~o 
h iah pot.on tial fo::: wa er expansion • • • 11 
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The use of marinas and yards in Narragansett Bay for winter 
storag~ has traditio~ally ePn less than thP level of summer 
activity. The survey of mariPas conducted in 1972 found t~at 
69 facilities provided summer berths and moorings. At the same 
time, th 3 su rv'°'y noted , only 60 firms off<:? Pd winter st or age 
for 4 , 139 bcats r 
Porholm , 1974) • 
75 3 of which wer~ kept outsidP (K0lly & 
~~:1~ +his i~fnrmation is datPd, ther 0 ¥as 
he us€ of indoor wintBr storage was limited hy evia..,.rce that 
the a vajlability of f2c~Ji+ies and +ta~ ou+docr winter stcrege 
dia no , or a regional basis , meet the estima+~d capacity of 
thE commFrcial yaras. 
o cor1oborate ~he information collected 
during th aerial survey process , this study has refered to a 
co~rnon source of boa~inq information, ~h~ Boatin~ Alrna~ac 
(Go::: is , 1979), a pablicatioP which inv~ntories all boating 
faciliti8s aria r<?por .son the 1-=>vel ad type of services that 
ari:> offEreiL From th~ list of boatirq facili~i~s a select 0 d 
group of 66 facilities have been chosen as having met the basic 
criteria as a rnari a or boat yara. ThE Roa•inq _lmanac was 
also consultFd for similar information for the second boa~inq 
activity ar~A, Buzzard ' s Bay, and it has ri:>~n possjhlP to m~kP 
some ~ir~ct comparjsons be~wean the to regjons and th 0 ir 
boating faciliti?.s. 
Firs• of all , .here arc 67 boa+ing facilities in 
Narragansett Bay as oonosed ~o 1S facilities invEntoriod in 
B zzard's Bay (Fignr 0 I1). From th~ analysis it can b~ sEer 
tha~ ~he Buzzar<l 's Bay facilities ar~ maroinally hPtter equipea 
from he p~ir.-. of view of boat hauling capability. 
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Approximately 60~ of the faciliti~s in Buzzard ' s Bay have ~his 
capabili ... y 1 whil 55~ of the facili:ies in !ar aoansett Bay ar~ 
equiped to hau l boats- A principal differPcce that was 
obs€rved was in corncc~io~ with the size of thP faciliti~s and 
th~ methods of winter a d summPr s orage, For example , t- he 
marinas in Narraqans~tt Bay had an avPrage slip bPrthinq 
capacity of 92 boats , and ~h~ Buzzard ' s Bay marinas had an 
avsragP slip ber"-1'i"'..g ca pc.cit.y of" 43 . o thP o+ht>r :tiana , the 
Luzzard's Bay facili+ies had an average of 46 moori gs each 
while the averaqe for the Narragansett Bay f2ciliti~s was 10. 
This sugggs e a great~r popularity cf moorinqs in Buzzard ' s Bay 
a.d a similar preference for slips ' n Narragansett ~ay. The 
av~rage ovarall size nf ~le ma=iLas ~re sinila~ , howevar , i.e. , 
102 boat capaci~y ir Narragansett Bayard 86 boats in Buzzard ' s 
Bay (Figure I 1) . 
As for wjn~er storage , S4 % of the Buzzard ' s nay facili+ies 
offer indoor stor.agE ~ . , w •• :.. ..... e orly 27'\ offer t~~s serv'cE in 
Narraaans-"'tt Bay. On the ot~~r hand , a comparison of the 
p8rcEn ago.s of facili~ies which off € r no win ~r storagP 
indica~As a diff eren trend. ~he most recsnt data indicates 
hat fewgr Buzzard ' s Bay facilitiPs car accommodate boats o ver 
the win~er period, fiO"!; of th~ Buzzard 1 s Bay instal la ti on s 
of er somP form of w]nt~r storage while more than 70% offer 
thjs s~rvice ir Narragansett Bay. 
To fu~th~r compare thP level cf boating servic~ provided on 
a region~l hasis , 11 s8rvic8s that ar~ co~wonly prov'ded by 
rPcreational boating facili+i~s ravs been identified with the 
fr~guency of heir ocr,1i;:-anc 0 recor:ded and c0r.relat<?cl a<Ja1nst. 
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thg size of ~he bo?tinq faciltiPs. hP SPrvjc~s which have 
been docnrnented arP : uel , docksioe electricity , repair 
caPalili+y , rearin~ or hardware store , oile~ faciliti~s , ice , 
showers , res~aurant , laurdry, irdoor and outdoor storage. It 
was four.a that the boating installations in the ~wo regions arA 
relativ~ly e~uival~nt in terms of the nu~ber of servicqs 
offered. on average , the marinas in both boating regions have 
6 of 11 services. Upon closer inspPction i~ car be s~Bn trat 
thR Narragansett Bay facilities are slightly bett r eq uip ped in 
terms of the percent~ge of facilities off~ring th~ select~a 
services {Fi our e I 1 ) • I t '" ;:i. s a ls o f o 11 n d ... ha+ t ere is on l y a 
sl5qht positivs correla~ion between the capacity of the marinas 
and the level of s 0 rvices offered. In o~hPr words, the larger 
facilitiPs with th 0 grPatest capacity usually offer the widest 
assortme~t of on-shor~ s~rvices. Ther~ are a s11fficient numher 
of exceptions to this rerd , howsver , to mak~ ore question jts 
validity. One possibl8 explanatio could he Tl at tha on - shore 
ser vic es are ot always developed for th8 wa+Er orn customPr , 
e.g ., a r~staurant usnally dep?nds on a much hroafer market for 
i"t.s survival. SPcondly , the number of slins and moorings is 
10~ necAssarily a qooa indicator of the l~vel of transient 
activity in ~he region. A sm~ll marina with a larqe transient 
+urtover can oft 0 n jus~ify thP capital investment for a ra.ge 
of a .cillary SPrvicPs ~hat ~s normally associated with larqer 
installations. The gra hs on the followino pages illustrate 
the soroewha~ random association between mariPa size and +he 
level of on- slore ssrvic 2s. (Figures 12 & I3 ) . 
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TH~ LEVEL AND NATURE OF EXISTING EOATING ACTIVITY 
The principal v~riablPs tha~ are used as inaicators of the 
level of boa~ing activi~y in +he two boatirg regions , are the 
numb0r of .boats , T .:::ir siz-=- , a .c. powsr charcrt,o.ristic-s. The 
pr~ vious section , in deali~q with the capacity of boating 
facilities as 0 vidence of their service capability , reported 
the results of several sur veys which docurnen~ed the volume of 
boating activity at ruariDas as a measure of pleasure boats 
berthed. In absolu~F numbPrs , the level of boating activity in 
rarragansett Bay would appear to be much higher than hat of 
Buzzara • s Ray y~t ~he av~rag 0 marina siZP dose not substantiate 
the coPclusion. There arA ~wic2 as many boatirq facilities in 
~arragansett Bay and this fact alorq shoula imply the regional 
nominarce of the ar~a as a focal point for boating activity. 
There ar- two s_...11di~s tha+ wer~ cor.snltPd in this ri~port 
which provide some insiqht into the recent re ds in boating 
acrivity. T e ¥irst s~udy, which is the basis for trPna 
development , documented eating in Narragans~tt Bay durinq +he 
1972 boating s 0 ason (Kelly & Porholm , ~g)Ll ) . '!hrough a sample 
of 69 s~lec ed boa~inq acilities , it was observed ~hat th8 
dis ribution of ~he moae of propulsion was 217 sail and 72~ 
po~er. The Ray~heon study, which was cited in the pr8vious 
sect ion {Johns , <:! t, a 1. , 1 978) , was particular 1 y effective in 
loca ing the r~crea~ional boatinq flqet in Narragans~tt Bay ana 
in identifyirg th_ size and power characteristics of those 
vessP-ls. Th~ surv 0 y documented that 67% of all pleasure craft 
wsre power a n1 313 W""re sail. P~ch of th~s~ SLuai~s reported 
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the distribaTi0n of boats by length bu~ +hese statistics arP 
somewhat difficult to compara sine~ diff~rPnt breaking noints 
of boat size were used. This no~withstanding , it is s~ill 
possible to r2cognize that there is a d2flnite trend ameraina 
in the us~r pref~rence for smaller boats. This observa ion has 
Jeen corrobora~ed hy the operators of he cas9 s~udy marinas. 
h~ frequency diF~ributions whict follow , graphically 
illustraT~ rhe gen~ral r&duc-ion in boat length and shift from 
powgr to sail as discussed (Figure I4). 
UNIQUP REGION~L PHENOMENA 
The boatiPq e11vironrnents of Narragans<">t-t and Ruzzard ' s Bays 
have a number f g 0 ographic ard cul~ural features which 
influ~nc~ thE quality ~nd character of boat·na SErvice offered 
at tbeir mar · nas and boatyards. ~he area of Narraqanse•t Bay 
and Block Island sound , esides being noted for its competetive 
saili g and sport fishing , is Pndowed wi~h a numb~r o~ 
a ~ractior:.s , -uch as Newport , w1'ich draw cruising yachtsmen 
from all of the ~asterr seaboard. By thP same token , thP uppsr 
part of Buzzard ' s Bay is cortiquous to th~ south~rn entrarcP of 
the Cape con Canal , which is he most di rec~ routG to Bos~o' 
Ha~bor and ~he aine coast. SPveral informal surveys hav 0 
no+ed ttat · he na+ur9 of the caPal traffic influences the 
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transien• na"tnre of the marina opera+ions ir i s vicinity, For 
pow~r boats are said to be preferred in this area 
since they ari: mor~ adept at :r:.ego• ia inq 'the stror:g currents of 
the cri al. Tlis point couJd c 0 rtairly be disputed yet the fact 
remains that he re is a higher rela+iv~ p0 rc~rtage of power 
boats in Oppe~ Buzz~rd ' s Bay. 
The ~vi~~nc~ of +b 0 enErgy situation is all aroura us. It 
is certainly important +o r~po~t 0ur findings concerning th 0 
response of h~ boating indus~ry to •he pric~ and availabili•y 
or fuel. Wlile w0 ~re not spok 0 smen fer the industry , we 
belicv~ that ~hg rEsults of our conversatiors with mar]na 
opera ors ar 0 repres 0 n+ative of th~ ~omroor problem of fuel 
shortages ard cos•. Tho marina operators indicated that •he 
pat+ 0 rrs of b0atinq ac~ivi~y are beqlPninq to reflPct some lack 
of confia~nc~ ifi th 0 f1el supply syst~m. ~irst of ~11 , i~ was 
nottd t at th~ consum ion of 
decreased ovPr he last two years. 
fuel has ot. apprEciably 
The yachtsm~r , howev~r, are 
apparer~ly adjustina ~hPir boa•ing habits by reducing the 
tr<'lvel distarcP of tht-ir cru5..ses. In othPr woras , tP~y are 
co~fining th ~ ir crui~ing to local ~aters. If •his coniition 
p8rsists, th~n it is reasonable to expAct that he demand for 
transient fac~litiPS may be l _ss ~han i has he~ in the oast. 
CONCLUSION 
The most important ~iscovsry that was made in he Icvi~w of 
regioral boA~inq a•~ivity , is the v~ry pcrceptable trend toward 
sriall<?r boats , par~icularly among those in the inboard powar 
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class. If we can assum9 th~T ~h~re is ~ r~aso a l~ likelihood 
thnt this trend will cortinuo , then boating facilities will 
have ~o respond in such ways so as to accommodate the changinq 
needs of th~ boati~g mark~t. Ac+ually, this could present a 
nei range of cpportuni i 0 s for marina operators to meet the 
un1ba+ed demand for f11cili ~i•. s. 
in1eed qrowiug i. nnmb~rs bu decreasing in size , +hen boatinq 
facilitiPs ha v e a greatPr chance to increase th~ir capacity 
within the shrinking or limit~d spac 0 • 
Our perc..:.p ion of this si-:11a<:.i.on is tha.t mar>y facilir:i2s on 
Narraqa~sett Bay hava limit~d growth po~ential when th 0 
raguiremen~s of larg 0 r plPasuro craft are ussd as he criteria4 
If thosP criteria ar~ modoratad by th~ introduction of l 0 ss 
demanding VPSSPls than additional water a . d lana area will 
become availatl~ for produc+ive uss. 
The l 0 ve1 or frequency at vhich various s=rvices were 
observPa at th~ marinas and yards indicates a cloar rend in 
the way in which facilitias have e volv ed in thP activity arnas, 
First , thi::-
comparison 
Narraganse t Bay warinas are defi~it 0 ly larger by 
ar. d are slig:1tly be +er equipoE-a in terms of 
Essential services such as provision of nocKsida ele ct~ici y , 
rPpair capatility , head , ~ ~c. , as well as th€ preferred 
functions such as marine supplies and food service. 
also a significan difference in +he perc~ntago of yards which 
offer winter s orag~ ei her insi~c or outsirl e . This revela+ion 
loads us t~ believe hat •he Massachus 0 tts roaters have a 
hiaher their boats at some loca+ion 
othFr than whore thP hnats a~e ber~hed for ~he summer~ Tho 
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probable cause abd affec~ r~la ionship of this situation is rot 
known bu~ it may be ~ttributabl~ +o an ~ndemic lack of s~or&g8 
spac€ in Buzzard ' s Day or a market preferencP on the part of 
th~ boat owfiers to loc~te -bAir boats in private storaqe areas 
or commercial yards that are more corveni-n~ +o ~hair place of 
reside~cE", 
The final corclusion is that marinas , by ~heir very naturP 
must occupy space within ~h~ coas+al zone whPre there is a high 
d"'gre oF access both by land ana by water. liis fact makes 
thesP locatio s +he logical mePtinq place for land and water 
recrea1:ic'.1 , a conc 0 + tha~ a rumher of marinas have exploited 
to grqat advan•age. The a traction of wn~Fr , particularly 
wa+~r ifi comhication with hoats . has a uniquP drawing power 
which can b'.:' used +o n ugment the level of corsnmf"r interi:-st 
that is n .ed_d to makE mos~ commercial ent0 rprizes feasibl • 
1estaurarts , for Pxample , re1uire a substantial consumer market 
~o makP busin8ss practical. In mos• cas 0 s , the level of 
b usir sss ge •. ~ra + .:>rl by the usors of a marina alo e is 
insuffici~nt to warrent this +vpE of operation. 
':hi=-re are also effects of agglomeration in which cortain 
commercial unctions can sPrv~ to induce add~tional boating 
busin~ss and the ul imate damand tha this produces for 
adoitional boat ori 0 n•pa sErvice. 
-Ths po~Ential , +hen , for marinas to servo a broader public 
Furthormore , the n°Gd for mari as to underta~P to 
includo ~he non - boaL 0 rs a~ part of •heir cli~nt~l is apnarent 
whon one co~sidPrs ~he scarci y of rgcrea ioral ooportunities 
of this type ~n tho urbanizing wa~erfront. 
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Figure Il 
ACTIVITY AREA COMPARISON 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Service Narragansett Buzzards Bay 
Offered Bay_ 
% tf % tf 
Boat Handling 
Capability 55 37 60 21 
Inside Storage 27 18 54 19 
Outside Storage 70 47 60 27 
Fuel 63 42 77 27 
Electricity 85 57 60 21 
Repairs 70 47 63 22 
Marine Store 
Hardware 69 46 60 21 
Rest Rooms 81 54 77 27 
Ice 66 44 66 23 
Showers 33 22 34 12 
Restaurant 
Snack Bar 24 16 14 5 
Laundry 4 3 9 3 
CAPACITIES 
Narragansett Buzzards Bay 
Bay 
Avg. :ff Avg. tf 
Facilities 67 35 
Slips 92 6169 44 1536 
Moorings 10 638 43 1497 
Total Capacity 102 6807 86 3033 
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FIGURE 12 
Boats vs. # of Services 
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Figure I3 
Boats vs. # of Services 
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Figure 14 
NARRAGANSETT BAY 
DIS TRIJ3UTION BY LENGTH 
( 16' 16' - 25' 
Power Sail Power Sail 
1972 4.4 1.0 42.4 10.4 
< 18' 19' - 25' 
Power Sail Power Sail 
1977 15.2 6.1 25.4 11. 2 
Source: Kelly & Rorholm, 1974 
Johns, et . al., 1978 
26' - 39' 
Power SaU 
25.l 9.2 
26' - 45' 
Power Sail 
16 .~ 10.4 
} 40' 
Power Sail 
5.7 1.5 
) 45 I 
Power Sail 
0.6 8.3 
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CASE STUDY M~qINJ PPOFILFS 
~his section con ains basic profilEs of the cas 0 study 
marinas: Star~ cove Marina in South Kirastown , Fhode Island , 
ard Kingman Marine in Cataum 0 t , Massachusetts. These two 
marinas are v~ry differ~nt in most respects, ar-d the contrast 
bP+we~n them is useful to illustrat~ diff~rent types o~ 
management ard facil'ties. P18ase note that it is not the 
intent of ·~is analysis ~o evaluate either marina as heinq 
better or worse in some r~spect +han ~he oth~r. Given +he 
cons~raints of owrership and location situations , absolute 
comparisons aro compari+ive value jungAments are not especially 
useful. Rather , 0 ach rn2rina , or comparisons between them , will 
be used +o 'l lustrat~ vario11s options in land us~, water use , 
and mar'na operatiors in g~n0ral. 
basis for th~ corrparison~. 
ThPse profiles provid~ th~ 
STONE COVE MARINA 
stone Cove Marira is locat 0 d in south Kingstown , Rhode 
Island , at ~h 0 upper (nor•hern) en~ of Point Judith Pond. 
Figure P1 srows tho general study area with each cas~ study 
ar~a irdicatPd. F~gure P2 shows thP Point Judi~h Pond area , 
and Fiqur2 P3 shows th~ Jayout of Stano. cov~ Marina. ~he pona 
is a long , shallow body of salt water with estuarine 
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charactEristics. The mean range of _id e at t he upper ~nd is 
3.5 feet. SaugAtucknt Pi ver flows i nto the pocd 1/4 mile wes+ 
of stone Cove ~arina. ThA pond is approxima~ely 4 milPs long 
in 11 north o south dir'?ctior , and averag 0 s 1 mile in wia th . 
Access to thP ocean is provided a~ tr southern Pnd throuqh the 
Port of GalilPe br~achway. The Port of Ga l ilee is a busy 
commercin.l port , wit-h the largest fishing fleet and second 
highes~ value of ca+ch i~ Rhode Island (~urohy, 1979 ). The 
la d surrou~ding ~he sou~hPrn part of the pond is fairly 
d 0 s~ly i~velop2d wi~h sinql~ family housjng , A large part of 
~h se are sum~er and rPtiremAn~ homes on small lots. There ar~ 
a total of 13 marinas on 'he uond , wi~h app roxima+ely 980 slips 
-1no 15 moorinqs ( Soa~i 9 Almanac , 1979). The large.st marina is 
~h8 Rhone Island S~ate Pier at Galilee , with 280 slips . Stone 
_ave is s8cond in SL7° wi~h 1us slips . Th~ remaininq 11 
ma~inas on th9 pona are smaller , with an a v ~ragg of 49 slips 
each . Also 
11ni versi t v 
on 
of 
the Pond are thg Point Judith Yacht Club , the 
F.bod~ Island sailing club , ard two puhlic 
launching ramps. T~er~ is a 14 foot de p cha nel , maintained 
by tb8 ~rmy ~o~ps of Engin°ers , at the sou ~ hern ?ar of he 
nond for the fishing vossPls , and a 7 foot a~Ep channsl ~o .e 
Stat 0 Pier. The channel in the remainder of the pond has 
betwe=n four and six feet of water at low ti~e9 This 
effectiv ~ly limits the draf~ and overall size of th . majority 
of boats fourd in mos• o the pond. Thus h~ largest boats to 
he found at Sto e Co v ~ arina are in th~ forty - foot class, and 
most are somewha~ smaller . In ad<lition to the dEpth 
1 i mi tat i on , Stone \o v<? is somewhat 011+ of the way of L.h<=> 
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mainstream of oatin0 traffic cruising b~tween Long Island 
Sound and New Engl~nd watPrs. Thw result is t~at alrros~ all of 
h~ b usiness is from s~asonal cus~omPrs : thore is virtually no 
ransient raf~ic. 
Access from la a is much more convenien~. Route One , -+-he 
old tl1rntic coas highway , i.s h~ major thoroughfare for 
south~rn Rhod~ Isla~d , a~ actually bard rs s+c~o rove Marj~a 
on +re nor · 1. This stretch of the highway is 4 lane , limited 
access , with an in erscc-+-ion adiaccnt to the marina properT.y. 
Access by autcmobil~ is direc~ ano simpl~. 
CWtEFSHIP a .d EMPLOYMEN"' - In contrast ....  0 most mari as in 
th~ New Ehglar area , t.e ow.~rs of s o~e Cove ~arina , ~r. ard 
Mrs . st 0 v2r Wood , do not own the land hat e busi nPSS is 
situated on . ThP wa~~rfron parcPl of land bounden by Foute 
one on ~he nor~h , S~ors Cov~ rroper or th~ ~ast , and th8 
Saugatuck~~ Piv er on the w~st ·s own~d by th 0 ~own of South 
Kingstown. Ther~ is a hjstory of marina activity or tr? 
pri::>sent stone Co ve sit 0 • larqe scale atrial photoaraph at 
th~ area , tak~r.. i 1948, shows a hoatyard / 1J1arina with thrnp 
lorg docks and a collectio~ of buildinqs. On° of the buildings 
has "Han--ons Boa~yarr. 11 pain ... 12d on top. The Stone Cove Marina 
si e takes up about 25"' of the -+-own-own '?d parcel. In th2 1Q48 
photograph , thP i:.st of th~ parcel is vacant. cnrr 0 n tly , there 
are three marinas , including stone Cov 0 , or this parcel. ?am 
Point M~rina , with h0 slips and 15 moorings , is a~ the westPrn 
.:na of th-= parcel. Tona Johns Marina , wi~h 37 slips anc a 
pop ular restauran+ , is situat~a bE+we0 n Ram Point and s~one 
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Cove. Two to• n laurc~iPq ramps, and parking lots for both , thP 
Point Judith Yacht Club , aPd the URI sailing cluh, are also on 
~he parc~l. The only vacant waterfro~t land left is betw~en 
Stone Cova and Lonq Johns marinas , and a piece nn the 
Saugarucke~ Rivar bPtwa~n Barn Point Marina and Poute 1. 
currently , S on~ cove Marina has a ten year lease on its 
portion of ~he parcel. his lease was negotiated in 197 1 wh 0 n 
thE ~oods bought hP husinPss. Th~ town has indicated no 
intereRt to sell , bu negotiations for a fi~~0Pn-y~ar leas0 to 
begin subsequent to ~h~ exis~ing lease are curre~tly un~erway. 
Th~ exis~ino lPase expir~s in 198 1, and until new tarms have 
heen agr~~a upcr t ~ owners of the marina are unders~a~dably 
reluctant to irvFst in cer~air improve[ents to ~heir busi~ess 
facilities. The parc~l abutti.g ~he marina ~o th~ was~ is 
partially vacant, and contains one of the launching ramps which 
is too s eep for eas 0 of launching and , consequentially, is not 
used very much, Stone covq would like +o expaca their 
op:::.ration in+o this prop~rtv~ this is oart of th& ongcing 
regotia~ions wi:h th& +own. 
'Ihe Entire par:-c 0 1 owne1 by the own is zom,;d as a "nu lie 
zoninq district" , which , according to t.he 7oninq regulat 'e ns , 
is primari l y intErded for public b1ildi gs and faciliti~sw The 
cowmFrcial u-;s of +be marinas are p~rmitted by l~a~e 
aqresm:::.nt , and th€r"' arP 110 set regulatio'ls. Any chanqes 
within ~he rarc~l mus~ b~ negotiatsd with the town on a 
case-ry-casP basis. lf the ~own were to ~~cid~ to s~ll to +he 
marin~s , a zoning cha.ge , consistent with thQ e xisting use ana 
master plan , would b0 .ecessary. 
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FalationstioF with the town ar 0 through tho town manaaer 
and the town ia• 0 rfront Pla ning CommitteP. 
could be charactPriz 0 d ~s cordia • 
The r8lationship 
Total employment at S~on8 Cove is relatively small wi~h 6 
full tim~ and 2 to 4 part ~ime ~mploy 0 8s. Mr. and Mrs~ wood 
work pan:. im8 , and thAre ar.e two dock boys during th7 suwmer 
S"3ason. Jr. works full time as manaqar of th 0 
yarrl. Pour mechanics a~8 R ~~les/office worker make up the 
rest of the staff. Th 0 structur~ ssems to work quite 
i.formally , with paople pi~chi~g iP where and as n~eded. 
f' A CI I.I TI ES Stone Cov 0 ~arina occupies approxim ~sly 3. 7 
acres of water and 3.1 acr 0 s of land . Th~ land to tre west has 
0.73 acres for potcn+ial expansion , and the p~rkicq area across 
the road measures 0.87 acr~s. hare are two buildings on the 
prop~rty: an cu~bnil6inq containinq toil~ts ana a shower , a d a 
main buil~ing housing the shops , office , and sales qrea. 
ou•board meters are s+or~d an~ ser v iced indoors , but there is 
no indoor win~er storage for boats. ThP mai. building is a 
lo~g , one srory wooden ~hed s•ructure , built on pilings, The 
condition of this facility has been improved over the last fe~ 
y 0 ars , but i ne&ds to be repl~c~d. Discussior.s about possibl~ 
rEplaCPffiPil arc part of the neaotiations onqoing with the town. 
Both buildings hav0 recen~lv b 0 en hooked up to new town sewers. 
Mos of the r 0 maining land area of ~he marina is a lovel 
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dirt / gravel parking and boat storage area. In the water ~here 
are 145 slips ana no moorings , distribu~ed as shown in Figure 
P4a. 
A "singlE" slip h-3.s a finger pier on each side of a boa~, 
i. e . one boa per slip, A "double" slip !>as two boats psr 
slip, wi~h a finqer pier OD one si~e of the boat orly. Sinqle 
slips are slightly more expensive. There are moorings in the 
pond near ~h~ marina , bu~ these are a~minist0red by the tow a~ 
When the present owner took over StoLe cove h~ had 
~he option of us·ng these moorings but declined them, ~s he 
fel~ that they would be an additional burden to his irnprovern~nt 
pr:-oqraw. Th~re are ro j8tties or aroins protactinq Stone cove, 
as thE: are"l is natnrally protectea by the configuration of th 0 
pond. The only real physical hazard is storm surae , which has 
be 0 n Pstirna~~a at a possibl~ 12 feet on a 100 year freguer.cy 
(HUD fIA , 1 976) The area has beE'-P classif i~d as being in 
flooa zon'°' . c:i. Even qrea+er surqP floo~inq is possible in th 0 
0 vent of a hurricane. There are no problews wi+h curren+, hut 
concomit~n+ly thPre i~ a fairly slow flushing ra~e in the end 
of the cove , wrere surfac~ debris tends to col)er,~. The Poqe 
of ~he marina yarrl has been filled to level it off , and the 
shorelic~ is pro ected from rou•ire erosio . by riprap 
bulkhPadinq along its l 0 rgth. The ~eeks are preaominan+ly 
wooden, i standard sec~ions , wi~h stvrofoam flota io~ and hgla 
in placP by wood~n ?ilings. Th8rP are a f~w fiherqlass docks 
lef~ fro~ the previous owner , hut mos+ of thess have been 
phased out as ~hev wore out. ~ost of ~hP docks hav~ be~r 
replaced or repairP<l witbiP. the pas~ few years, and they arq 
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all in good corditicn. The Bocks and some ot thP pilings are 
removed at th~ end 0f hP s 0 ason with a swall aerrick and 
replaced in the spring. B11bbl2rs were tried for s1=>veral years , 
but nrov2d costly in t3rms of maintain~ncP , and th 0 docks wer~ 
damag~a ny floes from the spririg ice breakur on the pond. 
Water and el 0 c~ricity are available on all docks , with 20 amp 
service standard and 30 amp hookups availablP for the larger 
boa ts. For nighttime use ther~ are SEVErc] large arEa-widF 
flooolamps , and ~here is foo~lighting on some of thP docks. 
Security and medical ~m~rqePciFs ar~ tak 0 r car~ of ~y 
proximitv to ~he town police dep?.rtm 0 ~t and ~he area hospi~al , 
both of which arE irnmediat~ly on t 0 o+hsr side of routP 1. 
There are two firP hydrants , one at Qith~r end of the property , 
and 14 fire ex~inguis ers on the proper~y. 
There is ~ fairly ccmplate array of services for boats , 
i r.cl uding 
saJ.es of 
sal~s of new Mako boats and Mercury ou~board motors , 
us"d hoa s , parts , service including all types of 
mo+ors and mechAnica: ~guip~ent , fishi~q tackle anu lures , an<l 
outdoor storcg~. Boat:s ari:i lau chea ~n<'l ha11l~d 11si.nq two 
~railers on d gravel ra~p , and a 15 +on cran° with a truck 
body. The crane lifts ~he boats on and off +he trailers , and 
is also used for liftiPg s~m= boa~s dir 0 ctly in a~a out of the 
water. Ontdoor storage is on standard blocks and jacks. 
ThP mariPa is a dealer for Texaco fuels4 T e g1s dock is 
located i~ ·h~ <'leepes~ water , and a the poin~ of easiest 
access +o the pond. The- tar.ks and pumps are at th~ edge of the 
h~ gas <lock, P~tw'=!~n the Rhode 
Island s~ate En rgv Office and ~exaco , Stan~ cove was ablo to 
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ob+.ain sufficient fni:>l durinq thg 1979 season. Th<? allocations 
for 1977 and 197 8 a~E shown in Figure P4h. l .. houqh 1979 
figur9s wer~ not availahl~ , iqdications verP that 1979 was 
about th~ samP as 1978, 
commercial fisn~rmPn ara 
Sinco Stone Cove s~lls gas to 
to the Coas• Guard Auxiliary , .. ~ey 
wi:>re able to keep ~hPir allocation from beirg severlv cut 
during tle general cu~backs of +he 1979 season. 
CUSTOME~s ard THEIR BOATS Figure P5 shows ~he 
dis~ribution of boat ow1ers from he 1979 summer season. S~one 
Cove Marina is repr~scnted by thg t~iangular symbol. Fach do _ 
on the; map r~prPse11 ts the town c:<:>ntPr wher 0 a Stone Cove 
customer livE-s. Larger dots aro used in towns where more tha 
onP customer livos. As can he seen by immed iate insoection , a 
large part of the customer population liv 0 s withi~ Phode Island 
ov er 7~% • Four towps in ~hode Island account for over 453 
of "-he boat own~rs~ sou.._h Kingstown , Narraganse~t , North 
Kings~own , and Provid~nce. Th~ circles repre~0 nt radii of 10 , 
25 , 5 o, and 75 st.a7_u+e miles. he percent breakdown of 
customers living within th~se is shown i~ Figure P6 The 
towns , with corresponding numbars of owners , are listed in 
F:.gurf: P7. 
live more 
Orly about one - fif+h of the cus+orners of the marina 
than fi~ty milBs away (as th<:> SST fli'?s), The 
average ~rav~l +imeA alorg major routes in ~ew England are 
shown ir ·piqnrc P8. C0mpari2 g the owner distribu+ion with tho 
averaqe travEl t~IDP indica .. es ~hat mos of th~ owners (about 
four-fifths) live wit in 50 minut,:.s of +he marina, 
I vest igat io of -:h sizes of boats corr~sponds wi~b +he 
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a~neral proximi+-y o~ custom~rs. Figure P9 shows th~ 
distributio of toat siz0 s during the summer 197g season - over 
70~ are 25 f€et in length or small~r. In andition, th~re were 
only 9 s~ilho~ts in all, a ratio of abou+ 73 • So it can be. 
se~n that a prs vail~nq type of use at the marina is day usP 
only, i~ small and me~ium sized powerboa~s capabl~ of reaching 
._hP Galilee breachway ana ":hu:: Block Island sound in a 
relatively short time. 
_ATES - Pasic rates for the 1980 summ~r ~eason aro $ 15 p8r 
foct for a dollbl.::: sli.p, an $16 per foo+-_ for a single slip. 
Wirt~r storage has a basic charqe of $9 per foo to haul, 
st or.=: , and launch. Ex+ra s~r vic9s, and ~heir ratos, are shown 
in Figure P 10a , P10 • 
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Figure P3 
STONE COVE MARI A - EXISTING CONDITIONS 
l. Slips area 
2. Fuel dock 
3 . Hauling / launching r amp area 
4. Ya r d worki ng area 1winter storage 
S. Sales, administ ration 
6 . Se rvice, outboard motor storage 
7 . Re s t r ooms, showe r building 
8 . Ou tdoor equipment storage 
9 . Public launching ramp 
10. Vacant water front land 
11 . Public parking 
12 . ~a rina parking 
13 . Adjacent ma r ina 
Slips 
Pa r king places 
Total 
13 7 
110 
) 
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FigurE P4A 
Distribution of Slips - Stone Cove Marina 
if of slips Length Type 
16 16' double 
55 20' 3 single 
52 double 
27 24' 14 single 
13 double 
13 28 1 8 single 
5 double 
6 29' double 
10 30' 2 single 
8 double 
6 33' single 
6 36' single 
6 40' single 
145 TOTAL 45 single 
100 double 
Figure P4B 
Gasoline Allocations - Stone Cove Marina 
Month 1977 1978 
J a nuary 1000 gallons 
February 
March 3450 gallons 
April 3000 gallons 
May 
June 3400 gallons 2300 gallons 
July 3400 gallons 7000 gallons 
August 6400 gallons 4850 gallons 
September 3000 gallons 5100 gallons 
October 
November 1000 gallons 
December 
TOTAL 17,950 gallons 23, 250 gallons 
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Figure PS 
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Figure P6 
Distance of Seasonal Boat Owners from Stone Cove Marina 
Radius % of Owners living within Radius 
10 miles 27% 
2S miles Sl% 
so miles 78% 
7S miles 93% 
Figure T!7 
Towns with more than one customer - Stone Cove Marina 
Category Town (or city) if of Boat CMners 
Within 10 mile radius Narragansett lS 
South Kingstown 17 
(also:) (Charlestown 1) 
(Saunders town 1) 
Within Rhode Island Providence 16 
North Kingstown 11 
Cranston 8 
Pawtucket 4 
Warwick s 
North Providence 3 
Woonsocket 3 
Greenville 2 
Lincoln 2 
Outside Rhode Island Danbury, CT 2 
Winsor, CT 2 
Springfield, MA 2 
Worcester, MA 2 
OTHER ( outside Figure PS) (Pine Plains, NY 1) 
-------
-----, 
L.. ...J 
KEENE 
BRATTLEBORO 
~ 
~ 
~ 
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GREENFIELD 
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DISTRIBUTION 
OF BO.A1S~-
BY LENGTH 
ST 0 NE COVE MARINA 
Figu r e P9 
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Figure PlOA 
WINTERIZATION: OUTBOARDS (STONE COVE MARINA) 
Winterize Storage Total 
4HP - 35HP $31. 00 $15.00 $46.00 
40HP - 85HP 35.00 25.00 60.00 
90HP -140HP 45.00 34.00 79.00 
150HP -200HP 55.00 40.00 95.00 
Winterization includes: Clean and grease cables, compression check, 
stabilize gas in carb, flush with fresh water, fog engine with 
storage seal, spray powerhead with anti-corrosion oil, remove and 
grease prop, change lower unit oil, change trim tab, clean and paint 
lower unit. 
Does not include: Remove engine from boat, mount engine in boat in 
spring, start engine in spring, test ride, fill inboard gas tank 
with gas and stor-n-start. This work is done on the hourly rate. 
Flat rate does not include extra time spent if engine will not start 
or extra time spent disassembling parts with extreme corrosion. 
WINTERIZATION OF INBOARDS AND I/ 0 ENGINES (STONE COVE MARINA) 
Mere 110-165 Engines 
Mere 888-233 Engines 
Inboards 
$70.00 
75.00 
80.00 
Winterization includes: Oil and oil filter change, loosen fan belts, 
lubricate steering, fuel filter change, flush engine with fresh water, 
fog engine with oil, spray engine with anti-corrosion oil, inspect 
engine. Gasoline and Stor-n-start billed according to amount used, 
labor included in winterization. Flat rate does not include extra 
time spent if engine will not start, o~ extra time spent disassembling 
parts with extreme corrosion. Flat rate does not include starting 
engine in spring. 
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Figure PlOB 
STORAGE CHARGES AND OTHER FEES (STONE COVE MARINA) 
Boat Storage for winter - includes: 
hauling, blocking & launching 
Battery Storage - includes: removing, 
replacing & charging 
Mast Storage 
Charge to tow boat to yard 
Charge to unstep & step mast 
Framing & covering 
Canvas Rental 
Canvas Storage 
Store Boat on Trailer 
Haul & Launch - unless boat has to be 
removed trailer 
Crane Rate 
Labor Rate 
Mercury repairs, other engines, yard work 
Transmission repairs 
Minimum labor 
OUTDRIVES - WINTERIZATION AND STORAGE 
$9.00 per ft. 
25. 00 for one 
10.00 each additional one 
20.00 
Labor + $10.00 for boat 
$40.00 an hour 
Time & materials 
15¢ a square ft. 
$30.00 
6.00 per ft. 
2 .00 per ft. 
40.00 an hour 
18.00 an hour 
20.00 an hour 
8.00 
Winterize Outdrives - $73.00 - Storage $15.00 - Total $88.00 
Includes: Remove from boat, grease all fittings, change lower unit 
oil, replace trim tab and annodes, clean outdrive, paint with anti-
fouling paint, install with new gaskets. Pull prop and grease. 
Flat rate does not include extra time spent disassembling parts with 
extreme corrosion. 
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Cataume+ Marira - Ki gmar ~arine 
cataumet rarina ara Kingman Marine are nam8s for +wo 
differEnt divisions of the sam~ organization. The marina 
orgarization rents +he slips and moorinqs ara Kingma ~arire 
provides service to boats. For purpos~s of this paper a 
ref~rence ~o e'ther generally r9f~rs +o this ~0 cond case s+udy 
mnrina as a wrole. 
cataumPt Marina is locat~a in h~ ~own of BournP , 
~assachuset+s, be ween the Pocasset ara Cataumet nPigh~orhoods 
0 the ~own. 
sPc~ior for th location of the marina in tte New England area. 
mh· neighborhoods arF r~sia~ntial i charac~er , with ~h0 marina 
and the aed Brook Harbor Boa+yard imrn~dia~ 0 ly -o its so11th 
co s~itu~inJ h 0 only comCT~rcial op~ra+ions in the local area. 
The layout of this arba is shown in Fiqure P11. Red Brook 
Harbor is a well prot~c ed a~ural harhor on the east shor~ of 
Buzzard ' s Bay. The arbor is prot~ctsd from ~he north and 
~orthwest by Wings Neck , and is protect.so on th~ sou~h and 
southwest by Scraggy Neck. The open area betwe0n these ngcks 
is closed off to wav~s ana swAll hy ~assetts Island , mak"ng the 
harbor well pro~ect~d from waves and swell from all directions. 
Mean ranq~ of tide is u.n feet. ca~aurn~t ~arina is at he 
Fxtreme eastern end of Rer Brock Ha~bor, abou~ 1,500 varJs 
(0.85 mil3s) from Rassetts Island. his is suffici~nt f~tct to 
allow huil~ur of c on ~o the exposed por~ion of the marina 
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docks, bu+ only in s~ver3 s orm conditions from the west or 
sou hwest is sw~ll a orobl8 in h~ harhor. 
The marina is about three rnjles from Ahiels Ledge , which 
marks th2 ertrance to +he og Island ChannPl apa the Cape Cod 
Canal. Dr~dged channels to both the north and south of ~ass0 tts 
Island have a depth of 8 f~et at me.an low wat~r, allowing ~asy 
access to +te marin for ~11 but the larg~3~ pleasure craft. 
The marina is thus in a convPnient location for ~h~ large 
numbers of transient boa+s using the Cape Cod Canal. On the 
eas+ side of Buzzard ' s Bay betweec the Canal and Woods Hole 
ther~ are 7 marinas with a to+al of 320 slips a~n 164 moorinos. 
CataumPt ~arina is ~he only large marina in this area , with 17~ 
slips and SS moorings. .,,h"'I"" is one yn.cht club in this area , 
the Sandwich racht Club , which has a small building which it 
rents from ·h ~ cataumet arina. ~h~rs is also one tcwn ow.~a 
publi~ launc~ing ramp in th~ area , and ~his abucs the Catum~~ 
Marina property 
Boat Yard has 
to thg south. urt.her, 
10 slios and 75 moo rings. 
the ?Ed Brook ddrbor 
Thus it is anparent 
that Red Brock Harbor is the major c 0 nt 0 r for boating accivity 
on th- Pas+ shore of Buzzard ' s Bay , accounting for 18S of 320 
slips (abou 58~ a d 130 of 161l moori:ros (about 79~ ) • 
ca aumet ~arina alone accounts for approximately 55% of he 
slips and 34~ of thP moorinqs in the a=ea. 
There is a siq ificar, corc 0 ntration of marinas on the 
so11tr shar; of Cape Cod from Woods Flol-=.: +o Hvannis. '.!.'om 
Kingman, owner of Cataumet ·arina and Kingman Marir~ , considers 
thc-sE marir.as ( i::.c;p~cially +hose i Falmout .) to be his main 
competitors, hut the authors feel tbat these marinas are in a 
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differen~ phyFical ac~ivity zone. The waters cf Vin~yard Sound 
arir:. effectivEoly separ~_ ":.f?0 from R11z?.arc ' s Ray for many boa•ers 
by the oassage through th~ Woods Bole channPl. Tid~l currPrts 
run at up ~o 8 k cts through this channel , with large swirls 
and cddi0 s intimida+ina to those in small boats, Sailing 
vessols oft8 . must wai~ for a fair tide to mak~ the passage. 
Figur~ P12 show3 Buzzard ' s Bay , VinPyard Sound , and illustrates 
th~ impor~anc~ of th~ Woods Hol~ channel. ?assaga out anJ 
arou d Cuttytunk Isla~d is time consuming and c~n be hazardous 
as well , duo t? strong •.idctl curr311ts :.n th<:? area. Thie; is o 
to maximize the danger : there is g2nerally no problem for 
compe~Pnt boater But th£re is ~ d 0 finite elemen~ of 
inconveni2nce for The week~nd boater or others with limited 
time and ambj-+:.ion. Also , ther~ is a large traffic in cruisinq 
vessels between the Lo g Isla a Sound area and c::ruising gro1rnds 
Down F~s~ in Mai~s. Caraumet Marina is in the traffic flow of 
these boats , and the Vineyard Sound area is not. 
The maria is also near tls mainstream of traffic flow on 
land. Ths on9 remaining railroad line on the Cape abu~s the 
marina to he eas":, The line is in usable condition, and 
experimPntal trains were ru on i during the summ9r of 1979. 
By car , access is as easy as any place on Cap8 Cod , heing about 
12 to 15 miLu":es from th 0 Bourne Bridg~, ard about 20 minutes 
from tte sagamor~ Briogq. However , ~h se two bridq_ s provide 
access to all traffic to ~he entire Cap~, crossing over the 
Canal. on hoJiday WP~Xends , ~h8 
are n0torious for hours - lorg 
Lridg~s ~nd thPir access roads 
traffic 1ams (authors can 
tes+ if y) • A typical Ca~aumet Marina customer , from the Bos~on 
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arFa , can find that it takes as lorg tc ge~ t~rouqh the town of 
BournP as it aid to aet to Bourne from Bos on. 
owrERSHIP and FMPLOYMENT - Tom Kingman , and members of his 
immedia e fall'ily , own both · h 0 marina hnsiriess arid the lana it 
is situat 0 d on. Th~ marina business was s~arted as a boatyard 
in the 1q30' s by ~r. Kingman's fath~r. Of the land now own8d , 
about onP - third was from the original boa yard , another third 
was acq11ired in 1944 , and th~ finaJ one- +-hird was acquired in 
19n9. The pr~scn day layou+- of thP marina is shown i fiqure 
P13. The inner yacht ba~i~ ~a~ dredqea out of an existinq salt 
marsh , anr1 the fron+- arPa (when= tlie Tra v€li f': is) was fj_lled 
and alter~a corsiderably during a major Fxpansion program i 
th~ ea rly 1970 •s This effectively cha qed th€ boatyard ir~o 
thE mod;:rr Pari a facility +hat it is today. F:igure P14 srow 
zo ing of land in the immediate arAa. There is no figure P15. 
~o+e +hC\t Mr. Kingman owns the comwPrcial parcel b 0 twean th"" 
marina and +he town launching ramp. This parc:l is to be 
ut.ilizP.d in :tuture dPvelopmA t. EvPntually , Mr. Kinqman would 
like to acquire the Red Brook Har or Boat Yard as we 1 , arrl 
have 011e larg&?- 1 in+.egratP.d facility on +he tiarbor. 
T e area containi~g the marinas is zon°d B- 2, a busin°ss 
zone designea "To accomodate general busin°ss d'-"velopment in 
areas sQrvicPd by ma1or tr~ffic arteries , and where conflic 
with re>sident.ial developmE-nt will o. be substartial" (Bourn e 
zor.i g 
R-20 , 
Bylaws: p.7}. 
ro.sidsr. tial with 
The ar~a •o thq north and east is zo ~a 
20 , 000 square foot min· mum lots, The 
arEa to +h south is zonsd -UO , residential with 40 , 000 sauare 
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foot minimum lor size. Historically , the boatyards were in 
OPFra~io and thR surrounding residentia area was spar~Fly 
d ~eloped with large estat8 properties , fro~ the end of World 
war II u n~il th~ l~te 1960 ' s. At at point , subdivision hogan 
and now the area is more densely a~velopcd. It is far from ho 
typical subdivision , tbouqh , and most of the homPs could he 
d€scrirEd as luxurious. There is at present some tgnsion 
bet~esn his well-moneyed reiqbhorhood an1 its commarcial 
n°igthor 1 tho marina, Mr. ~ingman unders~andatly regards thPso 
neighbors as l~tEcom 0rs who , ~ow that th€y h~ve achieved thoir 
material success , wan+ no fur ~~r change. Tho neighbors , 
~qually unaErstandanlvr are concorned abou+ preserving th~ 
characto~ of +he area ana th~ cl~anl~nass of the beaches +h 0 y 
have worKed so Pard to o~+~in. Overall , th~ deve l opm 0 nt 
process appoars to be w~ll regulated by the Bourne town 
admir.istratjve mechanism. 7h~ owr SP.lPcrmAn bav2 a Shore and 
Harbor Commit -~ , and thor~ is a Ccnserva+ior commission as 
well as rhe uFual Plann~ q Bo~rd acti v in ths ~own. 
Employment mLe organizdtion of tha Kinqmar busirFsses is 
shown in Figure P16. Th~ biqgesT. employer is ~h~ Chart Room 
Festaurant , witP over 50 smployePs. Direct ~roployees of Mr. 
Kingman number 31 , wi+h 8 in he store , 2 in the par+s 
depar mP.nt , an 2 1 employ~~~ directly c0ncernsd with th~ care 
and servicina cf boats. The marina has rec~ntly unaergone a 
chang? in KiLgman ~arin_ , th~ sP=vice 0rganizatio~ , to provide 
for bEt+er comp~8h8nsiv~ SPrvice to customers and be+ter 
s•ab~lity for year - round em~loyment · o help keep competFnt 
The ~vstern has better fiscal accourtab~lity and should 
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l~ad ~o incr~as~Q profitability. 
PACILITTE5 Cataumet Marina occupies approximat~ly 7.2 
acres of lard. Th~ inner yacht hasin cak~s up 4.2 ac~qs of 
wa~er , and ~he undPveloped parcel o~ned by the marina for 
expansion is 1.5 ~cres. There are 9 major buildings on the 
si~e. Kinqm~n Marine s~rvice facilities occupy 4 of th 0 se , 
with sp3ce for mechanics shops and indoor storage, The store , 
gift shoo , parts departmePT, and administrativ0 offices occupy 
~not~er large huilding. The r~staurant and qr0cAry share a 
huilding , the Sandwic~ Yacht Slob has a clu house buildinq , 
an~ her0 are two separat~ facilities with heads and show~ra , 
on ~ of which hous~s ~ l'i'l'lc'lt:ornat. Two of the large boat 
storaqe buildings ~nd ·h~ stor6 / 0~fice buildin are rela~ively 
n°w, of the quickly er-ec~e<1 11 '1i ... chell 11 or "But ~r" rnetal ~YP""• 
Th~ head and sho~Pr facili~y a• the upper enJ of the y~cht 
basin was comple~;::.o uring +h~ 1 97q summ~r sPason. Th.::: 
remaining bnildinqs hav 0 been well 111aintaine1 a r'l all ;:ipp~ar ~o 
bo in good condition. There is no town sewer hookup , hut there 
are several loach fields which have been rec8ntly upgr~aed and 
whic~ are car~fullv monitorEd. 
Special attention ha 
aesthetics at the marira. 
}>.-,0n giv"'n +:o la!lrlscapinq and 
The Chart Room rEs ,aurant is very 
busy during the season, and the Pn~ire ar~a of +: e marina nPar 
the r~staurant has been platt~u w~ h law~s, shrubs ana flowors. 
Carefully olGcsd nautical objoc~s such as a flaqoole, c3nn0~ , 
and anchor enhance the park-like a+mosphAr~. The business e d 
of the yard , near the Travelift, has no+ hoen landscaped but 
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h~s carPfully be_ ke t clear of +hP usu~l piles of rustinq ndd 
bits ana pieces. ~r. ~inqman vi 9 ws his facility ~s a pl~c~ of 
11 oublic acc~ss" , and main+ai s thnt +.he ben.qfi"t.s outweigh the 
co ts of keeping th 0 marina Pe?.t ar;n ~~tractive. 
parking area for th~ restaurant ard s+orP has been neuly p~ve~. 
The parking for boat owners is Fnrfaced ¥i-h crushed rock , and 
the working surfac0 of the yard is gravel. \ll srore edges i11 
th2 marina are faced wi':.h riI"J - rau to preven 8ros.:.on . 
Jr the water , there ara two distinct ar~as of slips. The 
innPr yacht ~asin , as previously mentionoa , was dredqed from a 
salt marsh , and is comple ely protected , with R fc~t of watPr 
at low -::id!?, ThP Jarqest yachts are kept along the entrance 
chann~l to the basin , and for severa l years WPrP prot~cted by a 
floatir.g ~ire breakwat_r, an exppri~Pnr deemed successful. (I . 
~he spring of 1979 th~ binning materials failed and tho tir~s 
were remov~d, 
docks , 
but rcpla~PMPPt on u larqPr seal~ is h0 i q 
1ore exposed to ~he har~or chop are th~ outer 
In co tr~st :o the 
rest of the marina's facilities , these docks are not i~ good 
con di ion , 
~heso ou~~r docks ar~ used largely for transiPnt docking. 
ACCPSS to he moorings of~sPoro is from thEs outer docks , with 
dirghies lir~a up along t.he <?nge of ._h"' "O" docl<. 
suffic'en': fotch ~o hA 1cs~ to~ar~ Bass8~ts Island for a chop 
to do veJ.op , which is a probl~m a+ th~ uter docks. 
local sT..orms , swPll ~r0M Buzzard's Ray refrac~s successfully 
tho harbor , which also cr~a~es a pro 1°~ at ~hese aoc~s. 
Addi•ionally , .. rere is a poss"bility of surao , the ar0 a b9irg 
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classifiP~ in Flooa 7o ~ A-8. The probability is for a 13 fact 
flooc level or a 100 year basis (flTTD - Frr. 1 1976)~ In th:: 1954 
h urrican € l:.c.rg >VPre 6. 5 f~et of wa+<=>i: in th"" } ingmu.H l"larini=> 
service buil0~ng. There are no routinP tiae current probl~ms , 
hut thi:: upper end of -+:he yacht basin flushes slowly. 
All doc~~ have frEsh wat 0 r , and th0 r~ is 10 a~d 50-amp 
el~c rical sPrvicA wi+h heavy duty hookups. Each ~l~ctr:ic 
hookup nnit has a shielded footlight on top , and the;:- docks are 
W8ll lit by th~se at niqht. The overall distribution of slips 
is shown in Pigure P17. Of tb 0 177 slips, 139 art: in the i. n<=>r 
yacht basin and 38 are on the outer docks. Th<=> slips listed as 
"availablt} o ra sien+">" a:::e the numb-=r not r~nt.ed o s<=>asonal 
cu~tomers out of ~hose available. In adcli+ion to sli s , 
cataumet has 46 moorings, 6 nf which ar 0 r<=>s~rvsd for 
The docks are i good condition in he yacht 
basin,, ann ~n fair con ition in the outer area , as notsn 
previously. The in er basin is k~p~ open durinq th~ wint<=>r 
wi+h bubblerE , and som8 boa~s ar@ wet storFd ther~. 
docks are remov~a for ~he wintPr s@ason. 
The on~er 
Boats are hauled a~a lannchPd nsinq a 3S- ton Travelift and 
a 15 ton mobile cranE. 'Ihi=>r.:> is both indoor and outdoor 
storage on land as well as wet s oraqe. standard blocks and 
jacks ar.:. us8 to suooor~ t.he boa~s. ~oroplete servic~ 
faciliti0s for boats and m0 chanical comPon~n·~ ar0 availabl 0 
Although new hoats ar~ no~ sJld, ~ nrp is a yacht brok~r aT tho 
mariEa. Ancillary services at Cataumet Marina are v0 ry 
comole~~ , incl ding hs r~staurar+, grocery, gift shop , ard a 
large shin ' s ~tore. Se-? Fignr;.:i P18 for a compara+ive cht:ckl"i.st 
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o~ services offer~d by th~ two case study marinas. 
Security is ~akDD care ot during +he summer season y a 
hiroa s~curi y service. Y~ar round, ~r. Kingman liv~s on the 
prPruises , his prPscnc3 proviaing securi+y i~ ~hg off seasn~. 
There ar 0 4 ~ire hydran s on tr~ marina grounds , with numer.ous 
fir~ PXtinguishers in the buililings. 
e x inguisher availahJe on +be qas dock. 
There is a laroq fire 
The marina is a dealer 
for Mobil (' il. Pigur'O: P19 shows sa] ec:; of oasolin.:. and iPSt:. l 
fu 0 1 during -th_ 1978 8. nd 1q79 P'3SOJ1S. Ga~oli 0 s~les were 
almost a 't 1 e 1 q78 level during h>" 1q79 seaeo11 , a4\: a +:o+ n.1 
volume of jus+ t.hr E•t: pe!'.:'<"PT't less. Oj eso 1 sales ••ere down hy 
17% how~ver , a waior drop. The marina did rot run OU": during 
+h e seaso. , but had mcra difficulty obtaining fu~l tha 
y <:?a rs. 
· n past 
CUSTOMERS and 1HEI BOATS Fiqure P20 shows +he physical 
dist iution cf Ca~aums Marina customers i ho New England 
area. '"'he 111arina is r~pr~sent<::d '1y ? rianoular symbol, and 
~he dots ar~ dis~ributed using thP same m~tbod as was use~ in 
Figure F5 for Stonn Cov0 Marina. Ca~anm<?+ ' s custoIT8rs are 
fairly evenly distrib11t 0 d •hro tghout souc.heas•~rn Masc:;achus-:;+-ts 
and ir the Bostnn suburbs. Th€ p~rcen~ brPakdown of customers 
by ra ni us, 
dist.ar.ce. 
in l:.'ia11r0 P21 , s .ows a 50 - 50 splii::. at the 50 mile 
According ~o th~ trdVPl ~imes shown in Fiqura PB , 
this means +hat rnor~ t~~n 50% of th8 marina ' s customers live 
over an hour away. Tr.e summer traffic jnms can add 
cors '_d~ rAbly to ~his travJl time. us~ of the custom~rs livP 
b ·~twe€n .. hF :o mil"' ;:inrJ 7C:, aiile radii , indicatinq tha":. •.his is 
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~he max'mu~ ranqe of •he practical access arga for the m~rina , 
i.e. very f~w cus~om~rs , only about 81 1 are ~illing to come 
from furth~r away . 
in FigurE P22. 
~owns with more than on~ custoro~r are shown 
The boa s at ca~aume~ ar~ us~d primarily on weekenas : 
the w~ek~nJ ~i her cruisiPg or in the marina. 
he size dis ribution of th~ boats shows his. Figure P23 
shows th~ siz~ distriburion of hoats , with thP 26 to 30 foot 
class being laroes~ , and a clear majori+.y of boats being over 
26 fFPt in leLg~h. The marina has see~ a trend towards sail in 
r~cen+ vears, an<l now about 413 of all seasoral cus om3rs own 
sailboats. T~P majority of thesP have overnight accomada ions. 
f urther hrPakdown of boa~ size , including tho number of po~er 
ard sail boat2 , is shown in Piqure P24. 
ATES - fasic ~a es for ~hE 1gao summer scaso~ are t30 o~r 
foot for all size boa ~s. Outside winter s or?ge is $12 psr 
foot. All o her scrvic 0 s , and their rates , ar~ shown in 
Figures P25a and P25b. 
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CATAUMET - EXISTIN; CONDITIONS 
l. Slips area: lA - inner yacht basin 
lB - outer floats 
2. Fuel dock 
l. Lift well 
4. Yard working area/ winter storage 
5. Sales, administration 
6. Service, indoor storage 
7. Restrooms, showers 
8. Outdoor equipment storage 
9. Public launching ramp 
10. Marina owned property for expansion 
11. Public parking 
12. Marina parking 
13. Restaurant 
14. Yacht Club, storage shed 
15. Doclanaster's shed 
Moorings 
Slips 
Parking spaces 
I ~. I I 
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figure Pl5 
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Figure Pl7 
DISTRIBUTION OF SLIPS - CATAUMET MARINA 
ifo of slips length if available for transients 
6 SO' 1 
43 40' 7 
73 30 1 10 
6 25' 0 
49 20 1 2 
Figure Pl9* 
FUEL SALES - CATAUMET MARINA - in gallons 
Gasoline 
Diesel 
1978 
83,504 
24,404 
1979 
80,736 
20,207 
* Figure Pl8 is on the next page 
% change 
-3% 
-17% 
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Figure P 18 
MARINA FACILITIES CHECKLIST 
SERVICE STONE COVE 
Wave Protection x 
Slips x 
Moorings 
Fuel Dock x 
Electricity x 
Fresh Water x 
Telephone x 
Rest Rooms x 
Showers x 
Trash Dis posal x 
Ice/Beverage Machines x 
Auto Parking x 
Fire Extinguishers x 
First Aid Kit x 
Area Lighting p 
Security 
Boat Hauling/Launching x 
Boat, Engine Repair x 
Boat Parts x 
Indoor Storage 
Outdoor Storage x 
Wet Storage 
New Boat Sales x 
Brokerage 
Boating Accessories p 
Lures and Tackle x 
Owner-repair Area x 
Laundromat 
Grocery/sundry 
Restaurant 
Gift Shop 
Landscaping 
p=partial 
CATAUMET 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
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x 
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Figure P21 
Distance of Seasonal Boat Owners from Cataumet Marina 
Radius % of owners living within Radius 
10 miles 12% 
25 miles 20% 
so miles 50% 
75 miles 92% 
Figure P22 
Towns with more than one customer - Cataumet Marina 
Category Town or City :/fo of Boat Owners 
Within 10 mile radius Pocasset 8 
Sandwich 5 
Falmouth 4 
Bourne 2 
Monument Beach 2 
Wareham 2 
(also:) (Forestdale l) 
(East Wareham 1) 
Within Massachusetts: Newton 8 
Plymouth 8 
Boston 7 
Sudbury 6 
Canton 5 
Framingham 5 
Cohasset 4 
Franklin 4 
Foxboro 4 
Braintree 3 
Bridgewater 3 
Norfolk 3 
Pembroke 3 
Stoughton 3 
Wayland 3 
Wellesley 3 
Worcester 3 
Acton Arlington Bolton 2 
Brockton Duxbury Hyannis 2 
Marshfield Milton Natick 2 
N. Easton Quincy Sharon 2 
Taunton Woburn 2 
Outside Masaachusetts: Wellingford, CT 2 
Nashua, NH 2 
Other: (off map) Morrisville, VT 1 
Philadelphia, PA 1 
Rockville, MD 1 
CJ) 
t-
<X 
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DI STRI BUT ION 
OF BOATS 
BY LENGTH 
CATA U MET MARINA 
Figure P23 
~ 30--~~~--~---~----,__--~---~---~---
LL 
0 
0 - 20' 21' - 25 ' 261-30 1 31 1 - 3~ 1 36'+ 
BOAT LENGTH 
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Figure ?24 
CATAUMET MARINA 
SEASONAL BOATS BY LENGTH 
AND TYPE 
3 0 +--------__.., ___ -t 
(/) 
~ 25+----------
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al 20 +---------
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~ 15 +---------e 
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figure P25A 
CATAUMET MARINA, INC 
RATES FOR THE SEASON STARTING SEPT. 15, 1979 
ALL rates determined by extreme length 
attached thereto, i.e., pulpits, 
~ncluding all a22urtenances 
bowsprits, dinghys, davits, swim 
platforms, etc. Fractional ·footages figured to the next whole foot. 
Outboard Slips $ 560 plus $30/foot over 20 feet 
25 Foot Slips $ 750 plus $30/foot over 25 feet 
30 Foot Slips $ 900 plus $30/foot over 30 feet 
40 Foot Slips $1200 plus $30/foot over 40 feet 
50 Foot Slips $1500 plus $30/foot over 50 feet 
All slips have one 30 or one 50 ampere individual circuit breaker 
electrical outlet per vessel, 125 volts, and fresh water outlet. 
Telephone connection available on new yacht basin docks and arranged 
through New England Telephone - Falmouth office. 
Vessels in larger slips are required to use 50 AMP outlets and vessels 
in smaller slips are to use 30 AMP outlets if there is a lack of out-
lets of smaller capacity. · 
A second power cord, use of 2 outlets, use of Y adapter with 2 cords, 
or use of 220 volt outlet is an additional charge of $125.00 per 
season. 
If no large dock is available, and smaller dock is assigned to 
accomodate larger boat, customer will pay rate of larger dock. 
MOORINGS $ 375 minimum 
$ 400 - 40 foot and over 
Daily - $5.50 
All dinghys shall be kept up~ide down on outer (0) dock. 
DAILY DOCKAGE . $.60 per foot per day 
At the termination of a seasonal or period rental , charges will be 
figured at a daily rate. Anyone using a slip or mooring before or 
beyond the contract period will pay the daily transient rate. There 
are no refunds on deposits or payments. 
STORAGE /PARKING SPACE FOR TRAILERS 
$ 2 .. 00 per day 
$10.00 per week 
Prices subject to change without notice . 
Complete rules, regulations, terms and conditions, charges and rates 
are posted in the Dockmaster's and main office. 
SPECIAL RATES/SPACES FOR SKIFFS/WHALERS UNDER 13 feet. 
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figure 25B 
KINGMAN MARINE INC . - RATE SHEET STARTING 8-1-79 
WINTER SEASON - September 1st - May 1st 
Haul - Bottom wash with regular pressure - Storage - Launch 
(includes travel lift and labor charges.) 
INSIDE (includes cradle) 
OUTSIDE (includes 4 low screw jacks for cradle) 
WITH HIGH SCREW JACKS - ADD 
EXTRA SCREW JACKS 
MAST STORAGE (boat length) 
Up to 20' 
Up to 30' 
30' and over 
$22.00/ft. 
$12.00/ft. 
1. 00/ft. 
15 . 00/ea. 
$20.00/ea . 
35.00/ea. 
45.00/ea. 
PER MAST 
DUST COVERS FOR INSIDE STORAGE Labor and materials 
STORAGE ONLY - MISCELLANEOUS 
• 7 
Dinghy storage up to 10' 
Electrical equipment 
Frames, Canvas, Cradles, Trailers 
$25.00/ea . 
20.00/unit 
30.00/ea. 
per season 
NO STORAGE CHARGE ON FRAMES , CANVAS , CRADLES, TRAILERS IF BOAT IS STORED 
WITH KINGMAN MARINE INC. THE FOLLOWING WINTER SEASON. 
OUTBOARD MOTORS 
Up .to 20 horsepower STORAGE 8t 
WINTERIZE - each 
WINTERIZE 
ONLY - each 
Up t o 20 horsepower $37.50 $22.00 
Up to 40 horsepower 60.00 25.00 
Up to 140 horsepower 80 . 00 35.00 
Up to 200 horsepower 100.00 45.00 
Winterize of above includes flush, rinse, fog, grease, and 
oil lower unit. Removal and reinstallation of unit 
will be done at an hourly labor rate. 
INBOARD/OUTBOARD LOWER UNIT ONLY . 
Remove - store - change oil - reinstall. 
Includes all labor. Materials extra. $75.00/ea. 
MAINTAIN BATTERIES - Small $15.00/ea. 
- Large 25 . 00/ea. 
Removal and reinstallation will be done at an hourly labor 
rate. 
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figure 25B 
ENGINE AND FRESH WATER SYSTEMS 
AS NO TWO BOATS ARE THE SAME AS TO ENGINE AND FRESH WATER SYSTEMS 
LOCATION AND ACCESSIBILITY all winterizing and summ~rizing of 
these items will be-------------
-· 
LABOR & MATERIALS 
OTHER REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE LABOR & MATERIALS 
ALL RATES BELOW ARE PLUS LABOR AND MATERIALS AS REQUIRED 
CRANE 
TUG - Ghost Rider 
TRUCK 
HAUL & LAUNCH (not removed from slings) 
HAUL OR LAUNCH 
Jack stands or blocking when used on haul 
DIVING 
SUMMER STORAGE ON LAND 
($17.50 minimum) 
( 20.00 minimum) 
( 15.00 minimum) 
(plus labor) 
(plus labor) 
outs 
Minimum 
WET STORAGE ( Cataumet Marina)-WINTER - 11/1 through 5/1 
LABOR 
' AWLGRIP FINISHES 
GEL COATING & FIBERGLASS REPAIR SPECIALISTS 
PAINT SHOP - WOODWORKING SHOP 
RIGGING & TUNNING 
MECHANICAL SHOP 
TRAINED TECHNICIANS 
FOR 
$35 . 00/hr. 
40.00/hr. 
.20/mi. 
3.00/ft. 
2.00/ft. 
1. 00/day 
40.00/hr. 
$ 6.00/ft. 
per month 
$ 5.50/ft. 
$22.00/hr. 
ONAN - CHRYSLER - VOLVO - CUMMINS - MERCRUISER - OMC - WESTERBEKE - etc. 
Conditions and prices are subject to change without notice. Prices and 
estimates are based on standard conditions. Materials are extra. 
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CASB STUDY COMPAPISONS 
Ther~ ar~ Stv~ral diff~rences b°-twe~n thP two case study 
rnarir1as which ar-:? of major: • + r impor~ancc. .The first and rn~st 
obvious is hP overall siz~ of eacp, Ston• Cove , with 145 
boats has arnroximately E/% ~ h 0 caracity of ca+aume+.. ThE-re 
is also is a disparity in the luna area tak~n up , Stone· COV"' 
having 3. 1 acres and Ca ta ume occnpying 7 .2 acr2s. The 
marinas facilities cht"cklis+ (ri::f<?r back o PigurE" P18 ) shows 
that b~~h marir.as offer a fairly compl• P array of sPrviccs. 
Cataumc + ha~ a laundry, gift shop 1 res·+-auran t , g rocerv , a11r 
landscaping , nonP of which are ~a ho found at Stone Cove. On 
the other haLd , Sto ~ cove sells neu boats aud mo~ors , w~ile 
ca+aumet Marina does ot~ In ddJ~tioc , Cataumet Of~ers a yacht 
brok~r , and in the summer seasor. has a hired s~curity servics. 
rna ri nas of large:::- -1: han av0rag~ size , as shown by 
Fiqure P26 , which lists diEtribution of marina sizes for a 
vari9ty of sources. ~his in turn allows both marinas to 
nro vide the r~1a+iv0ly complP,~0 ser vice basG iust discuss~d . 
The otts= ~ajor area of differsnce i~ in the makeup of th~ 
custower population , and .. e rt?sultinq contrast ir mark-=-t arf"-a. 
F' i g u r'"' P 2 7 s um ma r i z"" s t. h E c 11 mu la + iv e nu m b ~ r o f cu s ... om e rs 1 iv i r. g 
within given radii of each marina. Th~ StonP cove customers 
live la=gFly within RhodP Island , ana over ~hree- fourths ar8 
w~thir. an hour ' s driv3. The marke area is mad~ up mostly of 
he local towns and h? Providence metropoli+an area. :at a um'=! 
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customers liv~ fur~hFr avay from t~~ marina as a ~hole. 
40% ljvp more ~han 50 hut lEss tLart 75 mil~s from "':he marir:a , 
and 503 liv~ ovor ar hour ' s arive aw~y. The Cataume~ market 
area compris-s southeas~ern MassachusPtts a~d ~hs Boston 
matropolitan area. Figures PS and P20 in tli"! profiles sections 
show thE cus~omer dis~ri~utioc for S+one cove and rataa~o~ 
Mari~a , respec~iv~ly. 
Parallslirg the diffErEnc= in markPt arPas is a difference 
in he types of boar.s , and their use , f ound at each mariha. 
Stone Cov~ has OV8r 903 power boats , and the primary usP is ~ay 
trips for fishing. Th 0 average heat sizR is under 25 feet. 
CataumPt Marina has 41 sailboats and 59~ powPr boa~s , and th e 
typical usg is 
that the night 
Figure P28 is 
cruisirg or fishing, but with the niff~r~ncP. 
is generally s~ent aboard over a week~nd. 
a Lis ogram which shows the number of boa~s in 
fiv~ differE~~ length r.lasses found a~ each marina. 
difference is shown :n the under 20 foo~ class , which is the 
larg es~ clasc for st0~e cove , and th2 smallcs& ~or Cataum~t. 
Ca~aum~t has ~ larqe rumb8r of boats over 31 feet in lenq~h, 
an Stone Cov~ rela~ively £e~. As percentAges of the to al 
fleet at eacb marina, 9%.of the boats are ov0r 31 fe~t at Stan~ 
Cove , while 383 of the boats at Cataumet are in this ~l~ss. 
Figure P29 ~hows the Jistribution at both marinas as 
percentaqes , compar~d ~i h data fr0m a survey of Narragansett 
Bay done- in 1972 ( K~ll...>y and Porbolm , 1974) . Th~ l'?r,g+h 
ca eqories ~ave b~P~ cban~2J from the previous fiqure to 
conform with KPlley and Jorho lm's da~a. It shows t h:i. +: the 
distribu~ion of hoats at stone COVP is g3 erally in conformA~c~ 
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with the distribui:"on of heats hy length in Narraqansett Ray iP 
1 972. Th: relatively hiqh percen"tagE:> of larg"" hoi'l.ts at 
cataume~ Marina is further emphasized by this leng h 
distribution. Urfortunately a similar overall distribution for 
Buzzard ' s qay is no ... availahle for comparison. It should be 
p inted out , 
1 a r g i::: r bo a': s , 
howev~r, ~hat Cataumet Marina activ 0 ly S9~ks out 
as t~~y f0~l that thi is the mnst desi=ahle 
cusi:omer class. s~on° cove , in cortrast , prefers custom?rs in 
the "around 25 "'00 ... 11 clcss , their 2xpPri~cc~ having b~en 
different from catau~et ' s. so+h mariras will b~ pr0 ssur3d i~ 
the f u ut e to cater t- o thE> evor !.ncroasi ng nu mher of smaller 
boats , in ~he under 25 foo+ class. 
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Figure P26 
NUMBER OF MARINAS OF GIVEN SIZE FOR DIFFERENT SAMPLE AREAS 
% OF MARINAS BY SIZE 
AREA, DATE NUMBER OF BOATS: 
(SOURCE) UNDER SO S0-99 100-199 
USA, 1964 
(NAE BM) SO% 2S% 1S% 
Rhode Island, 1972 
(Kelley & Rorholm) 39% 26% 28% 
Narragansett Bay, 1977 33% 24% 2S% 
Narraganse'tt Bay, 1979 32% 2S% 2S% 
Buzzards Bay, 1977 39% 33% 9% 
Buzzards Bay, 1979 41% 32% 9% 
all figures rounded to nearest percent 
Figure P27 
DISTANCE OF BOAT OWNERS FROM MARINAS 
Cumulative % of owners living within 
Radius Stone Cove Cataumet 
10 Miles 27io 12% 
2S Miles Sl% 20% 
SO Miles 78% SO% 
7S Miles 93% 92% 
Radius 
200+ 
10% 
8% 
17% 
17% 
18% 
18% 
VJ 
r-
ct 
0 
so-+-
40-+-
C!l 30+ 
LL. 
0 
0 
z 
20-+-
I 
\20 
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Figure P28 
DISTRIBUTION OF 
BOATS BY LENGTH 
STONE COVE 
CATAUMET 
21- 25 
I I I I 
26-30 31-35 
BOAT LENGTH 
I I 
-
36 + 
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Figure P29 
DISTRIBUTION OF BOATS 
.BY LENGTH 
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THE PLANNING PROCESS 
ThosA whc ar? taced with the creation of plans for the 
dev~lopmq~t of recrgational boating facilities , very quickly 
discov~r tha~ thqy are faced with deali~q with a planning 
process which systematically converts broan goals and 
obiectives into medsurable units of need ~hich are further 
translate1 in o spEcific physical requirements. This section 
of our study attemp s to recreate the rational methodolcgy or 
planninl proceEs which was emrloyed in the preparation of th~ 
developm~n~ alternatives which appear later in this report . 
• + 1 L 
Tb~ arlv~ntages of this precess arP fairly numerous . First , 
con1i+ions its users to organize all of th~ individual needs 
of the proi~ct facility into a defensible pacKage or proqram of 
requirerni::nts. Ssccnd # and perhaps mcst iropor ant , the process 
is carri~d ou~ bPfore anv oh ysical solutions are irnplem~nted 
ther2bv qivinq the planner a~ple f l exability and the 
oppon:nni ty to i:est tho st::> a 1 terna ti ves which hes t fit the 
physical nsE~s of the facility. In other words , it esi:ablishes 
the maqnitude and descripticn of the physical plan that is 
require1 to mest the operational needs of the array of the 
servic~s tha~ are to be offer~a to the patrons of the 
dev.;lopme n-:::. 
In +he casg of marina planninq , this process is seen as a 
s~x p~r~ seri~s of steps. The combination cf those steps is 
in endgi to ~ranslate nerceived needs i~to developmen 
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altarna~ives within qiv_n ~arameters of available t2chnology. 
The sequential ccncept of the planning process may b~ 
bet~er expl~in~d by a diagram {Figure T1). 
To help amplify the diaqraw of ~his process # i s principal 
el~men~s are described as follows : 
MA~INA TECHNOLOGY - Marina technology is th~ study of the 
hardware that is available tc planners. The planning process 
dicta~~s ~hat ~h8 planner possess an intimate knowledge of the 
physical tools which are used c implement the de velopm~ t 
proposals. This is to s~y tha~ the physical plant is composed 
of op~rational pieces or components which indi vidually ha ve 
certain strenqths ana weaknesses that influence th~ o v~rall 
outcome of the olan. 
PLANNING CPI~ERIA - Planning c=iteria ar8 the standards by 
~hich one quantifies the usB of the technology to fit specific 
situatio s. The ability ~o project the physical needs of the 
func ional Rctivities is based en he fact that there is a 
direct relaticnsip hetween he type of ser vic3s offer€d and the 
facilities that are requirea to ho use or oth~rwie make those 
servicqs possible. The details of this relationship are ~ied 
to a set cf planninq criteria wi c h estqlishes in either 
numerical or spat'al terms the physical requirements for all 
specifie ac•iviti~s. 
Pl~nninq crit~ria also invol ves the analysis of the 
func~ional r~lationships which cccur between marina acti v ities . 
~ith the helf of ~ matrix , as shown in Figure T2 , it is 
possibl} to identify th2 degree of depandence indi vidual 
activiti_s havB on one another . In this example , w€ ha v e 
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charact9rizF ~he f uncticnal ties bgtween activities as limitgd 
to a choice amcnq four types of r9lationships. Direct 
r ~ lationships ar~ those in which th? normal operation of the 
two ac:ivities is heavily dep€ndent en direct physical contact 
b~tween the ~wo ac ivities. Inairect rela~ionships indicate 
that 1ir~c~ contact is less essential and that an acceptable 
lev~l oE convanisnc~ is all that is necassary for optimum 
op~ration. Visual relaticnsips are those which do not depend 
on either direct er indirect physical contact but rathgr 
ben~fit solely from mutual visibility . The conversB cf the 
afar~ ~en ioned r3lationships occurs when a f n icn constitutes 
a hazzardous or nuisance tc another function. In this case , 
tha matrix indicates wha~ physical relationsips are to be 
avo'de1. 
EX smING CCNDITIO~S - ThG ~xisting conoitio _s at ~he roarina 
3ita are of qreat im~ortance tc the planner . A revi~w of 
~xistin conditions quantifies ~he nature of the exis~inq 
operat'on 
poi~ f 
described. 
both from a fuP.cticnal point of view and a physical 
vi~w in which the surrounding environment is 
Op~rationally , this pdrt of the study examines ths mari~a , 
in crier to inventory problems and deficiencies in its 
operation. Physically , the study of ~xis~ing conditions 
docum~nts the various .nvironrnental constraints and forces 
which influence marina d~siqn. The discussion of existing 
con1iti PS is includ~d in this report as two profiles of the 
case s~udy ma~inas and treir imm~diate surroundings. 
D~VELOPMEN1 OBJECTIVES The final step in the pl anning 
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proc~s3 prior to orepara ior. cf development alt~rnatives is the 
confirmation of lonq r~nge qoals which 'ill overcome the 
i hqr~nt ~eficiencies a~ the site. By comparing the 
development ohiectives with the planning criteLia , the planner 
1~v0 loos a prcqram of physical reguiremants which directly 
evolv9 into alt 0 rnative dgsign scluticns. 
Each of ~he com~on~nts of the planniny process are 
address~d s~oara~e y in this S€ction of the r~port . The actual 
~s~ablishm2nt of d3velopment obiectivss and alternative d8sign 
solu~ions of th? we case study marinas will be covered in 
subs~q1ent ~ecticns of the study. 
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Figure Tl 
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Figure T2 
INTER DEPENDENCY 
MATRIX 
I. direct physical or 
functional relationship 
2. indirect relationship 
3. visual relationship 
4. visual or physical 
contact to be avoided 
MARINA 
STUDY 
BENDER WINSOR 1979 
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THE PHYSICAL ELANT 
h~ 1isc ssion of ~he physical plant of recreational 
boatinq can be qe 0 rally aeEcribed as a composite of five 
princioal componon~s: 1 • marina protection; 2. berthing and 
~oorin1 ; 3. shor8 facilities; 4. boat haulin1 equipment and s. 
miscellaneous equipment. By definition , the majority of 
boa:inq ins~allations that wera inv3ntoried in the Regional 
Parspestive secticn included at least 4 of the 5 physical 
com oon '1 :it- s .. The only Glement which had a m~asurable incidence 
of absence was boat haulinq equipm~nt. Without any one of the 
ther:- ~lAments, the installation cculd not effectively func~ion 
as a m1.rina, 
1, ~arina Prot 0 ction. 
Probably the most imfcrtant fBatur~ of small craft boating 
facilities is ha provisicn of safe moorage and sh~ltgr. 
Uistorically , boater~ have sought natural harbors of refuge. 
Onfortunat~ly the demand for fleasure boating far gxceeds the 
cap~ci:y of harbors whose principal prot~ction is prcvia~a by 
the natural confiquraticn of the land. This has resulted in 
the cr~aticn of artifical harbors , ~ith breakwaters , which is 
now a principal solu ion a tha need for a calm natrrral 
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en v iro11 ment. Even in natural harbors which provide a fairly 
hiqh d~qres cf ~rotecticn. here is the occasional boat own3r 
for whom even ~oderate wave action is unacceptable. To satisfy 
thes~ individuals, is is necessary to provide a more 
sop~is~icate~ and efficient breakwater system. 
Breakw t€rs fall in c two cate1ories , th se that are fixed 
and t os= that are constructed of flcatinq s~ructures. The 
fix~d struc~ures , kncwn as the rubble mound breakwater, are 
cons ruc~ed of larqe rip-ra~ and som8times armored with 
sp9cially d~siq~ed ccncrete shapes. Thesa structures are 
dasiqned to interceot and reflect incident waves , a d they are 
usuallv effective aqainst all conditions, ~roviding that the 
wav~s are no-- so l~rqe as to literally overrun the structure . 
Floar.inq breakwa~ers afford ~rotection by a process of 
the wavs enerq y. Unlike fixPd break~aters , their 
cost is not appreciably affectea by an increase in water depth 
or bo-+:.tom conaiticns. They do have the disadvantage , howev.:::ir , 
of b8inq ineffectiv"'! against ~aves that are longer than twice 
the width of the struc•ure (Herbich e Leu, 1977) • 
rfaile a number of designs for floating breakwaters have 
beo,n i~velop~d , cne of the mc~t int8resting nd pArhaps widely 
use~ is the f loatinq scrap tire breakwater. Originally 
devgloped by GoodyeaI ~ire and Bubber company , this system uses 
scrap rubber tires lashe-:1 into a floating blankat and anchored 
to the harbor bottom . E~rly versions of the system met with a 
number of problems particularly in regards to th~ methodology 
of connectinq and lashing the tir~s. The materials used often 
decomposed from ~h~ chqmical an. physical properties of the 
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0 r,virorm 0 nt. Rec~nt innovaticns have led to the use cf more 
dur~ble mat~ri~ls and an imprcved level of success is expected . 
(Davis, 1977) 
Floati~q systPms hav~ a distinct advantage over fixed 
br o ~kw~t srs in that tinal flushing of the protected area is 
qua ran teed. Pix 0 a breakwaters , unless specifically designed to 
avoid ~be probl~m , can cause im~curjment of con~aminated water . 
In ~ddition , th e ir presence often tends ~o upset local patterns 
of seJim~n~aticn ana circulation causing siltation _hat could 
intgrf~~8 ~ith naviqa~ion. 
With the case Etud~ sites , bo~h facilitie~ are loca ed in 
naturally pr~~ected harbcrs. Hcweve~ , under certain conditions 
•he uzzard's Bay marina is expos€d to storm driven waves 
which oen9trate thP barber and can be effectively controlled by 
a floa~i q syste m. 
2. B~r~hs an ~oorinqs 
Th~ marinas and boatinq facilities observed in the ccastal 
wat3rs ~f Narraqansett Bay and Buzzard ' s Bay customarily are 
~quipp~j with on~ or ~ore cf the t~chniques of barthing 
pl~asur~ cr~ft. ~he methoas inclua:: 
a. '1ultipl 0 ti-a up to fixed whacf or bulkhead. 
b. Fix~1 dock and fin~er i::iers . 
c. Floatirq dock and finger pier . 
d~ 1ul~ipl e tia up to fixed or flcating dock without finger 
o i er . 
e. affshor e moorinqs on p~r~anent anchors. 
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\. Mul~iple tie up ~o permanent wharf or bulkhead. 
This methca is particularly common in areas of high 
+ransi~ncy where water area is s 0 ver9ly limited. It is 
charact3riz0d by a f8rmanent structural protrusion into the 
harbor ~r0a to which rleasure craft are securad parallel to the 
face of the structure. In ccngEsted ports, this mg hod enahles 
a rsl~tiv~ly lar P number of craft tc be berthed. 9owever, 
this is accomplished at th~ expens~ of convenienc9 on the part 
of th~ teat us~r. These facili ies which meet ~he general 
criteri~ as a marina normally do not rely on this type of 
facility except as an ancillary c~eration which is subordinate 
to a larqer complex of ber bing facilites. 
R. Fix 0 d doer and finqer piPrs 
A fairly commcn rrethcd of berthing pleasure craft is the 
fix 0 d dock and finqer pier structure. In this system , one or 
mor~ ~ain docks , suppJr~ed en weed or concrete piles , 9xtends 
int~ the prot~ct_a area. Roats are berthed alonqsid8 fing8r 
pi?rs th~t are mounted perpendicular to th3 fixed dock. The 
fin1er piers can be can~ilevered from the main dock , or , in the 
cas8 oE floating ~iers , attached in such a way as t0 allow 
ti al adiustm~nt. Fixe1 docks are prone to ice da~age in 
nor~hern clim~~es, but this asp~ct of their desiqn can b8 
overcorn~ with a 0 ration syste[s er propellar syst~ms which 
pr~vent ic~ buildup around the supporting pil_s. 
c. Floatinq 1ock and finqer piers 
In ~his syst~rn, the entire dock syst3m is support8d on 
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flo3~ation devices with lateral bracinq provi ed by piles and 
anchors. v10 tinq systems are particularly valuable when 
bottom cc~~iticns and tidal range mak~s heavy fixed structures 
i m prac': ica 1. Many floa inq systems use oontoons for b?uyancy 
wi'th 1i1ood811 decks ccnstructed over wood framing. Fiberglass 
structures suppor~ed on ur3thane foam blocks are also a common 
typ~ oE fabric~tion. 
A iistinct advantag~ of floatinq systems over the permanent 
fixed syst~ms is th~ degrEe of fl~xibility afforded to the 
marina ooera~or. The g~ometry of floating systems of mcdular 
desiqn can be modifiE each season to adapt to fluctuations in 
us~r ~gqnir~ments , i.e. , tha cbs~rved trend to smaller teats, 
thereby makinq better use of the space a vailable. 
D. '1ultiple ... ..i.eup ': 0 fixed or floating dock without fi ger 
oi .r, 
Berthiaq of pl~asure craft along side docks with fiuger 
Piers is a conveni~nce that is not offer~d by all beating 
facilities. In many cases~ the f.inqer pi~rs are absent 
al~oqe~b8r r 0 quirinq that access bg obtaine~ directly frcm the 
main d ck , Beats ar€ securi::d , generally "s ern to" wi h piles 
between the boat spaces for attachmect of bow lines and to act 
as quides ourinq the berthing rroc~ss . Obviously , by removing· 
the finq~~ pi 0 rs , the maximum feasible number of boats berthed 
increases , but th€ level cf convenience to the boat.er 
decrea3es. 
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E. Jffshore moorinqs on parman~nt anchors. 
Probably the oldest method of s~curinq sm~ll craf is with 
a perm~n8 ~ anchor or mooring. This method is still extrem8 ly 
oopular as nearly 50 percent of all pleasure craft kept at 
marinas in Buzzarj ' s Bay are on moorings. Obviously, th~ 
qre1t~st advan+aq~ to +.he offshore moorings is its cost. 
CompareJ with +h 0 ~x~ensa cf constructinq elaborate docks and 
pi~rs, moorinqs ar9 financially desirable, however , they lack 
th~ lav~l of convience ~o which coaters hav2 become accustomed. 
This is a minor shortccminq that can be overcome by influencing 
boater attitudos and by pro viding support facilities , such as 
dinqhy stacKs , launch s~rvice , and service docks for short term 
tie ups and resupply work. 
3 . Shor~ faciliLies. 
Dry land storaqe structo r es , cften referred to as 
piqeon-hole sLoraqe or dry stack sys~BmsF have be~n in 
~xistenc6 £i ce th~ late 1960 1s. The system is patterned after 
th~ very ccmmon palletiz~d warehouse storag9 in which products 
and pallELizad qoods are stacked i~ multiple lay~rs in a steel 
=ack. By ad iustinq ~he proper ions of the rack tc gain greater 
dep~h a d width, th€ designers have been able to develop a 
liqht weiqht structural qrid capable of holding small craft 
from 14 ' to 25' in length. The key to the system is the 
mechanical placement or retrieval of boats from the system. 
Fork lifts witb h yperexto.nsion mas s can stack boats in four to 
fi v e tiers. I storaqE s ys tems ~ith sufficient size to justify 
~hs cost, the lift system can be fully integrated into th~ 
systems wi•h a hoist 
buililinq struc~ure. 
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hat is suspended from the protective 
In almos all cases +he structural envelope for the rack 
system is a st~el shell buildinq. In larger facilities with an 
intoqrat0 d lift system , the structure can overhang the wat~r to 
allcw the liit to haul and store boats in one operation. The 
drystack syst~m is fairly uncommon in New England wa ers with 
only one installation each in Narragansett and Buzzard ' s Bays. 
Howav~r , h~ ootantial for thesq structures is of some 
interest , as the averaqe toa size and available land area are 
both il~c lininq. 
4. 3oat Hauling Equipmen~ 
Full servic e marinas· which of fer repair service and dry 
win:er storaq~ must also provide scme means of hauling and 
launchinq boats as well as the capability to man~uver the boats 
•o specified onshcre loca tic ns. 'I here is a wide range of 
the methcd and equipm~~t available 
equiprn~n: ~rnfloye1 
charact~ristics of 
for his purposP , but 
is qenerally based on the size and w~igbt 
the vessels a d the operational 
charac~~ristics of the m1rina er boat yard , i.e. , the location 
of r8pa r facilities and the p~ovisicn of onshor9 winter 
s oraq::. 
Marino Railways Marine railways are protably the 
oldqst form of hau ling and launching vessqls ~ Thev have the 
advantaq~ o~ qreat weigh~ and size capacity and are usually 
mor~ suitatl 0 to the hand licq oE larqe vessels which can 
ius~ify their c~~ital investment. Large commercial yards , 
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which can afford thg exp~nse , in~agrata tha 1 unching railway 
with an elaborate rail transfer system which enables two 
directional lat~ral ~ov~ment of vessels. This typB of 
facility , how~ver , has li:tle er no relevance to recr~ational 
boatinq. 
B. Marine elevators {Synchrolifts) - Marine elQvators are 
sophis~icaten devices tha incorporate a platform which is 
~aised or lowered by motorized ~inches. The system , while 
capabl~ of handlinq larqe vessels , has no inherent transfer 
ability and is , ~h~rEfore , primarily used in yards with heavy 
repair emphasis. The ~levators are actually small scale dry 
doc~s, 
until 
and like dry docks , require vessels to remain in place 
repairs ars ccmplet~d. ~o remove a vassal from the lift 
for transf~r ~o another yard lccaticn reguires that the vessel 
be rgriqqed , i.e. , the cradles are exchanqed for a trailer or 
other ~obile equipmPnt . This step makes them impractical for 
marina and yard operations that must launch or haul dozens of 
boats p8r day. Its nrircipal ad vantaqe is that l~rge sail 
boa+s can be hauled for refairs er hull inspection without 
uns~eppinq the mast. 
c. Mono-rail hoist - Another launchinq/hauling device which 
rPquirqs a permanent installation is the over head mono-rail 
hoist~ Boats ar8 raised by a sling that is attached to an 
overheaa hoist. The hoist is mounted on a steel rail system 
which provides thq horizontal transfer capability. The 
principal advan~aqe is that the device can handle large numbers 
of boats in a short time. Its main aisadvantage is that its 
weiqh~ and size capacity is s~ verely limited and it is 
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incapable of ha ulinq sail boats without first uns epping the 
mast. 
D. Travelift ~he Travelift is a compl~tely mobile piece 
of eq ipme~t with toth hauling and transfer capability . 
Constr1c~Ad as two rectanqular frames mounted on rubber tires , 
th~ system s~raddlAs tbe vessel which is supported on 
lonqi~udin~l slinqs. Lifts with a remo vable lateral brace can 
acccmmodate sail boats with masts in place. They have the 
advan~aq~ of beinq able to handlP a wide range of vessel sizes 
and w9iqhts with scme capable of l ift ' ng and transporting boats 
of 40 to 50 tons. To effecti vely use a Tra velift requires the 
ins'alla+ion of a permanEnt hoistirq well , which consists of an 
indent~tion in a bulkb~a1 which per~its a Eloa ing boat to be 
posi~ion~d under ·h~ lift . 1hesa machines are highly V8rsa~ilb 
and maneu verable wi~h cnly two minor disad vantages . First , the 
span tb<:? hois , i . 2., its wheel trac~ , is the li[iting 
factor in snacin1 boats fer dry storage~ Very often his 
results in a substan&ial percentagg of th~ available ground 
ar~a b~inq lcs tc the inter vening spaces between toats . 
Seco11d , ch~ beiqht of the lift die ates the required opening 
size in sto=aq 0 buildings often forcing construc tion of 
huildin~s with eve heiqbts far in excess of that required by 
Howe ver , the handling capacity of 
'.l'ravelitts ( 14 to 18 !:oats p8r day) mak-=s th~m very attractiv-= 
n th~ sePs~ of op-rational efficiency . 
E. ~ob"l~ and Fixed Cranes - Man y Naw England marinas rely 
on rnohil~ cranes a3 a substitute for a ~r~velift . Boats are 
susp~n~ed by a sprPader and s l ing system attach€d to the 
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crane ' s cahle and winch. Because the boom can reach beyond the 
bulkh~aa ling , no spRcial hoisting well is required. A mobile 
crane is no~ as suitable tc travelinq while load~d as a 
Travelift bu~ short distances o ver reasonable surfaces are 
possible. For lcnqer distances wit l arger boats it is usually 
ec _csry to load the beat on a trailer fer the transfer after 
which th8 crane is aqain used for fina l placement of the boat 
on 3 cradle. This n~cessi y for double handling is obviously a 
Jisadvantaq~. Despite this limitation , the mo bile cran~ is 
quite popular i£ that it can be put ta more uses than launching 
ana ha11linq boats. Those warinas with floating dock systems 
fin1 mob~ls cranes particularly us~f u l in the seasonal hauling 
of the doc~ sections. 
ijithout ~h~ ability for horizontal movement , fixed cranes 
must rgly en other equi~went for yaTd ransfar. Once hauled by 
a Fix?d crane , boa~s must be loaded on trailers for mo vement 
with~n th~ ya~d. For yards ~ith limited water space and an 
abundance of swallPr siz~d vessels , a permanent fixed crane or 
iib boom is somstimes an adequate alternative to slips. In 
this eKampls , small beats can be dry stored en private trailers 
and launched for a day ' s sail by the use of a crane mounted on 
the bulkhead. 
P. Transfer Eq11iproent - There are two pieces of equipment 
which are predominantly used for yard transfgr work . Trailers 
wic.h ~~iqht capacities ranqing frcm 3 to 15 tons are c0mmonly 
use1 in coniuction with fixed er tra veling cranes to complete 
the haulinq tracsfer Rystern. I~ most cases the lifting ability 
of ~h~ cr~n~ is needed a~ both en1s of the transfer operation , 
·. 
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i.A. , to load and unload the trailer. There ar9 hydraulic 
that ~ liminatE this requirement . High ~railors , however , 
cap~city trail~rs , when used ~i~h a launching ramp can also 
haul an~ launch boats wi ' bout th~ assistance of a crane . 
Fork lifts, an inq~neous breakthrough in th~ sci9nce of 
ma~~ri1l ha~d1inq , are also beginning to appear in boat yard 
opprati ns. Fork lif:s are an essential part of dry stqck 
storaq~ (discussed in Boat Stcrag~ Facilities) and with certain 
desiqn modifications , can be eq uipped with the capability to 
launch and haul boats from a bulkhead. For this use, the fork 
lift rails and chinPS are designed to be lowered b~low the 
roa1wav surf ce for distances cf up to ten fe~t . In areas with 
little or no tide fluctuations , a fork lift can station itself 
on a b11 lkh~aa with its chines lowered and submerged below the 
draf i9p~h of the v~ss~l to be hauled. The boat is positioned 
block~1 , hauled and transferred to a dry 
storaq~ loc~tion in cne CFeraticn ( Fig ur~ T3 ). 
S. Misc~lla~~ous Dockside Eq uifm ent 
Bo t owners frequently judge the ad~guacy of a warina 
facili~y by the availabili y of certain con veniences and 
mechanical ~evices at ~ccksid~. A sur vey of consumer attitudes 
has iadicated that ruost toat cwners are particularly concerned 
about the availability of such items as dockside electricity , 
ice , liqh~inq , talephcne and fuel. Other systems such 
~s sewaq~ h ldinq ~ank purnI cut stations and fir~ extinguishing 
Aquipm3nt are of soecial interest tc the Coast Guard as well as 
the boatinq p1blic. 
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As for ~lectrical 0qui~ment , the most commo dockside 
connsc~ions arc as follows: 15 ~mps , 125volts; 20 amp 125 
vol-ts; 20 
volts; 50 
liqhtinq is 
amps , 250 
amps , 125 
prod UCPd 
volts; 30 amps , 125 volts ; 30 amps , 250 
volts; 50 amps , 250 v0lts. Dockside 
s ither by large area flood lamps and / or 
sm~ll walkAay liqhts on stancheons located on the docks and 
finq2r piars. ~a~er is provided at most slips by a simple 
qarjen hose attachm~n~. Fuel , eitbsr dies8l or gas , is scld at 
a separats fuel dispensinq pier with protected feeder pipes 
l ea 1inq back to onshcre urdergrcund stcraqe tanks . 
Some marinas new cffAr dockside telephone connections and 
this fea~ure is increasinqly in ~ernand in these areas where 
hoa~ ~wn~rs livs atoara th e ir boats for ext~ndEd periods. 
Another n9w feature appearing at marinas is the holding 
tank pump out ~~vice which takes treated waste from holding 
tanks an<l transfers i~ to a municipal sewerage system. As the 
dealli~e fer ccrnplianc~ wi~h the holding tank regula~ions 
approaches , the interes~ in this eguipment will undoubt~dly 
incrgase. Unfortunately , the tr~atea waste is detrimental to 
mos~ municioal syst~ws ara definitely to onsite disposal 
svstem3 , creat inq a stronq disincsnti ve for marina owners and 
the surrou~dinq municipalities to cffer this important service . 
All of these itEms of e uipm8nt are of considerable 
importance to th~ rrarina cwner ~ho is attempting to plan for 
and orovide th3 most ccmprehensive and marketable array of user 
servic~s. SomF equipment is the first to be provided because 
of ·ts rql~tiv A.l y low initial cost . Dockside equipment , which 
is h iqh on the lis~ of prefer~nces of boat own8rs , is not often 
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the first priority cf a m~rina op8rator. The section 
conc~rninq marina facilities and their design crittria will 
describe furth8r the dicrepancy bEtween the boat owners' 
pref9r~nce for dockside equifrrent and the marina operators ' 
int~r2s~ in offPrinq that equipmen~. 
In conjur:ctio 
services offered by 
appropriate physical 
prec€oir,g sc.cticn. 
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MARINI\. SERVICES 
with the physical tacilitiPs are ths 
u·aci na.s . In order to provide s~rvices ths 
Equiprr~n· is rr::scled , as discussed in Th<:-
But he e~uipn1ent is only ons essent ial 
part of a marina cparation . Th~ manner in which the physic~l 
plart is ushd mak=s a large differbnce ic thA level tlnd scope 
of sPr v ices pro virl6d. In addition , there are ser vic~s which 
ar~ basically indepeLdent of physic~l rcouirem~n+s , such as 
'cather ir:formation or ~rok~Lage services. This section d~als 
wi~h marinas fLom th~ point of view of the services provided . 
Generally , the aurhors feel ~hat a diversi .y of services is 
desirable . JusT as a natutal Pcosystem tends toward div~rsi~y 
as it rratur~s, so too ar~ marinas b~comina more diverse wi~h 
thE t-assa.ge of time. A modE'rn marina is more thiin just a place 
to park boats: i~ has a carEfully select~d complementarity of 
servic~s to offer. The crart~r Oferator benefits from having a 
sailma~er nearby , and vice V8rsa, and the custom ~ r ben°fits 
from bot'1 . Just as citiEs benefi~ from he agglomeration 
r ffec of a concer ration of goods and ser vices , so dogs the 
modc:r n marina. 
Applying the planning process to he ID&Lina industry 
reveals similarities with other ~ypes of service d~livEry 
S yst tffiS, Thcr<= 
custom-er:s wart, 
is little basic ccrrela .ion between what the 
what service3 are available . and what is most 
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prof H.ab le. 1ables 51 ~nd 52 show lists of what custom~rs felt 
they needed , what s~rvic~s w~ra availab1€ , and ~hat servic9s 
were most prcfitable i~ two different surveya. 'f he l is ts have 
~11 been ~rrangtd in ordsr of highest ~o lowest percentage of 
response . I~spcction of the lists shows li ~lF correlation , 
especially b - twe3n whit cu3tJmers felt was important and what 
ervices wer~ offered. There is a further problem illus~rat~d 
with thf"s_ lists , alsc typical of s u::-v.sy data for. ser,rice 
delivery sys~effi~, in non - compatibili y of th~ data cat2qories. 
TablE S1 cor ains data all accumulatEd from the sam£ source , a 
'AEBM Eationwide survey rJ.on~ in 1964 (J oni::s , 1964 ). The numb9r 
two and numb8r ~hree prior~ty items in tha custom2r ne~as list 
arE 11 wat:-::r 11 and "icE". YFt these two catagori~s ar~ not to be 
found in ho sErvices off red survey. 
y 773 of he marinas , bu-: cnstorners w~re not aske:d 
a~ou~ rest rooms. They w0 .:s askt<?d about sbowErs , however , but 
again tha noes not appear in the sPrvic"-'s oEf ... r<:l list ••• and 
so forth. 1able S2 sho~s similar lists for marinas in Rhode 
Isl arid , from .3urvE:ys aone in 1972 ann 1 973 . 1h~ compatihility 
of custom8r nseds v~rsus Fervic~s offer~d data is b~t~er in 
this table , 
surveyec for 
(slips, area 
bu+ thEre are still seveP services which were 
availability , but 
lighting, win Er 
not for consu~er preferGnco : 
haul /l aurch boats , 
boat/motor salEs , brorEragt- , and sewag8 pu11q,01~r). It. is 
imµortart to note this limitaion, as it se verely constrains 
at.tempts at 
d.:rnar.d for 
sta~istical compar!sons betwegn the supply and 
marina sErvices. TablE SJ shows s~rvicos offer~d 
co~parisons for th9 two case study activity areas , for both 
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1977 and 1979. Cus.omer prafErenc~ and profitability da'ta wer~ 
not avail1ol~ for :h€s~ areas. 
In orJer to further quantify the relationships betwq2n the 
various lis~s in Ta les S1, S2 , ard SJ rar.~ correlations were 
made between cc~pati~l~ da'ta groups. Thesr: corr~lations are 
shown in Tatlas S4 through 510. ~he statistical val~dity of 
:hese tables should b~ approached with ex~rsme cautior , due to 
the ircompatihiliti 0 s b~ ween survey data categories , as 
m~~tioned abov~. The corre>latior was mad~ b~twee~ data 
cat~gori~s st~red mutudlly by both lists beinq compared ~ often 
1 dVing OU't many of t~e highest ranking categories from both 
lists . This should bE born in mi rd wher consid.orir g the 
correl~tion f~ctor . r~e alterna iv£ would }av~ been to rank 
all ca egori~s in e?ch list , and assign a zero value to the 
opposits list for i~s ~issing category. This was undesirable, 
·+ as .i .... would 
cnouqh to ze.r:o 
nave reduced 
in mos+ cases 
the corr€la icn co~fficient clos 0 
t{' renaE:r ..... l. - moanirgJ ess . 
Koendall's '''tau" ?a~ chosen in prEfere c~ to SpEarnar • s 
"rho" as t.he test s+at:istic tor two reasons. Firs~ , Spearman ' s 
Rho is not. able to deal with rank~d dat.a which ar~ 'tied in 
score , an d R end a 11 ' s Ta u is { Kc r. d a 11 , 1 S 4 3 ; r< or in , 1 9 7 5 ; an d 
Weiss , 1968). S€cona, Kendall ' ~ Tau calculations are easily 
available ir computer programs. ThE "Stat.pack" packag2 of the 
IRM 360 systems pactages was used for th~ calculati0Ls shn~n 
n erE • The ~wo s a+is ics ar6 otL~rwis~ g~nerally similar , 
varying b 0 tweEn n°gct ivL cne for pel:fect inv~rse correlation , 
zero for nr corr=lation, and posit~v~ one tor psrfect 
corrE·latio n. 
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TablE:s S4 ctnd SS nri.k;:.. conq;a ·isur,c !>'::> wi:en nE.?ns and incom-a 
aata in RhocP Island iL 1972 and 1 97 3 aPd thP Nation in 1964 . 
Tables S6 , 57 and SR compare sqrvices oti~rsd ~~ Rhode Island 
in 1972/ 1973 , :.h_ Na ... ~ion in 1964 , and -:h<? i:.wo activitv ar":;as in 
1979. Tabl~s S9 and S10 compar~ customEr n~eds with services 
availahl8 in ~hode Isla~a 19 7 2/1 973, and in he Nation in 1964. 
~abl2 S4 sLows a comparison h~tweeu cus~omPr nee~s in 
1972/ 1 9 73 arc'l 1 <J61~. Th<" 'J'au of O,ROO is a hiqh score , 
irnicating a yood correlatioP hetw6en cusTom~r neeJs at bo~h 
imes . A t.'-'n:.ativ.:> c:nclusicr: is That c..:ustomor n~Bds ha ver• ' t 
changed much during t~~ 0 lar~ad time. 
which are mutu~l to both lists are fairly Dasi~ , so t~is reFnlT 
':he ~XC':::Ption is the "Social Acti vities " 
(listed as 11 .::.Jcr.:::ational Facilities " iL 1964 ) category , which 
do>:::s not corr f-spond wE-11 a~ all. Ir. 1 973 ~ social activities 
nave tecom.? much mor· dE sirabl-= , with 28~ of the cus~omers 
surveyed feeling tha~ they ar: important. 
'Iatle SS cornpart?s scnrc s of ir.coma for the same :.wo time 
periods , also .tavir:q t.he hig11 ~'au sr.ore or 0 , 800, In t hi? 
intervening tim. period , marin~ sales ov Art:ook slip rental as 
the h~gh~st grcss ~a~n~r, 
Profitability data ars unfortunately not 
available tG mak a similar c cmpar.i son . If the protit ral.io 
for slip rar.tal is s ill relativP l y tigh , ther'?- is a good 
likeli~ool ~ta~ slip rent:al may still be th~ bigge3t net 
Ear no::: r. 
Table 56 compares ~h~ ~~=vic~s offered for the same two 
Jat:es and areas a..:. the pr_vious '":wo tabl.as. ':.'he Ta•1 of o. 597 
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indicates a qood car;:-el:i'tion, rnt th~re has also 1'een come 
cha1 ge , assuming t~at Rhod8 Islands marinas ar9 fairly 
representative of ~hs nation 's as d whole in terms of services 
,or~ cons~rvativ~ly, there are d~fini~e dif f~renc~s 
batween the ~wo s~mples . Jinter storage , marine supplies , 
rLoairs , and boot/rno~0r ~~l~s ~re all more available in thP 
1972/1973 surv~y, bu~ t12 perc8ntaqe of available res~aurants 
is much less. Tabl~ s7 compares sarvicss in Rhode Island in 
1972/1973 with dvailable s8rvices in ~arraganS3Tt Bay 
( essen~ially tnE> same> si;.rvcy arEa) in 1979, ~h€ 1au ib 0.783 , 
a hi:J h scor;::. , bu~ incp~c~ion shows that e ven ~hou~h ~he 
sErvic~s ar~ qsnerally 
availahili~y is mos~ly 
ranked in thg same order , t e percen~ 
loH~= i~ 1979 th~n in 1972/1971. The 
exception agair., is r-estri11rnnts rit: 24" in 1979, ha vino more 
~han doubled and now being ver y closA to ~he na•ional 1964 
percer,t.age. 
Table SB mdk~s a 1979 s~rvicP oftere6 comparison bPt~e8n 
"t.he •wo casP study activity areas ~ Ndrraqansatt Bay ard 
B zzards Bay. The Ta11 is EUrprisingly low ::tt C.424. This must 
be consi<'lereo th 1aos': reliable of these comparisons in terms 
of data categoriPs; i:hey are completely compatible , hd vinJ been 
compiled by ~h~ auttors . Note , however tha~ ~her? ar~ fiva 
tiE:d num1lers in thE Buzt:d.cds Ba-r lisi: dnd -:wo i.n the 
The diff~rences are, surprisingly , in 
~hB basic s·rvices an~ not in ~howers, restauran~, or 
laundromat uvailahili y. hen:: is significantly lower 
availabili-cy of wiI~ter storaqE- , dockside. '='lectricity , and 
marine supplie~ i Buzzards Ray, and siqLificantly higher 
availability of 
ac~i v ity arEas · 
in th~ Fegional 
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fuP.l. These ard other differences in he 
are shown in sligh ly more detail in Figure I 1 
P~rspectives section . ~hE averaqe size of 
marinas in ruzzards Bay is small~r but thE availability of 
indoor wir~~r sto ag~ is much great~r . These differences are 
discussed ir. mere ae~n:l in •he FEgional PPrspectivG section , 
and the diffdrenc~s in Le case study marinas reflectivE of 
+hese differences ar~ discussed at th& end of th~ ~arina 
Profiles s~ction. 
The final two statitic&l ccmparisor t abl~s , 59 and 5 10 , 
compare cus~oru ~r n~8ds ~itb avaliable services in the na~ion in 
1964, and in Fhorle Isla~a IY7~/1973. ~ablP sq hns a low Tau of 
0 . 400 , and also suff~rs from data category incorufa~ibility , 
wi h only five comparisons. Table 5 10, for Rhod~ Island ir 
1 972 /1 973 , has hs~tPr compatibilit v but still a low Tau of 
0.406 . The implication is quite simply that th~r8 is ~ot VPry 
good correlation h~ .. ween bortt owners ' sorvicµ priori iqs and 
those of marina 0p~ra~ors . The availability of 24 hour 
security staras out , witt A6' of rhe boat owners feeling it to 
be important, but only 26% of the marinas offetiLS it. 
ThPse ra K corr0 l~tions , d8spite th8ir limitations, givE 
supper~ for ~h~ original statom~nt tha~ ~h~re is little 
relationship h~twe~n tho custom€rs ' preferred servic&s , the 
mari~a • s offsred services , and the marina ' s economic h~st 
interest. Tho tahlEs f urth~1 indicate tha+ hasic customer 
ne~as hav2n • ~ changed drastically betweet 1 964 and 1973, Por 
has thE mon~y makiny bas~ ror marinas . Th~re is a strong and 
defirit8 differenc~ between the two cas~ study activity areas , 
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in the lev~l of hasic servic8s offerPd. There is a moderate 
differ€nce in servic:s cffered in 1964 nationwid . and in Rhode 
Island in 197J , bu it is not possible ~o say or tne basis of 
this data wh~th~r ~his is a indication of change over time , or 
whether Rhod£ Isla n is di ff eren from the nation as it is 
d it feren t ~r c111 13 uzza rds Bay. 
Using a compilation of tt2~e Eta~is~ics , a general survey 
of i: he m· ri na rsla eu Ji+erctur~ , and informal 0 looking over" 
of numerous marinas, tbQ list shown iL Table S11 was develop~d. 
:1arina servicts ar;o. grouped into thrEe cat.egories , "essential" , 
"dt-sirab l~" , anc "possible". Essential s~rvice2 are those 
considered 
concurrent 
basic i:.o boat.s a~a pecplP at a warina , on a 
This lFval wi~h such services in society a large . 
includes suet> hings as elephon~s , trash removal , first ai~ , 
etc. which at. rirst giancE might not appear "ess.::ntial". 'I he 
second category , d~sirable , ircludes all those services which 
in most situa~ions will be of benefi to bo~h the boa+ owner 
and the marina op~rator dllK~ . 'f h c re i:::; a r ad mi t t. e u 1 y t l: in 
lirtE: be ween ":hese ~·,..ic ca tE::gorit=s , and arguments can 3c.sily br-;. 
md~B to s, if~ many pa=ticular services from one to thF other . 
ThP main purpos~ of ~his list is to prioritize alloca ion of 
space in ":he planning process , and to the 9Xt9nt that a 
f acili ""Y 
parking 
cannot hav~ R ~gn~is court without the requisite 
{and hop~f ully show8rs) , ths list is l~gitimate. The 
ca~egoxies ar~ the resul~ of aD initial attempt to threE 
prioritize th~ servic2s, 
impractical. 
Ile ~hird category , 
item by itam , which was found to be 
possible , simply r~pr2sents ot~er 
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s~rvic~s which mariEas in genaral de not have , but could be 
appropriate in certain sii:uations. The li.s t , aft2r all 
con sider a i: ion, st.ands or falls en co~mor s 0 nse , which becomes 
t.he final crit e rion. Tht irt~rdeper.dency matrix discuss3d in 
t.he Planning P roc~ ss SE~+i0r 
organizing or ~ 's com~on saLse 
(Fioure T1) is useful in 
+o ccnsid~r the rPla~ionship 
necween ths various sPrvices reprEsertAd ir this lis • 
The only unusual itt;ms on the list are the Weather and 
Transien~ Boaros. These are items ~nich app~ar to be in demand 
by boat. owne=5 and are ~n very shc1l supply. ThE;y cousis of a 
chalk or cork board wi h daily weatrer informa ion and messages 
ano informa~ion for the Transient hoa~ers , who ofte~ have a 
comm un ica t.io1. prohlFm i,.·i th relatives or friends ashore or at 
home. 
An attemp:. has bEen roaaP to <livida s<arvices into 11 p::imary" 
and "secondary" servicPs , based on wheth~r tLc SPrvicP is for 
t.he boat or for ~hP owner. Ond~r this syst6m , a primary 
servic6 is fo1 the boa , and a secondary service for the owner. 
Just as in ":.Le "<::::ssen t ia 1-desirable - possih le" system , there is 
room for argument wi h "':. l1r. 11 pr:'...1i1c:.:.1y-sccorc1.a::-y 11 .system , 
especially 11ith regard ~o certair services. For example , is 
s e wage puwpout a serv~cc fc= ~he hoa• or ~he ow~er? Dsspite 
this , the 11 rrirnary-se condary 11 classification is valuable in 
combination wi ': h t hE 11 Pf'~"" rtia 1 -desi ro.bl~-oossi bl e" syst~m. 
The combin~d systems are compiled in ~able S12. Note +hat the 
primary services ern~rg e mostly i th~ essbntial ~ectlon. Only 
6 of thg 21 e ssential servic~s are for the owners: telephone , 
rest rooms , showErs , ice/b~v~raye machinds, firs~ aid , and area 
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lighting. In the desirable caregory , 1 6 of the 25 ser vices are 
secondary and in the possible categarv , all of the ser vices are 
for the cwn~rs. Under this scheme , priori~ies for marina 
layout are a~ follows: 
1) Pro,r:ioe as ma · Y scr'ric..:s £or bou~s :is possible ; 
2 ) - Provide s~rvices for owners at the sama basic level as 
available in the local area (there is no need for a marina to 
bB an uncivilized outpo.::;t) ; 
3 ) Provide addi~ional secondary ser vicPs only af er 
primary ser v ic~s ar~ available ; 
4 ) - Provide as rna~v ' d~sirdble" sdr v ~ces as possible ; 
5) - Prov id~ "possi bl E" services only in u nig uo situations . 
Th~se priori~~~s have b8cn us~d in tne development of the 
case study sc~La=ios, in order to have an ord 0 rly growth 
process <luriny the cours£ of mdriaa dev8lopmant. 
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Figure Sl 
COMPARISON TABLE: 
CUSTOMER NEEDS, SERVICES OFFERED, PROFITABILITY 
All data from NAEBM, 1964, Nationwide basis 
CUSTOMER NEEDS 
SERVICE 
% WHO THOUGHT 
"IMPORTANT"* 
Fuel 
Water 
Ice 
Repairs,Maintenance 
Tide, Weather Info 
Electricity 
Marine Supplies 
Trash Collection 
Auto Parking 
Showers 
Phone 
Credit Card Use 
Groceries 
Restaurant 
Bait, Tackle 
Transportation 
Laundry,Laundromat 
Mail Service 
Sundries 
Sleeping Aecom. 
Liquor Store 
Swimming Pool 
Lounge 
Lockers 
Bar 
Housekeeping 
Rec. Facilities 
93.0 
89.S 
71. 7 
65.9 
62.7 
61.4 
52.2 
48.0 
45.3 
35.7 
34.8 
34.8 
30.0 
28.3 
27 .4 
24.8 
24.3 
16.7 
10.7 
8.5 
5.8 
4.9 
4.6 
3.7 
3.5 
0.9 
0.9 
* Other responses were 
"desirable","unimportant". 
Not shown here for reasons 
of clarity. 
na = not available 
SERVICES OFFERED 
% OF MARINAS 
SERVICE OFFERING 
Slips,Berths 100 
Haul, Launch Boats 77 
Rest Rooms 77 
Fuel 74 
Winter Storage 70 
Soft Drink Machine 70 
Fishing: Bait, Tackle 67 
Repairs, Service 60 
Sales: Boats, Motors, 
Supplies, etc. 50 
Rental/Charter 46 
Snack Bar 30 
Restaurant 21 
Grocery 5 
PROFITABILITY 
SERVICE 
% OF GROSS 
INCOME 
Slip Rental 19.4 
Sales, Marine Supplies 13.l 
Repairs,Overhauls 11.7 
Sales, New Boat/Motor 10.5 
Petroleum Products 10.1 
Winter Storage 10.0 
Sales, Used Boat/Motor 8.2 
Restaurant, Bar 4.4 
Boat Rental 4.2 
Bait, Tackle 3.7 
Boatel Units 2.6 
Grocery, Ice 2.1 
PROFIT 
RATIO 
3 9. 2 
22.8 
26.7 
16.4 
15.l 
27 .4 
8.8 
na 
15.2 
na 
14.9 
na 
% of Gross Income = amount in cents per total dollar taken in by marina 
Profit Ratio = % net profit after deducting specific costs incurred by 
each service 
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Figure S2 
COMPARISON TABLE 
CUSTCMER NEEDS, SERVICES OFFERED, % OF GROSS INCCME 
Rhode Island, 1972 and 1973 
CUSTCMER NEEDS, INBOARD SAIL AND PCWER 
% WHO THOUGHT 
SERVICE II IMPORTANT"* 
Fresh Water 
24-hr Security 
Electricity 
Fuel 
Marine Supplies 
Ice 
Rest Rooms 
Showers 
87 
81 
78 
78 
70 
66 
65 
48 
Restaurant 30 
Social Activities 28 
CUSTCMER NEEDS 
ALL BOATS 
SERVICE 
Fuel 
24-hr. Security 
Rest Rooms 
Fresh Water 
Marine Supplies 
Electriaity 
Ice 
Restaurant 
Showers 
% WHO THOUGHT 
"IMPORTANT"* 
76 
69 
62 
57 
48 
45 
41 
26 
25 
Social Activities 22 
* or "very important". Other 
response was "not important". 
Source: Rorholm, 1976 
SERVICES OFFERED 
% OF MARINAS 
SERVICE OFFERING 
Slips, Berths 
Area Lighting 
Winter Storage 
Fresh Water 
Electricity 
Haul, Launch Boats 
Marine Supplies 
Rest Rooms 
Repairs 
Ice 
Gasoline 
Boat, Motor Sales 
Showers 
24-hr. Security 
Brokerage 
Restaurant 
Sewage Pumpout 
91 
91 
86 
86 
83 
75 
75 
75 
73 
71 
71 
70 
43 
26 
20 
10 
0 
Source: Kelley & Rorholm, 197~ 
SOURCE OF INC CME 
SERVICE 
% OF GROSS 
INCOME 
Marine Store Sales 
Summer Dockage 
Repairs 
Sales; Boats, Motors 
Winter Storage 
Brokerage Fees 
Other 
22.17 
21.42 
20.01 
10.47 
8.95 
1.97 
15.01 
Source: Kelley & Rorholm, 197~ 
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Figure S3 
SERVICES OFFERED, STUDY ACTIVITY AREAS 
NARRAGANSETT BAY 
1977 
SERVICE % OF MARINAS 
OFFERING 
Electricity 82 
Rest Room 77 
Repairs 70 
Winter Storage 68 
Fuel 64 
Marine Supplies 59 
Ice 56 
Showers 30 
Restaurant, Snack Bar 15 
Laundromat 
BUZZARDS BAY 
1977 
SERVICE 
5 
% OF MARINAS 
OFFERING 
Fuel 71 
Rest Rooms 71 
Repairs 65 
Winter Storage 62 
Marine Supplies 62 
Ice 56 
Electricity 53 
Showers 26 
Restaurant, Snack Bar 9 
Laundromat 9 
1979 
SERVICE 
Electricity 
Rest Rooms 
Winter Stor.age 
Repairs 
Marine Supplies 
Ice 
Fuel 
Showers 
Restaurant, Snack Bar 
Laundromat 
1979 
SERVICE 
% OF MARINAS 
OFFERING 
85 
81 
70 
70 
69 
67 
63 
33 
24 
4 
% OF MARINAS 
OFFERING 
Fuel 77 
Rest Room 77 
Ice 66 
Repairs 63 
Winter Storage 60 
Electricity 60 
Marine Supplies . 60 
Showers 34 
Restaurant, Snack Bar 14 
Laundromat 9 
Source: Compiled from Boating Almanac, 1979 
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Figure S4 
CUSTOMER NEEDS COMPARISON - R.I. 1973 vs. Nation 1964 
% of customers how thought "important 
Service R.I. 1973 Nation 1964 
Fresh Water 87.0 89.S 
Electricity 78. 0 61.4 
Fuel 78. 0 93.0 
Marine Supplies 10.0 . 52.2 
Ice 66.0 71. 7 
Showers 48.0 35.7 
Restaurant 30.0 28.3 
Social Activities 28.0 0.9 
Correlation: Tau = 0.800 
Figure SS 
SOURCES OF INCOME CCMPARISON - R.I. 1972 vs. Nation 1964 
% of Gross Income 
Service R. L 1972 Nation 1964 
Marine Store Sales 22.2 13.1 
Summer Dockage 21.4 19.4 
Repairs 20.0 11. 7 
Boat, Motor Sales 10.5 10.S 
Winter Storage 9.0 10.0 
Correlation: Tau = 0.800 
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Figure S6 
SERVICES OFFERED COMPARISON - R.I. 1972 vs. Nation 1964 
% of Marinas Offering 
Service R. I. 1972 Nation 1964 
Slips, Berths 91 100 
Winter Storage 86 70 
Haul, Laonch Boats 7S 77 
Marine Supp.lies 7S so 
Rest Rooms 7S 77 
Repairs 73 60 
Fuel 71 74 
Boat, Motor Sales 70 so 
Restaurant 10 21 
Correlation: Tau = O.S97 
Figure S7 
SERVICES OFFERED COMPARISON - R.I. 1972 vs. Narragansett Bay 1979 
% of Marinas Offering 
Service R. I. 1972 Narragansett Bay 1979 
Winter Storage 86 70 
Electricity 83 8S 
Marine Supp lies 7S 69 
Rest Rooms 7S 81 
Repairs 73 70 
Ice 71 67 
Fuel 71 63 
Showers 43 33 
Restaurant 10 24 
Correlation: Tau= 0.783 
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Figure S8 
SERVICES OFFERED COMPARISON - Buzzards Bay 1979 vs. Narragansett Bay 1979 · 
% of Marinas Offering 
Service Buzzards Bay Narragansett Bay 
Fuel 77 63 
Rest Rooms 77 81 
Ice 66 67 
Repairs 63 70 
Winter Storage 60 70 
Electricity 60 85 
Marine Supplies 60 69 
Showers 34 33 
Restaurant, Snack Bar 14 24 
Snack Bar 
Laundromat 9 4 
Correlation: Tau = 0.424 
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Figure S9 
Customer Needs vs. Services Offered - Nation 1964 
Service Needs - % Offered - % 
Fuel 93.0 74.0 
Repairs 65.9 60.0 
Supplies Sales 52.2 50.0 
Groceries 30.0 5.0 
Bait, Tackle 27 .4 67.0 
Correlation; Tau = 0.400 
Figure SlO 
Customer Needs vs. Services Offered - R.I. 1972, 1973 
Service Needs - % Offered - % 
Fresh Water 87 86 
24-hr Security 81 26 
Electricity 78 83 
Fuel 78 71 
Marine Supplies 70 75 
Ice 66 71 
Rest Rooms 65 75 
Showers 48 43 
Restaurant 30 10 
Correlation: Tau = 0.406 
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Figure Sll 
ESSENTIAL SERVICES 
Wave Protection 
Slips 
Moorings 
Fuel 
Electric i ty 
Fresh Water 
Telephone 
Rest Rooms 
Showers 
MARINA SERVICES 
Trash Disposal 
Ice/Beverage Machines 
DESIRABLE SERVICES 
Boat Handling Options (i.e. Dry -Stack) 
Storage Options (indoor, outdoor, wet) 
Boating Accessories 
New Boat Sales 
Brokerage 
Rental/Charter 
Electronics 
Bait, Lures, and Tackle 
Owner-repair Area 
Laundromat 
Grocery 
Liquor Store 
Restaurant with Cocktails 
OTHER POSSIBLE SERVICES 
Mote 1/Rote1 
Boa tel 
Gifts 
Beach 
Fresh Seafood 
Scuba Equipment (sales, service, rental) 
Auto Parking 
Fire Extinguishers 
First Aid Kit/ Emergency Ambulance 
Area Lighting 
Security 
Boat Hauling, Launching 
Boat, Engine Repair 
Boat Parts 
Boat Storage 
Di~g~y Stacks and/or Launch Service 
Sandwich Shop 
Snack Bar 
Public Transportation 
Mail Service 
Weather Board 
Transient Board 
Landscaping 
Sewage Pump-Out 
Swimming Pool 
Diver Service for repair 
Loading/Unloading Dock (moored boats) 
Tennis Courts 
Squash, Racquetball, etc. 
Dance Hall 
Recreation Hall 
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Figure Sl2 
MARINA SERVICES 
ESSENTIAL SERVICES 
PRIMARY 
Wave Protection 
Slips 
Moorings 
Fuel 
Electricity 
Fresh Water 
Trash Disposal 
Auto Parking 
Fire Extinguishers 
Security 
Boat Hauling, Launching 
Boat, Engine Repair 
Boat Parts 
Boat Storage 
Dipghy Stacks &/or Launch Service 
DESIRABIE SERVICES 
PRIMARY 
Boat Handling Options 
Storage Options 
New Boat Sales 
Brokerage 
Owner-Repair Area 
Diver Service for Repair 
Sa i1 Loft 
SECONDARY 
Telephone 
Rest Rooms 
Showers 
Area Lighting 
First Aid/ Emergency Ambulance 
Ice/Beverage Machines 
SECONDARY 
Boating Accessories 
Rental/Charter 
Electronics 
Bait, Lures and Tackle 
Laundromat 
Grocery 
Liqour Store 
Restaurant 
Sandwich Shop 
Snack Bar 
Public Transportation 
Mail Service 
Weather Board 
Transient Board 
Landscaping 
Sewage Pumpout 
Swimming Pool 
POSSIBIE SERVICES - all are secondary 
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SPACE and hFEA PEQUIP.EME~ S 
In order to pu~ physical facilities irto an optimal 
relationsnip for ~he d~liv~ry of services, criteria are ne0 d 0 d 
for the space requirements of the various service functions. 
~hPse criteria are ess n ial in conver~inq ~neor~~ical d~sires 
into an acr.ual site nl1n ~0r a ma~ina. Faced with a blank 
piec8 of pap0r , space criteria allow initial blockinq in of 
areas required , in ~hAir correct proportions. In the instance 
of expansion of ~he casE study marinas the criteria allow for 
expansion of the various functions in a coherent and logical 
manner. 
For eacn of thes! criteria a rang8 of space demands is 
considered. gBnerally, there is a winimum , a maximum , and an 
"opt: i mum" or m ~~di an l-= '18 l , P0£ ax~mpl~ , tha number of 
~adillacs which can b~ parked on an acre of land is 
considerably l~ss than the number of Volkswagens, In computing 
a number to he usea for 3pacc ~llocdtion purposes, a car size 
somewha~ betw€en the two would be assumed . 
Six refarence texts were found to be useful in determining 
space requir~ments. Three of these texts dealt specifically 
~ith marinas, and wer8 found to be best suited for space 
allocation of primary (ho"it r-~lated) services, The other thre<? 
were standard planning and architecture texts , and were used 
for allocat~cn of space tor secondary s~rvices , and £or other 
or.-land area requirer:i~ut.;:; suc!1 as parki,g . t is beyond -:he 
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scope ot the prosPnt study to lis~ in dAtail a~~ PXPlnin 
specific requirements tnr dach of th~ functional service arAas , 
although ~he crucial elements will be discussed. Instead, a 
list of these refEr~nce~ is iu~ludA~ herP, for further 
consul ta •ion. The marina-related t~xts are: 
Marinas: A ~orking Cu1dP ~o 
ThPir r@velopment and D0 sign 
(Adie, 1975) 
Marinas ~ ~ecommenda ions for Desiqn , 
Con strnction , and Ma ini:~na nee 
(Cha1.e1 , 19b1) 
Small Craft Harbors: 
nesigr, consn ucT.ion, ar.d OJ?eralion 
{!Junham and Firn , 1974) 
The more general planning ard design criteria texts are: 
The Communi .y Builder's Handbook (McYeever, 1968) 
Urban Pl&LLi~g aLd o · s!gn rr'teria 
( DeChiara and Koppelnac , 1975) 
Time Saver Standards for building Types 
(I:eChia.ra ar:d Callenaer , 1973) 
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The Chaney ~ook , which is elruost t Prty years old , is in the 
process of being updat~d ard i£ due fer publicaLion durinq 1980 
(Charrberlain, 1979). 
The star~icg point for consid0 ration of space reguiremen s 
is illustrattd iu figure Al, which shews a range of ratios for 
various g~n~ral factors . Of he five factors listed, two 
turned ou to be crucial during our c~ss study analysis ~ the 
car- to -bodt ratio , and the density of cars per acr~ . It was 
fourd at both cas~ 3tudy ~it~s that th~ amo u nt of land area 
available was the major constraint , no~ the amount of ~ater. 
The a[1101mt of parking rea available , in T-Urn , was found to be 
the crucial c0nstraint ~~ tha available l~~d. The parking area 
is critical h~caus~ the method used is as follcws~ for ;2 gi ven 
number of slips , (either i~ a n~w marina or in an expansion 
alternativ_ ), th2 r.:q_uired parking area to go with t.hat numter 
of slips is calcula~~d . This area is thq multiplied by a 
factor of four ~o d~termine the overa ll ar~a of land n~cessary 
to support a full service marina with th~ given number of slips 
( Dunham a'10. Finn , 1 974 ~ p. 84 ). Th-a r<?quired distribution of 
servicas is ~he~ allocated within thi3 total land area. The 
initial determination of he parking area n~~de~ is thus very 
impor~an t, s any ~rr~~s 0T ~isju~gemn~t~ will b~ eccan~ uatdd 
by the factor of four , 
In Figurt n1 , th~ ra~io of parking spaces ppr slip varias 
from one-half par~ing space per slip to twc full parking spaces 
per sl~p. These dre the ranges cited i~ he handbooks . An 
informal surv~y of local Narraganset~ Bay marinas revealed a 
similar r nq - of parking space reguir3ments among th<? roarina 
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operators. That is , in response ~o questions about ho~ many 
parking spacEs w~re required per slip, the answers ranged from 
one-half r.o two. 
day 
of 
The reasoning was generAlly +hat on a peak 
for example) fif ~y to seventy five percent ( fouri:.h of July , 
the noa ts at a given marina would go out. A substantial 
owners bring gueBts , w!'-o ofteH arrive in a porticn of toa t 
s~parate car. Since all thF nwnPrs are not likely to be at the 
marina at once , ev~n on a peak uay , one parking spAce pPr boat 
was felt to be more +bar adPnuatF, PVen for guests. On the 
other hand , 0~2-half space per boat was not felt to be enough , 
espFcially if there was a restaurant sharing parking with the 
boatowners. Bearing this in mind , for the purposes of the case 
studi~s pressnted her~, a ratio of three parking spac~s per 
four slios , or 0.75 to one, was used for the calculations. 
This also ag r~as with the source of th8 "four ti roes" factor for 
overall use (Dunham and Finn , 1 974 ; p.84). As -chis is b""ing 
typed (D ecem €r , 197 9) , new evid9nc€ from aerial photography is 
availahle incica~ing that even on peak days one - half space per 
slip is sufficient. (Poss, 1 979 , Col l ins ilnd Sedgwick , 1 979 ) . 
Fu~ure Cdlculations should probably use this figure rather than 
anything greater. 
Most marinas wl · h outdoor win-cer storage do no"C hav~ a 
parking problem ; the 
for parking during 
yard space useJ for s~o=age can be us~d 
modernizai:.ion or 
different. pa~king 
res aurant will 
~xpa~sion takes place , 
are~s for different 
However , as 
the ne~d to define 
uses aris9s. A 
eed sufficient shor~-term parking to 
accornodate m~ al~imE peaks. ~ boat own~r s~tting out on a 
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week-long cruise ~ill nBEd a short-terro load1ng/u1iluad~LlY a~~a , 
to transf~r suppli~s trom cac ~u bod~. and ~hFn will need a 
long term parking acEa with 24-hour security , to leave his car 
safely while he is gone. 
As the rrarina becomes more efficient in terms of th0 
nurobErs ot toaLcrs it can serve , it must also become mor~ 
efficient in erms of formal designatio~ of parking. Having 
determinFd the numbfr of spacas ~ee1~d, as a ratio to the 
nuEber of slips , the next stAp is to determine how much space 
is needed for a given number of parking places. The marina 
texts generally assume ~hat 90 or 100 cars can be parked in one 
acre . The planning texts nis~gr0e, and give a roore detailed 
analysis. I~ g~ etal , for a ~ell planned parking lot, 100 to 
155 cars can b~ accomodated. These figures include space for 
ectry ani exit as well as parking (DeChiara and Callender , 
1973). Angle parking , currently popular with some dock 
designers , has b~er shown in automobile parking designs tc be 
less efficier in terms of sp~ce utilization , when compare~ to 
~ight angle pa~king , and the same holds true for boats~ Angle 
parking should only b~ considered, either on land or in the 
wa er , where a narro~ strip of space which is othe rwise 
unusable is all ~hat is available. The increased ease of 
access of angle parkinq allows for a narro~er ov~rall space for 
automobile maneuvsring, but that ease of maneuvering does not 
extend into the wa er : automobil~s do not ha ve to contend with 
wa v es , winds , currents, or screw torque while in reverse8 
Automobile parking is also the crucial space li~itinq 
factor when consiooring rack storage. For example , a 10,000 
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square ioot rac~ ~tora1e building will hold abcut 100 bo~cs if 
four tiers au· used , Osing a parking rat8 of 125 cars per acre 
(which is rnoaera't.e, hetwt:ar.. the 1 00 and 155 car - per- acre 
extrtmes ), 
for the buildillg, With 
ar~a require1 is larg~r than the ar€a 
or3- half pa=kir.g space per slip 
aoproxima~e l y 1 7 , 400 square fee are n~eaea for ~he f~cility , 
and with 0 . 75 spacss re= boac the parking area is approximately 
2 n , 1 0 0 sq 'la re 
needed for 
feet. In the 
tha facility , 
latter cass , 3o , OOO square feec are 
about 0 . 83 acre. In addition , the: 
four tim 0 s factor must be appliad to tbs parking requirerueLt , 
to keep cbe orop~r proportions for a full ser v ice marina . 
Sinc 0 26 , 100 s1uare feet is aqual 0 0 . 60 acres , the total area 
for expaasion is 2.4 acr~s - 1uitt a Li more than i t~itive 
coi.sideratiou would inrHca• 0 for a 10 1 000 square foot buildirg . 
Ac one- half parkinq space Er ooa. , th_ rack s orage facili~y 
s~ill nsads 1.6 acr~s of land to support it. Of this 1 6 
acres , th~ buildirg i~s~lf ta~es up o~ly 0.23 acres. Noe hat 
the change from 2.4 o 1.6 acres , occasion~d by the change from 
0.75 to 0.5 parking spac=s per boat , is a change of 0 . 8 acr~s 
per 100 boats in ove~all lanJ r~quiremen -. This "?mphas i zes 
the ~~ed for car~ful ini~ial assump ions in th~ space 
allocation proc~ss. 
Once th~ overall area r~quirements h&vc bP~n datermined , 
tne next seep is to portio~ ou~ rnace among ths v~rious 
functions . Certain func~ions must be corsidgr~d seoarately , 
for a variecy of r8asons. A large res~aura~t , for cxareplg , 
must depdnd oo a ccnsumer market area ~hich may be differ~nt 
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from the market arsa of th~ marina . The Char~ Room restaurant 
at cataumet Marina is a cas£ in point. Many of the boat 0 w ers 
dri ve for ov_r an hour to r 0 ach th~ m~rina , but not many people 
will Jr~va from Roston to Cape Cod just for din~er . These 
different mar ~ts f0r th? difter~~t fu~cticn~ must be 
coPsidAr~d when alloc~tino spac0 at a ~ivdn si~q. Other 
functions are lim1~ea i~ ~pctca £3qui~em~n~s by simple physical 
limitations . For r·xamole , public r,.?strooms r:<=>guire :i. minimum 
of about 500 square fb_t for an ddeguttta f~cili~y a~l6 to sPrvP 
mo e than one customer of each sex at a ti~e. For the sa~e oi 
the ambisnt wa~er ouality , and soon for l egal rsasons , hoat 
owners must noT us~ their heads while in the marina. Yet the 
marina industr:y as a whole hae a poor r9cord in providing rest 
rooms: no~ many are a nice place in which to brush on3 ' s taPth . 
In recorum~ndbtions for 0 xpansion , this minimum space standard 
must be r8cognize~. At the othP.r end of the scale , f~w 
marindb , no ~atte~ ho~ larg~ , ne_d morP ~han 5 , 000 square f8et 
for s~rvic8 faciliti-s. With ~h8se tynes of limi~ations in 
mind , a geneLal ~able of space alloca ion ratios Wds Ja v9looed , 
and is shown in Figure A2. The purpo3G of the tabl~ is to give 
numbers to initial space r~guireme~ts , gi ven a certain nurnLer 
of boats . Th~ figur~ is in the form ot t-o columns. Tho. firs 
shows the ave~aqe Pum~er 0f squarq feet allocated for each of 
the s rvices listed. 
six large marinas , 
rh~ avtrages were taken from a survey of 
ranging ~n size from 230 LO 735 boats 
(Chancy , 1961). In order to find a relatively large {in tPrms 
of soua r:e fse"':) service to s12r ve as a key , the classification 
of 11 total service" area Total service ar~a 
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consists of hull r~~ctic , lLDua~d ;fJi"~ r~pair, and outboard 
engine repair. 
classif ica -tior 
The average number of square feat fo= ~his 
was 4 , 375 . rhis number was "":a l<l:'.! ~ 3.S nni ty , and 
~he proportion of ar-y qivPn service to total servic 0 was 
calculated as a ratio b~t~=en z2ro anJ o~e. 'I'hes8 ra-r.ios are 
showh in column ~wo. for oxampl~, th~ ~VPrage amount of office 
spac~ in th= marinas surv8y~d was 425 squ1r~ fcgt, about one 
The ratio for office space is 
hus o. 10, a d similar procadur~s have been followed for the 
oth2r servicP ca egories . 
for a give~ sc~nario , 
Th~ total service ar~a is de~ermined 
and ~h~ o~her servicos arP alloca~ed 
space proportionat~ly. Always in mind ar~ th~ ~onstrain~s for 
any on~ se:vice. ?~GtrOOMS urC nn~ al]ow~d to become too 
small , and l.ull S"'rvic~ is rot allowed to becom·? tou big , anil 
I· in al di:;termir.a ions ar'<= 11.ad::- incr;;.menl:ally, as so forth. 
physical, economic , soc:ia1, and environm~ntal limita~ions 
becom~ more iw~oL~ant as ~he site plan devPlops and matures. 
In order 
distributior. , 
0 figure th& r1;::lative efficiency of slip 
an<l to calcula e the arrounr of space need~d for 
wint~r storaqi:> , a sinpls me hodology for f iquri g the average 
ar~a requir em-Lt p~r boat was developed. The lenqth and beam 
for five lsrg•~ classes were aatcrmin d (DuLham and Fi1n, 
1974 l , of. ths r~ct2ngl2 occupjbd by a 
~heore~ically rectaLquJar hoat for 0 ach length class was 
calculati=:d. ~his is shown in figure A3 as ~he ia~er rec~ang1£ . 
An e velope, "E", of va1yir.9 tl,icknf'f'f' was aJJcwed around the 
boat ~o cowp e sate for diffPren~ dEns!ties of i -wa~er and 
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on - land st.crag:. The calculations wtrB hen redone for each of 
the envelcpes, and as shown in the four right - hard columns, ac 
ervelope of 2 feet has a suLstantial amoun• of area , while an 
~nvelope cf four fePt has as much area or mor~ than i:he boat 
:.tself ( ~xc~p for th~ largest leng h class ) . A 3 5 foot boat 
ta><.es up ab ut 420 sguarF feet , but with an envelope of four 
feat <:ak~s uii &nO c:quarE• fcr.t. hP P11v .lope is thus 440 square 
fe?t , mere space tha th~ boat . It maximum density of boats 
p~r urit ar~a is desired , th6 hiZ of the en vFlope , and ~he 
resul~ing buffer spac~ , is critical . 
Boats arc r.ot , ot course , usually rec angu l ar . Nor is it 
n~ce~sary in ~ 10L9 lin2 of righ~-aLgle spaces to duplicate the 
buffer spacrs b0 ~e~n hoats , so the ~nv~lop~ spaces would 
Tliis rrefiuc~s tr.e size of the doubl~ up alony bi: sines. 
e1.velof>::: by cno:: sic~ per t1oat (broaaly , about or.e- thira ), and 
makes a ditf~r8nc~ ir comparinq ditfereLt finger pi~r sizes and 
fiLger pi~r vQrsus nc - finger - pier options . I~ is also coreaon 
duriug wint~1 storage to put boats •ogether in a jigsaw 
fasnion , bo~ alongsia~ bow , l 0 a ving Ji t le or no space bet¥C~P 
them , in or~~r o fill an irregula r ly shaped Etorage ar8a ¥ith 
hs maximum numher of boats . Ir ha case , of cou r se , this 
metnod do~s not apply. If a Tra v0 lif is used , the b~am of the 
Tra v€lif becom~s the limitirg facto r. 
Th numbers s~owr i~ Figur~ A3 farm the hasis tor some 
us~ful calculatioLs crLcer ing the e veraqe s ace requir~men•s 
for a given riari na. Thes~ calcu l ations have 1~~L done for the 
t1,10 case study marinas , ann are showi. in fjaurE.s A.4 ar•d A5 . 
Th~ objFct is to de ermin , aiven variou& space envelopes , how 
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much of thF. marina acreage is actually occupiea by the boars 
+ h•?mselves . 
The distribu~ion of boats by size was di~cussed in he 
comparison of the +~o ~as0 study marinas, a~d i~ shown in each 
of these sp· c~ requirem~p fj oures in thE. colurrn mark~d 11 %11 • 
For ~acb of the different envelopes ate two columns. The first 
is the square fee~ for th~ given length class ar.d envelope as 
figured in tabl~ A3. Th~ second is the product of the p~rcent 
factor an1 the square feet , a nuruber which is usEd to calculate 
a weighted mean. Th~ mean is shown at the tot~om as the square 
feet , AVE RAGE , p.?r boat . Th~s in turn is mul+iplied by ~hP 
nnmb<:or of boats at tbs marina , giving , for ~bet envPlops , the 
otal amount of space occupja~ by boats a ht:. rnarina. 
The mathonologi2s disc~~s~d in this s~ction wPre u3ed LO 
cons•.:ruct , ar.d then ?c ccmpare , tbe scenarios for Each caFE 
study marina. The applicaticns ot th~s~ ?LP fourd in the 
sc~narios section , wh~rs th.: ~psce rEguiremEnLs have beEn 
de+<?rm ined arc ccmpa.red for a vari 0 ty of lav i?ls of expansioit. 
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Figure Al 
GENERAL SPACE REQUIREMENT RATIOS 
Minimum Maximum 
Land to Water Ratio 1:1 2:1 
Density of Boats per Acre 25 65 
Car to Boat Ratio 12: 1 2:1 
Density of cars per Acre 100 155 
Persons to Boats Ratio 1.5: 1 3:1 
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Figure A2 
SPACE REQUIRED FOR SELECTED SERVICES 
Fr9m Chaney, 1961, survey of six large marinas 
Average # of Boats was = 392, minimum= 230, maximum = 735 
AVERAGE tfo OF SQUARE RATIO, WHERE 
SERVICE FEET ALLOCATED "TOTAL SERVICE" 1.0 
Office 425 .10 
Snack Bar & Kitchen 1257 .29 
Boat Sales 2350 .54 
Accessories Sales 806 .18 
Parts & Engine Sales 914 .21 
Packaged Food & Bait 587 .13 
Hull Repa i r 3082 } .70 ] ( total Inboard Engine Repair 931 (4375 = 1.0) .21 = 1.0) 
Outboard Engine Repair 362 .09 
Laundry 418 .10 
Furnace 256 .06 
Restrooms,inc. showers 1081 .25 
Gear Storage 401 .09 
"total service" = hull repair + inboard engine repair + outboard engine repair 
LENGTH CIASS 
Up to 20' 
21' - 25' 
26' - 30' 
31' 
- 35 1 
36' and over 
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Figure A3 
SPATIAL REQUIREMENl'S OF BOATS 
Inner rectangle represents 
the area required by the 
length and beam of the boat. 
The envelope, "E", is a buffer 
distance between boats which 
is variable. In the table below 
"E" is specified as the width 
of the perimeter strip. 
Len th Beam 
20 8 
25 10 
30 11 
35 12 
45 14 
Square Feet 
er Boat 
160 
250 
330 
420 
630 
6" 
189 
286 
372 
468 
690 
Square Feet per Boat, 
With Envelo e of: E= 
l' 2' 4' 
220 288 448 
324 406 594 
416 510 722 
518 624 860 
752 882 1166 
CALCUIATED SPACE REQUIREMENTS - STONE COVE 
E= 0 6" 1' 2' 4' 
LENGTH CIASS % f t 2 ft2 x % ft2 ft2 x % ft 2 ft2 x % ft 2 ft 2 x % ft 2 ft2 x % 
Up to 20 1 .39 160 62.4 189 73.7 220 85.8 288 112.3 448 174.7 
21 1 to 25' .35 250 87.S 286 100.1 324 113.4 406 142.1 594 207.9 
26 1 to 30' .18 330 59.4 372 67.0 416 74.9 510 91.8 722 130.0 
31 I to 35 I .OS 420 21.0 468 23.4 518 25.9 624 31.2 860 43.0 
36' and over .04 630 25.2 690 27.6 752 30.1 882 35.3 1,166 46.6 ~ I ~ I:\) en ft2 , AVERAGE per boat: 255.S 291.8 330.1 412.7 602.2 I 
x 137 Boats gives total square feet 
ft2, TOTAL: 35,000 39,980 45,220 56,540 82,500 
ACRES: 0.80 o. 92 1.04 1.30 1.89 
CALCULATED SPACE REQUIREMENTS - CATAUMET 
E= 0 6" l' 2' 4' 
LENGTH CIASS % ft 2 ft2 x % ft 2 ft 2 x % ft 2 ft2x % f t 2 ft 2 x % ft 2 ft 2 x % 
Up to 20' .09 160 14.4 189 17.0 220 19.8 288 25.9 448 40.3 
21' to 25' .23 250 57.5 286 65.8 324 74.5 406 93.4 594 136.6 
26' to 30' .30 330 99.0 372 111.6 416 124.8 510 153.0 722 216.6 
31' to 36' .16 420 67.2 468 74.9 518 82.9 624 99.8 860 137.6 ~ I ~ 36 1 and over .22 630 138.6 690 151.8 752 165.4 882 194.0 1,166 256.5 t\) ~ I 
ft 2 , AVERAGE per boat 376.7 421. l 469.4 566.l 787.6 
x 195 boats gives total square feet 
ft 2 , TOTAL: 73,460 82,120 91, 143 110,390 153,582 
ACRES: l.69 1.89 2.09 2.53 3.53 
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DPSCEIPTION OF DEVELOPMENT ALT~BNATIVES 
ST0 E COVE MAPINA 
he development scenarios for s•one Cov~ marina are based 
on the fulfillment of four main objectives: 1. To enhance the 
aesthetic ana gen°ral apo~arance of the arPa , 2. To exran<l +hp 
capacity of the fac~li~y, J. TO improv e itE operational 
effici~ncy ana 4. To expand th~ retail sal8s op~ration. 
Thesq objectives may seem somewha ov~r simpJified bit tre 
fact of the matt~r is that to achieve the broad goal of 
es•ablishing a full sarvice marina at Stor.e Cove , i- is 
necessary to specify ~h~ subs~a +ive objectiv~s as descrihed 
t=l hOVP. • 
The scenarios that follow are the design al+~rnatives which 
are proposaa as the means of fulfilling these objectives. In 
general , ~h~ scqnarios are pr~sent8d in an order of incr~~sing 
compl=xity and cos~~ The firs+ alternativ 0 is the roost 
conservative and as such, propos~s th~ fewest modifications to 
the exisLinq marina. 
The critical det 0 rminant in all of the altarnativss is the 
amount of land area which can b~ dedicat 0 n ~o onshore 
activiti~s , particuldrly custnmAr pqr~ing, as ~~11 as i~door 
and outdoor sErvice func~ioLs. 
Whil~ th~ principal obj 0c~iv~ is ta develop moro slios for 
a grca1..Ar capacity.,. :.hesP slips C1'lnn0t b.::. suppo::-t"'!J by onsnor'= 
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activity u~less sufficient land arDR i~ Rvail~~le? All of ~he 
proposals attempt ~o strik~ a balanc~ between available laPd , 
sPatial r~quirements of shor~ facilities anf the expansion of 
herthiPg capacity. The s+ronq relationship b 0 tween these three 
factors is illustrat~a buy Figuros 51-1, 51-2, and 51-3~ 
The second major co sid~ration in dnvising thEse proposals 
is ho array of boa• ~izes that is likely to be attract~d to 
th8 expand~d marina. several assumptions have been formed on 
the question , ~he first boinq that ~Pore is a pronou.cqd 
tgndency ~award ~maller boats in boatinq activity areaso The 
number of boats in ~ D size class that is 25 feet in longth or 
less is expectea to incr~ase in proportion to the total fleet 
a• the marina. The second assumption is ~hat th~ prasen~ rRtio 
hetwcan ~he various boat l8ng~h classes , when adjust~1 for th~ 
increased aemand in the small boat cat~gory, wiJl hold co~stant 
over The proposed frequency distribution of boat sizes 
is shown in Figur9 5 1-2 along with a d8scriotioc of thL slips 
that are recomm~nded to accommodate the growing flPet. 
In conjunction wi~h the allocation 0£ land and h~ 
estimation of futnrA h?rthinq capaci•y , there is the 
development of spatial requiremPnts for onshore functions which 
corrEspond with th~ lev8l of wat~r~orn a~tiv~ty. Figur~ S 1-3 
illus~ra~es •his pat~cr~ of the increase !n physical 
r~auirements as th~ bPrthing capacity of he marira incre1ses. 
The ~xistinq site co~figuration allows for approximat6ly 
0.6 acres of vahicle parking which is es~irna·~d to provide 
slightly i~ss than 72 parking spac~s {Piqurs S1-4), At a ratio 
of 07. parking spaces per slip, ~he la~d ~hat is u der direct 
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control of ·h~ marira can orly support slightly more than 100 
slips. Fortunat0 ly , the neighboring public parking area is 
capable of augmentirq tho marina 's parki g capaci~y to m~~~ its 
presFnt size of 137 slips. Any expansion of t~is ~Rp?ci+y, 
however, dictates that the parkinq area b~ includea in all land 
area calculations a~ a p~rmanent addi~ion to the P~rking 
capaci+y. 
In scenario 1a (Figure S1-5) , this additional parking ~'ill 
a J low for th~ cons rnc ti on of 33 sl:. ps in t~e sl. allow cov...,. to 
the east of the existing facility ircreasing i s capacity to 
170 boats. The total land under tho. direct control of ho 
marina would then become 1.93 acres. An ~xistinq dock 
structur"' (F), and fingPr oi 0 rs (D) will b:.: rslocated wit!-> in 
+h ~ cov€ to facilita~~ The now slips which ars positioned at 
the p~rirneter of ~he cove. The existing s~rvico and r8tail 
s~ructure is to h~ r~placed hy a nev vo story 5,770 squar 0 
foo+ building located in approximately thf same loca~ion as the 
o::iqinal structure (A) & (B). Tbf> sal"'s ard a<lroinis•ratjon 
functions will no locataJ. in the second floor b11t with Oil qrade 
access to thE frontag~ ~0ao ~0 •re no::+h. 'Ia k] nq a dvan ta. g"' of 
thA ste~p slop~ that separates the fron+aqe roaa from the vard 
work aro::;a , the service functions on tP 0 lowPr 10v0 1 will also 
have on gra<ls ~ccess <o thP yard work area. 
Other gere::al improvements which arF r€quired by ~ris 
alternativ9 include th"' 0reaging of approximately 0.3 acr 0 s of 
the shallow covg to increase its ~epth ny one to thret foet. 
In addition , the yard wor~ ~rP~ u~ich iq pvppc+p~ +o r0 c~iv~ 
th~ great~st amount of ~rdffic wi~~ ~e surfacbd wi+h asphaltic 
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COPCrPte. 
Scecario 1b (Fiqur~ S1- b) is hased on the sam~ assump ions 
as 1a, i. -s. , +hat th.a p11bli::: j)arkjuq are::i wiJJ h"' availahls for 
marira use giving +h8 facility the adai~ional parking spaces 
need9d for expanded bFrthing. In this altqrnative , ho~ev9r , 
~he additional berthinq capacity is provi~ed by removinq the 
finger pii:;,::-s from docks (F) and ( D) for an addi ional 43 toa~s. 
ThF removal of ~hP finge piers effec+ively re~uces the ~earn 
snacing rr=quirem"'nts of heats th-ereby increasinq the nnmber of 
vessels which can h~ s~curen to a floating or fix~d pier, As 
can be seen by FigurP S1 - 6 , his proposal ~ncourag~s +he 
addirion of boats th~~ are un1er 30 feet in length with the 
majority 
findings 
ovsr the 
being 25 fee• or less. This is coLsistFnt with our 
that boat ownership tre;nds are favoring this class 
lcrg9r mors expensive vessels. 
alteratjons are r~guir en o~ter than ~he construction of a new 
ssrvice building. 
Certainly , 
expansion with a minim11"l of capii:.al investmsr1t. The impact. of 
ths marginal loss ~n convenjerce to the boating patrons mus~ be 
take~ in~o account, ~owevPr. This ron ~rn ~s br~ught aLo u~ by 
t!i.P fact that he Loats will bE. tiBd "stern to" with access 
liroit~a to over +he ~ra~som from the main walkway When fing":r 
pi8rs are removed, a loadinq ~ock wust be substita~aa for thD 
original f ing~r ni 0 rs. 
Scenario 2a (Figur e S1 -7) assumes i:hat the marina oper:atcrs 
will be able ~o negotiate ~he ncyuisition oi the anutting 
public own~~ 0.73 acre parcel to tbe wes+ of the casP stu~y 
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marica. It is proposed tha this area b~ allocated for ~he 
long term parking and wict~r storage. The inclusion of th i s 
area , along with the parking lot to the nort~ , will permit BP 
increase of 80 b0 r+~s , hrjpg~n~ thP total capacity ~o 225 
boats. 
additioral · + capaci,y is accommodated i~ thr~e ways. 
First , the large w~s~Prn - most <lock and finger nier s ructure is 
reconstruct 0 d with double 35 foot Rlips for larg8r boats. 
Sccon~ , the finqer piPrs ar~ removed from the c~nter floa+ing 
dock structure , and finally , the floatimg slips are added o 
the perimeter of th~ east~rn cov0 ( C) . 
onshore facili~i~s in ~his proposal include a 7 , 925 squarP 
foot service building an<l an 8 , 500 s~uare foot indoor storaqe 
s+ruc~ure. The sit~ is arranged to allow for either double 
access or circular vehicular flow ~hrough ~ 8 site. The 
acquistion of he adjacent vacan~ proper~y and the own owned 
launching ramp will permjt the nlargPment of the ya r d work 
area and , subsequ ently , t he winte r storagP capac i ty of the 
marina. 
General improvemen~s to +he marina includP thP pavina and 
landscaping of the yar~ area a d tbe addition of high in~ensity 
outdoor ligh+inq. 
ScPnario 2b (Figure S1-b ) is also based on he assumption 
that th~ neJghboring parcel to th~ west is acquired by the 
marina. The ~xpansion of the boat capacity , in this case , is 
accomrnodatad ~0l~ly ~hrough tle construction of ~r 8 , 500 square 
foot racK s+oragq s+ructur 0 containing RO boats of 25 feet i~ 
lPngth or lFss. In the ehstern cov£ , the ~xistina fl0a+inq 
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dock a~d fing~r pior structure is relocated (C) and a fork lif~ 
bulkhead cor.structed i. it:::: place (F). Th 0 slips 3.t he 
p~rimgter Of the COV? arc primarily in~Pnd ed for tsmporary tie 
ups by the rack s~oraq0 patrons. 
The remainder of ~he wat 0 r structures are not modified or 
reconstrncted except for the reoair of selected structureF as 
nec::.ssar y. The s~ore structures, on tho other hand , will be 
re lacPd by a s~rvic8 building, as describsd in Sc~nario 2a, 
and an 8,500 square foot indoor storag~ structur~ (B). 
Scenario 3 (Fiqure S1-9) is by far the mos~ ambitious of 
all +hi:: '3.lternatives, This proposal is seen as a plan £or ~he 
r~a8velopm2nt of the entir8 coastal area surrounding the case 
study marina including ":he ad1acent marina to ~he west. It is 
our b8lie£ that the laQ~ and water space +h~t is available for 
recrea+ional boa~ing in tb~ salt pond arfa is severely limited 
in comparisor• ":.o th8 n<:>ma11n for its use. In liqht of hisr it 
#ould seem rrua0n for th~ community +o arlopT an ovArall pla~ 
for t~~ aev~loprn~n· and opsra~io~ of this araa , th~r~by 
avoidi1.g unnE'cessary 
Time, optirni2ing th 0 
available, 
dnplication of services ar1 at i:he same 
use of the l~nd and water resources 
In this proposal, the original capacity of 137 s1:,s is 
increased ~o 310 with t1a additional 163 boats accommoda~ed by 
a combi na r..icr of slips ( H) and a 100 boa+ rack storaqi:> 
s~ructure (E). The shore facilities include a 10,000 square 
foot ind'.:>0r storage s ructure (B) And a 13, 000 square foo• 
bi-levt=:!l service= struc~ur-::. Fu::thermorE=>, it j s onr ohj.;ctive 
wi+h this proposal to consolidate and expand the retail 
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services and ~he noncommercial functions of the marina. In 
this proposal 
c~nte::- , gift. 
a groc~ry ~tor~ , laundry ~ elec ronics s~rvice 
s~op and yacht brokerage are provided ( D} . In 
addi~ion , this plan has consirlPred thP needs of a yacht sales 
function by providiPg 2 , 000 square f~et for the indoor display 
of rnodsrately sizEd boats {A). 
It is our beli~f that the combin~tion of +he increased 
marina ac+i v i~y hroug~t anout by the enlargement of i +s 
capacity aLd the magnetic of fe~ts nf agglomm3rating di verse 
commercial activities , wi l l genera~e sufficient demand for the 
ma r ina ~o make its re+ail fnnc~ions f~asible. 
I should be Point~d out that tt1is proposal is condi tion<=>o 
on the 'nclusioa of all naarby parki~g areas that are pres~~tly 
dPsigna ed for puLlic use. 
DEVELOPMENT ALTERNATIVES 
ALLOCATION OF LAND & WATER SPACE 
STONE COVE MARINA 
Scenario Scenario Scenario Scenario Scenario 
Existing la lb 2a 2b 3 
Total land area 3.06 3.93 3.93 4.66 4.66 6.00 
under marina control 
Private Parking .58 1. 24 1. 24 1.40 1.40 2.04 
Yard W'ork Area 2.18 2.29 2.29 2.76 2.66 3.00 I~ 
JQ I 
i:: ~ 
Buildings and • 30 .40 .40 .so .60 .96 1: w Unused area CJ1 I 
..... 
I 
Land not controlled 2.74 1. 88 1.88 1.15 1.15 -o- ...... 
by marina 
Pub lie Parking 1.37 .51 .51 .51 .51 -0-
Vacant .73 .73 .73 -0- -o- -0-
Other .64 .64 .64 .64 .64 -0-
Water Area 3.70 4.74 4.20 5.98 S.98 8.88 
Area in acres 
Source: Bender & Winsor 
DEVELOPMENT ALTERNATIVES 
DISTRIBUTION OF BOATS & SLIPS 
BY SIZE 
STONE COVE MARINA 
Scenario Scenario Scenario Scenario Scenario 
% Existing la lb 2a 2b 3 
20 I 
.49 52 81 88 114 108 166 
21 1 - 25' • 19 47 41 42 43 67 '. 88 
25 1 - 30 1 . 20 25 30 41 45 40 50 
31' - 35 1 .04 7 6 6 6 6 16 
l"rj 
t-'· I 35' .08 6 12 12 14 15 12 ~ ~ 
ti CN 
rt> en 
TOTAL LOO 137 170 189 222 233 330 IUl I 
....... 
I 
N 
Berthing Capacity 
~slies) 
20' 71 105 130 114 84 78 
25' 14 14 21 24 19 78 
28' - 30' 44 44 31 48 43 58 
30' 8 7 7 36 7 16 
Rack Storage -0'- · -o- -o- -o- 80 100 
-TOTAL 137 170 189 222 233 330 
Source: Bender & Winsor 
DEVELOPMENT ALTERNATIVES / SPATIAL ALTOCATION OF SHORE FACILITIES 
STONE COVE MARINA 
Scenario Scenario Scenario Scenario Scenario 
TOTAL EXISTING la lb 2a 2b 3 
Shore Facilities ,total 430') 6520 6520 16425 24925 33075 
Hull Repair 600 2100 2100 2800 2800 2800 
Engine Repair 1500 1000 1000 1200 1200 1200 
Parts & Engine Sales 1400 630 630 750 750 780 
Accessories 25 540 540 600 600 700 
Gifts -o- -o- -0- -0- -0- 600 "%j ..... 
Restrooms & I c ..... 
Showers 350 750 750 800 800 900 ti w (l) ~ Gear Storage 350 700 700 800 800 800 Cf.l I 
Utilities -o- 100 100 125 125 230 ..-I 
Grocery -0- -0- -0- -0- -o- 490 w 
Laundry -0- -o- -o- -0- -0- 375 
Electronics -0- -0- -0- -o- -o- 600 
Office 75 200 200 250 250 401) 
Brokerage -0- -0- -0- -0- -o- 300 
New Boat Sales -o- -0- -o- -o- -o- 2000 
Snack Bar -0- 500 500 600 600 900 
Indoor Boat Storage -o- -0- -o- 8500 8500 10000 
Rack Storage Building -o- --0- -o- -0- 8500 10000 
TOTAL BOATS 137 170 189 222 233 330 
area in square feet 
Source: Bender & Winsor 
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Figure Sl-4 
STONE COVE MARINA - EXISTING CONDITIONS 
1. Slips area 
2. Fuel dock 
3. Hauling/ launching ramp area 
4. Yard working area/ winter storage 
S. Sales, administration 
6. Service, outboard motor storage 
7. Rest rooms, shower building 
8. Outdoor equipment storage 
9. Public launching ramp 
10. Vacant waterfront land 
11. Public parking 
12. Marina parking 
13. Adjacent marina 
Slips 
parking places 
<;' 50' IQ()' 21· 
C l I _ 
Total 
137 
llO 
' \ ) 
MARINA 
STUDY STONE COVE MARINA EXISTING CONDITIONS 
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STONE COVE MARINA - SCENARIO lA Figure Sl-5 
l. Slips area 
2. Fuel dock 
3. Hauling / launching ramp 
4. Yard working area / winter storage 
9. Public launching ramp 
10. Vacant waterfront land 
11. Public parking 
12. Marina parking 
13. Adjacent marina 
CHANGES 
A. Indoor hull service facility - two stories, 50' x 42 ' 
B. Two level building with sales, administration and 
snack bar on second floor; service, parts departments 
and rest rooms, showers on the first floor 
c. Indoor equipment storage 
o. Additional finger piers - 24 slips 
E. Multi-use walkway - short term tie-up/fingerless 
stern-to mooring on one side, giving 10 slips each 
8' width 
F. Relocation of inner pier to accomodate change 
Slips 
Parking places 
Added 
33 
45 
Total 
170 
155 
MARINA 
STUDY STONE COVE MARINA DEVELOPMENT SCENARIO la 1101DER WIMSOft I t19 
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STONE COVE MARINA - SCENARIO lB 
l. Slips area 
· 2. Fuel dock 
3. Hauling / launching ramp 
4. Yard working area/ winter storage 
9. Public launching ramp 
10. Vacant waterfront land 
ll. Public parking 
12. Marina parking 
13. Adjacent marina 
CHANGES 
Figure Sl-6 
A. Indoor hull service facility - two stories, SO' x 42' 
B. Two level building with sales, administration and 
snack bar on second floor; service, parts departments 
and rest rooms, showers on the first floor 
c. Indoor equipment storage 
D. Removal of f i ngers from existing dock and add-on 32' 
(adds up to 22 boats) 
E. Multi-use walkway - short term tie-up / fingerless stern-to 
mooring on one s i de, giving up to 10 additional slips 
F. Remove fingers from two docks (adds up to 21 boats) 
Slips 
Parking places 
Added 
52 
45 
Total 
189 
155 
(Removal of finger piers for majority of boats i n the 
under 25' class ) 
MARINA 
STUDY STONE COVE MARINA 
DEVELOPMENT SCENARIO lb IDl>Ot wtNSOR 1979 
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Fignre Sl-7 
STONE COVE MARINA - SCENARIO U. 
1. Slips area 
2. Fuel dock 
3. Hauling / launching ramp 
4. Yard working area / winter storage 
5. Administ ration 
6. service area 
8. Outdoor equipment storage 
9. Public launching 
10. Marina short-term parking 
11. Public parking 
12. Marina long-term parking 
13. Adjacent marina 
CHANGES 
A. Sales 
B. Indoor storage, 85' x 100' 
c. Additional finger slips 
D. Snack bar, showers & rest rooms on lower level 
F. Remove fingers from dock 
Slips 
parking places 
Added 
85 
65 
TOTAL 
222 
175 
(Acquire adjacent property) 
MARINA 
STUDY STONE COVE MARINA DEVELOPMENT SCENARIO 2a l[JC)(Jll wtNSOft l t7't 
MARINA 
STUDY 
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ST ONE COVE MARINA - SCENARIO 2B 
l. Slips area 
2. Fuel dock 
3 . Hauling / launching ramp 
4. Yard working area/ winter storage 
S. Administration 
6 . Service area 
B. Outdoor equipment storage 
9. Public launching 
10. Marina short-term parking 
11. Public parking 
12. Marina long-term parking 
13. Adjacent marina 
CHANGES 
A. Sales 
B. Indoor storage, BS ' x 100 1 
c. Temporary slip area for rack storage 
Figure Sl-8 
D. Snack bar, showers & rest rooms on lower level 
E. BO boat rack-stack, 4 level rack storage, BS' x 100', 600 
F. Bulkhead for forklift 
Rack stacks 
Slips 
Parking places 
Added 
BO 
16 
6S 
Total 
BO 
1S3 
17S 
(Acquire adjacent property) 
·--~ ---------------
STONE COVE MARINA 
DEVELOPMENT SCENARIO 2b 
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STONE COVE MARIN.~ - SCENARIO 3 
2. Fuel dock 
3. Hauling/ launching ramp 
5. Administration 
6. Service Area 
9 . Public launching area 
10. Marina short-term parking 
12. Marina long-term parking 
CHAN;ES 
A. Sales 
B. Indoor storage, 100' x 100' 
C. Restaurant, 100 seats 
Figure Sl-9 
D. Snack bar, showers, rest rooms on lower level 0 E. 100 boat, 4 level rack storage, 100' x 100 1 , 90 
F. Bulkheads for forklift (s) 
G. Temporary slip area for rack storage 
H. Expanded slips area 
J. Dockmaster's building 
Slips 
Parking places 
Added 
173 
140 
(Acquire adjacent marina) 
o· 50' r· 200' ' I I I 
GRAl'HC SCALE 
N 
Total 
310 
250 
MARINA 
STUDY 
IEHDElt WINSOR lt7~ 
. STONE COVE MARINA 
DEVELOPMENT SCENARIO 3 
\ 
\ 
J 
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DFSCFIPTIOH OP D~V~LOPMENT ALTERNATIVES 
CATAUMET MARINA 
ThE d 0 scription of the dev8lopm 0 nt alternatives for +he 
Stone Cove Marina dPscrihed ~ha crit:cal rrJationship betwPen 
~h 0 propossd rumter of Loats , the allocation of land and water 
snace aud the spa~ial allo~ation of shore facili • iea~ FigurPs 
52-1, S? - 2 and S2-3 aocument ~hPse relationshins as apnlied in 
the dev~lopmPnt scenarios for cataumet Marina. 
As was illustratPd in th0 cas~ study profile of r.ataum~t 
Marina , this facili~y has ~volv~d into an impressive boating 
'i~vertheless , th.:,r~ is sonir: pot:£ntial fur i1tlpLove1111:rnt 
of its physical faciliTi~s and commorcial div~rsi+y. 
The oh;ec:.iv~s for ""he rn+:.1lr e tlPVP]opmer• o-F ~hi~ marina 
arP , firs , to exparJ :be marina • n capac~ty a~d~ second , +o 
furthPr div 0 rsify the complsx into a recrgational c?nter. 
The agglcmcratior eff~c~ of co~c8n~ra+ing qoods ann 
s~rvices on a WEll organizen ohysical site allows each service 
to hecefi+ by its proximity ~a the others. This is evid~ncea 
by the sxisting organization of facilities a~ the Cataume+ 
Marina in which the s 0 ven acre si~~ is occupiea by no less than 
32 , 000 squar 0 feet of service , retail ani'J administrat5ve spacP 
(figure S2 -1 ). UndPr normal circuws~ances , the number of 
boating oa+roPs whic~ ~requF. + +hp marina ~oulo hP insufficiPnt 
to justjfy the siz 0 of certain commPrcial funct:jons , 
narticularly the 
attraction for 
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r staurant and marine store. Thi? com mercia 1 
th~se ~ d oth~r functions is largely supportea 
by outside cliPn+ale th?t is fravn to the mariDa hv th~ mixture 
~£ commercial enterprizes in +his unique location. 
_n he following aevelopmer+ scAnarjos, the comm~rcial 
viability of the cowpl~x is considered to rAmain cons+an~ and 
th~ aenand for its pro1uc+s is expec Pd to be less a function 
of berthing capacity than ex~ercal market demand. 
It is the purpos~ of th~ first wo scenarios, thereforg, to 
optimizB the present faciliti9s a much as possibl~ , 
maintai~ing thq exjsting shorP facilitiPs intact and nlarging 
he boater populatior through slip expansion. 
scenario 1 (Fig11re S2-2) involvas littl € overall change in 
thi:· marina, but aaarPssss the mos~ imm~diat~ ne~J which is to 
replace ~he acteriorated OUtPr docks and fing~r Piers. An 
additional floa~ing doc~ structur~ is proposed in ~nis sc~nario 
with he total ber hing capacity inc~Pased from its presen~ 175 
boats ~o 22u boats. When the numhar of vessels k6pt on 
moorings is added to this, the total capaciry becomss 279 
boats, Since th8 land nrea undEr the control of he marina 
remains at sligh+ly less han 10 acr1=1s , +he plan must 
i r.co rpora ~.::? a numbgr of s-ruc~ural changes to allow the 
v~hicu]ar park£rg capacity to be increas~d t0 meet thq new 
d 2 ma nd creat 8rJ by mo re bcrt hs. An a ddi ion al 30 parking spaces 
are provide on the sit~ ~y ~ P ~el~c~~~o~ of a ~ooden s~orage 
sh 0 d and th rgmoval of the Sandwich Y~cht Club from ~he 
pr~mises (Item 12). 
TtB new ou~er dock 3ys~em is to be pro~~c-2d oy a scrnp 
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+ire floatinq broakwater. This method of wav0 protection has 
performed reasonably well for Ca aum 0 t over thP last several 
seasons and is ~herefore proposod for expanded use. 
Scenario 2 ('P'iqur~ S2-3) recogniz~s ~hat the berthinq 
capacity of ca~aume+ Marina ~~ cons~rain ed by the land ar 0 a 
that is avalabl~ for vehicular parking. In order to make any 
significant incr 0 asPs in the bo?+ing population i~ s first 
necessary to expand th8 marina land parcel. This is 
accomplished 
for which 
by ~he acquisition of an adiacent 1.0 acre parc~l 
the- marina ow er holds a pn re hase option. The 
acquired land would hen be linked with an 8Xisting 3.9 acre 
parc~l which ~h~ marica con~rols. Unfortunat~ly , hese two 
proper~ies are not physically connected , which nec~ssitates 
some major si~e monifica~ions. As shown in Fio1re 52-1, the 
small R~d Brook irln~ separates the th9 two parcels. In Figure 
S2-3 , +h~ parcels are joinsd hy a combi atioP of cuts ana fills 
with t-h<::> wa'.:<&r coursi:? rerout-ed through a culvert. The filled 
area now allows fo~ a coPtinuous road sys~em around thP 
perimeter of th3 in~er yacht basin which l9ads to the publ:c 
road 
thE 
at tho town launch ramp 
brook in ttis manner 
(Items q and 11). To man· pn1 n. ts 
may not be acceptable to the 
communi+y, however, so an altl">rnative bridge structur<?. could be 
corsidPred as a subs~itu+~ for the excav~tion solution. 
Whether by use of a briage structurP or ear~h work, the 
expanded parc8l will accommodat 0 the incrPas~d parkir.g that is 
necessary for additio~al slips. 
are shown can berth approxirnat?ly 43 hoa~s, most of which would 
be larger than 25 fe~t in leDg~h. Including the existing 
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moorings, thE total capacity of th~ marina is raised ~o 322 
boat Sa 
Sci:>n ario 3 (Pi gun~ S 2- 4) tak €is a m 11ch di ff P.r-;:nt look a".: the 
problem of marina expansion. First of all, this alterna+ive 
attempts to break ou~ of the bonds that are imoosPd on the 
planning effort by own8rship oatterns. It is our opinion that 
the gPography of the vici~i+y around catam~+ Marina is such 
that it would be better s~rved by a comprehePsive approach ~o 
the de ve lo pmert of the waterfron~ area~ 
At pr3SP~t , Cataumat ~ari a coexists with ~h8 Red Brook 
Boatyard. Th~ fact that thoy have apparen ly survlvq~ ~ogqthar 
indicates that they drP s8rvin~ ~iffP~~nt cli~nts. Red Brook , 
for example , cat~rs to th8 yachtsman who pef~rs to keep his 
boa on a mooring while Ca~a umot, wi~h wi+h many mor~ slips 
-+-han moorinq~ , d<?finit€ly apneals to those boaters who prF.:ff>r 
to ber h thqir boats. 
The con~ras+ing servic9 Rnd use charac~eris~ics of tbeso 
two marinas ca~ work •o their advantag~ if both facil~ties are 
organiz~d to complem~nt on€ another. As can be se~n in Figure 
S2-4 , th~ dirsction of growth of the Cataume _ facility is in 
the air~c ior of the Red Brook Boatyard. As more shore lin~ 
slips are add' d , he dis+~nce from the herths to the central 
s~rvic~ complex increases to the poirt where i- is no lonqer 
conven!ent fo~ patrons to US8 those s~rv~cGs. By inclusion of 
+he Red Brook yard in~o the Cataum~~ comp~ex it would be 
possible ~o oLqanize t~e ser vics activities of bo~h so that Fed 
Brook would functiov as a satAllite service centPr. 
Furthermor~ , this center could con~inue to operat~ as a shore 
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support complex for ~he local yach~smen who keep their boats on 
moorings. 
It would seem Lha~ ~h~ aggr8qation of thEse activities into 
a single organizational urit would allow for a more ef~iciert 
use of both marina nrnpPr~irs as well as avoid duplication of 
s~rvic9s. 
To describe the specifics ~f this plan , the existinq 
shown in Figure S2- 4 as the s~aaed ar~a , is 
reta~n~d , howevFr , 15 to 20 of +~e existing 165 moorings will 
be sacrific~c ~o pPrmi+ +he us· of th~ floating hreakwater 
system and ~he 0 xparded berths. Special facilities for the 
ffi0C roil bo~ ts I including a laurcP ~ervic~ , short term lo~ding 
dock , parkieg and in<loor dinqhy storage are provided at the 
sa":ellite service facility. Tho existinq }ouse, which is 
ide ntified as lFt ~r G in figurs 4 is pr0pJs€d for conv~rsion 
into an "old New Englard styli:> inn" , providing accommodrttions 
and dining for mari a patrors ard the public at larqe. 
To comple P thP plan , a swimming pool has bsen construct~a 
on :.he small hill 1'.0P adjacent to the railway providing a 
panoramic view of The marina activity below. 
All of the alt~rna+i ves which have been discussed are based 
on th@ assumption +ha~ ~he 
approximate ~he prevailing 
size distribu~ion of boats will 
ratio and tha r:>ach proposal 
spscifies an optimum mixture of slip sizas o accommodate the 
assum 0 d nis~ribution of boats . The pattern of boat siz~ is 
tempAred , ho~ever , by the marina own~r ' s l ong range objective 
to a~tract a largPr mor8 profitable fleet. To satisfy both the 
empirical data which establishes th~ proportional br9akdown of 
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~h~ flee+ by length and +he owner ' s objectives , the combination 
of slip length is propos~d ~s a flaxihlP co~~itio~ in which 
boat length can vary wirhou~ significant probl~ms or excessive 
cost ~o th@ opera~or ( ~iguro 52- 2). 
Th°- faciliti°-s' spatial requirements for the throe 
sc~narios are explained in somo dPpr.h in Figuro 52 - 3. As was 
mcrtioPed earlier , tn~ scdce which is presently avalabl~ for 
all func~iors except p~rkinq is beli~v~d to h~ adequatP.. for 
this r~ason , th~ bulk of the shor~ facilitiPs remain unchanged. 
DEVELOPMENT ALTERNATIVES 
AllOCATION OF IAND & WATER SPACE 
CATAUMET MARINA 
Scenario Scenario Scenario 
Exist in 1 2 3 
Total land area 9.97 9.97 10.97 13.34 
under marina control 
Private Parking 1. 76 2.05 2.29 2.66 
Yard Work Area 2.56 2.27 2.27 4.05 
Building, Access 
Roads & 5.65 5.65 6.41 6.63 g Unused area I ~ 
t1 CJ1 II> 0 Land not controlled 3.50 3.50 2.50 -0- Ul I 
by marina N I 
.-
Pub lie Parking .13 .13 • 13 -0-
Vacant 1.00 1.00 -0- -o-
Other 2.37 2.37 2. 17 -o-
Water Area 22.50 23.50 25.10 47.00 
Slips & Maneuvering 8.64 9.61 11.22 12.00 
Mooring 13.90 13.90 13.90 35.00 
, 
41 of Boats 230 279 322 388 
* Area measured in Acres 
Source: Bender & Winsor 
DEVELOPMENT ALTERNATIVES 
DISTRIBUTION OF BOATS & SLIPS 
BY SIZE 
CATAUMET MARINA 
Scenario Scenario Scenario 
Boat Length % Existi~ 1 2 3 
-
< 20' .09 18 25 29 35 
21' - 25' .23 47 64 74 89 
26 1 - 30 I .30 58 84 97 116 
31 1 - 36 I .16 31:" 45 51 63 
t'Zj 
> 36' • 22 41 61 71 85 ~- I 
c ..... 
11 C.11 
TOTAL 1.00 195 279 322 388 I ro ..... 
C/l I 
N 
I 
N 
Berthing Capacity 
by Length (slips) 
20 1 39 39 39 39 
25' 24 24 38 44 
28 1 - 30 1 37 46 58 58 
) 10 I 80 115 132 132 
Rack Storage/Moorings 0/55 0/55 0/55 0/115 
TOTAL 235 279 322 388 
Source: Bender ~ Winsor 
DEVELOPMENT ALTERNATIVES / SPATIAL ALLOCATION OF SHORE FACILITIES 
CATAUMET MARINA 
Scenario Scenario Scenario 
EXISTING 1 2 3 
Total Shore Facilities 32775 32775 32775 47975 
Hull Repair .Sc 1900+ 1900 1900 5900 
Engine Repair 
Parts Sc 1000 1000 1000 1000 
Accessories 
Gifts 600 600 600 600 
Restrooms & 1100 1100 1100 1350 
Showers 
Gear Storage 600 600 600 900 t"rj 
Utilities NA NA NA NA ..... I 
Grocery 375 375 375 375 c .... Ii t1l 
Laundry 500 500 500 500 ID l\) I 
Electronics NA NA NA NA Ul N 
Offices 1000 1000 1000 1100 I w 
Brokerage 600 600 600 600 
New Boat Sales -o- -0- -o- -0-
Snack Bar -o- -0- -0- -0-
Indoor Boat Storage 19300 19300 19300 25850 
Rack Storage Building -0- -0- -0- -0-
Restaurant 5800 5800 5800 5800 
Lodging -0- -0- -0- 4000 
TOTAL BOATS 230 279 322 388 
Source: Bender & Winsor 
I 
o ~o 100· 200· 
GRAPHIC SCALE 
MARINA 
STUDY 
SENDER WINSOft 191'9 
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CATAUMET - EXISTING CONDITIONS 
l. Slips area : lA - inner yacht basin 
lB - outer floats 
2. Fuel dock 
3. Lift well 
4. Yard Working area /winter storage 
5. Sales, administrat ion 
6. Service, indoor storage 
7 . Restrooms, showers 
8. Outdoor equ ipment storage 
9 . Public launching ramp 
10. Marina owned property for expansion 
11. Public parking 
12. Marina parking 
13 . Restaurant 
14. Yacht club,storage shed 
15. Dockmaster's shed 
Moorings 
Slips 
* Parking spaces 
Total 
55 
180 
220 
* Allocation of parking 
a. Slips ~ moorings 158 spaces 
b. Restaurant 62 spaces 
Total 220 spaces 
f 
I ( ~ 
-- --- ---- -- -- ·-- ,/ 
' . , ...., 
', 
_, 
,' ··./ 
' -i 
'-./ / 
/ 
/ 
' / 
Figure 82-4 
CATAUMET MARI NA 
EXISTING CONDITIONS 
---------
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CATAUMET - SCENARIO 1 
1. Slips area: lA - inner yacht basin 
lB - outer floats 
2. Fuel dock 
3. Lift well 
4 . Yard working area/ winter storage 
5. Sales, administration 
6. Service, indoor storage 
7. Restrooms, showers 
9. Public launching ramp 
10. Potential expansion area 
11. Public parking 
12. Marina parking 
13. Restaurant 
15. Dockmaster's shed 
A. Floating breakwater 
B. Mooring area 
C, Dinghy stacks 
D. New dock/slips 
E. Relocated storage shed 
Figure 82-5 
Parking area increased by 1/3 acre to allow for 36 additional 
cars. 48 slips added. 
Moorings 
Slips 
* Parking spaces 
Added 
a 
49 
37 
Total 
55 
224 
257 
*Calculation of parking requirements 
a. Demand slips & moorings 
@ .7 spaces / boat 195 spaces 
62 spaces 
Total 257 spaces 
b. Restaurant 
/ 
/ 
MARINA 
STUDY 
....... WINS°" 
CATAUMET MARINA 
DEVELOPMENT SCENARIO 
- __ ,, 
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CATAUMET - SCENARIO 
l. Slips area: lA - Inner yacht basin 
lB - outer floats 
2. Fuel dock 
3. Lift well 
4. Yard working area / winter storage 
5. Sales, administrat ion 
6 . Service, indoor storage 
7. Rest rooms, showers 
9. Public launching ramp 
11. Public parking 
12 . Mar ina parking 
13 . Restaurant 
15. Dockmaster ' s shed 
A. Floating breakwater 
B. Mooring area 
c. Dinghy stacks 
D. New dock/ slips 
E. Relocated storage shed 
F. Satellite service facility 
G. Lodging 
Moorings 
Slips 
* Parking spaces 
Added 
-15 
92 
92 
Total 
115 
273 
388 
Figure 82-7 
(Adjoining marina and adjacent vacant property 
are aquired, land owned for expansion, and filled 
in inlet are all pcoposed to be put into use . ) 
* Calculation of parking requ i rements 
a. Demand, slips & moorings 
@ .7 spaces / boat 
b. Restaurant 
250 spaces 
62 space s 
Total 312 spaces 
-·;I 
F~~~~G~ / 1· 
I . 
I I 
I I 
/ 
I 
" ''""' 'f MARI~~~, 
STUDY 
19VOVt wtfllSOlll 1919 
I 
I I 
CATAUMET MAR INA 
DEVELOPMENT SCENARIO 3 
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CA !AUMET - SCENARIO 2 Figure 82-6 
l. Slips area: lA - inner yacht basin 
lB - outer floats 
2. Fuel dock 
3. Lift well 
4. Yard working area / winter storage 
5. Sales, administration 
6. Service, indoor storage 
7. Restrooms, showers 
9. Public launching ramp 
11. Public parking 
12. Marina parking 
13. Re s taurant 
15. Doclanaster's shed 
A. Floating breakwater 
B. Mooring area 
c. Dinghy stacks 
D. New dock/slips 
E. Relocated storage shed 
Acquis tion of adjacent vacant property and filling in of 
small inlet ( l.l acres) as well as land owned for expansion 
are proposed for use as follows: Addi stional parking for 
100 cars and 132 added slips (above and beyond those added 
in Scenario 1) 
Moorings 
Slips 
* Parking spaces 
Added 
a 
87 
136 
Tota l 
55 
267 
356 
* Calculation of parking requirements 
a. Demand sl ips & moorings 
~ .7 spaces /boat 225 spaces 
62 spaces 
Total 287 spaces 
b. Restaurant 
Li° i . ~ij 
-~-· !f 
'1' 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
---
----
---
. CTi 
MARINA 
STUDY 
...... 
CATAUMET MARINA 
DEVELOPMENT SCENARIO 2 
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COMPARATIVE EVAIUATION OF DEVEIOPMFNT AlTEFNA~IVES 
BACKGROUND 
The final s sp in the planninq proc~ss is tha 
identific~~icn of those dBvelopment alterna~ives ~hich , 
accordinq ~o certain criteria , are the most successful i n 
accomplishi~q +he develcpment qoals wi+hin given parameters of 
cost anii impact . 
This secticn , therefore , is a review of the proposals and 
is intendEd o establish the feasibility of the individual 
proposals from the 2rspecti ve of their economic , functional 
and spatial viability. The method emplcy~d is a comFarison of 
one al~~rn~tive to ancther wi h par+i cul~r emphasis on four 
mai fea~ures : cost , service , s~ace and en vironmental conflict. 
The _lemen~ of cost or the financial commitment which is 
requir~j for the implementation of th~ alterna ive is 
charact~rized as a function of cost ratios , e.g., the value of 
marine structures to ~he total ccst of the developro8nt , and 
unit valuEs , ~ .q., th 0 cost of ~ach additional berth. 
Ser vice , as an indicator of th 0 success of the alternati ve , 
is qu"1n+ified by th'? l~vel of ser vice "lchi~ved by ~ach 
altPrn1.::iv and the uni cost involv~d in d::.veloping hat 
ad di i0nal service. 'I his factor is considerod TO be most 
US"" ful in e valuatinq the car,:aci y of ""he marina as a II full 
servic_ facility ". 
Another maier arEa cf compariscn is space, or the quanti~y 
of 
by 
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l3nd a~a wat~r that arE ccnsurned in ~he 
each alternative. For this pcrtion 
de velopment process 
of the study , the 
spa~ial characteris ics cf the proposals are examined from the 
poi t of view cf the proportional allocations of land and water 
tha is encompass7~ by ~hg marina cp~ration. 
Th~ final area cf ccmpariscn is tha level of environmental 
conflic~ which i~ preciFitatEd by the al ernative . Those 
Propos~ls which sp@cify maior changes which requi r e sanction by 
various permittinq aqsncies ha ve an inherent disad vantage when 
one c~nsii~rs th~ time and expense invol ved in th~ f~rmit 
process. Those orc~csals ~hich effecti vely a void major 
environm~nt~l issues , and , at the same time , accomplish the 
developm0nt goals , are of greater import~nce to the marina 
plann9r. 
COST COMPAFISCN OF tE VELOPMENT ALTERNATIVES 
BUDGETARY ESTIMATES 
on~ the most effec~ive ways of P V3luating the worth of 
capital investments is tc compare the ~stimated cost of 
develoomcnt with the performance of the final froduct , which in 
th~ cas~ of marina pl~nning , is the number of boats and the 
ex~ent of shore facilities which can be dg veloped. To this 
end , cost estimates have t€en prepared for the develcpment 
scenarios for both marina site~ . 
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Bef~r3 qoinq into a discussion of the relative value of 
each proposal , it is hsliev~d that a general explanation of ~he 
estimatinq procedure is in crder. First, it should be made 
very clear that accurate cos estimatEs are only possible when 
thg t 9 sccpe of th~ proposea development is definitely known 
and certain enqineerinq details specified. Obviously , a st1dy 
such as this , which attemFts only to ascertain fundam~ntal 
feasibility cannot be expected to supply engineering solutions 
in sufficient detajl to enable accurate cost astimation . It is 
oossible, how~ver , to approximate the relative value of the 
pro~osals by d~velcpinq bread unit cos s which can be applied 
~o ~he physical characteristic of each altArnative. 
second , no value has been estimated for the cost of land 
which may have to te acguir£d tc i[plement certain scenarios. 
The caoitalization of lan1 acgujsition would figure prominAntly 
in anv d 0 tailed financial analysis of marina development , but , 
for t~e sake of simplicity and uniformity, it h~s been omitted 
frorr this ccmparison of the alternatives . 
For the purposes of this study , the estimating process 
disaqqregates the total estima ed cost into three categories. 
The first , sit~ work, includes th~ application of rif rap, 
excavation , fill , dredqing , pa ving and landscaping. Second is 
marine structures , including floating docks , piles floating 
brsakwaters and moorinq aevices . Third is shore structures for 
servic~ , storaqA, retail, office , h~ads , showers and swimming 
pools. The sutcaTeqcries as listed above represent the 
qreatest ~~ail that is believ9 to be necessary in the 
preparaticn of such preliminary estimates. 
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As can be seen in fiqur~s C-1 throuqh C- 8 , individual uni~ 
costs hav~ been d~vloped for Pach subcategory of each 
al+. ernativ~. Since these units can be directly measured from 
ha sc~nario plans it is ~ossibl~ to arrive at reasonably 
accor~~8 cost ~stimat~s for Each item . 
In most inst3 ces , tne unit costs were derived from known 
standarjs such as th~ ~revailing construction costs for various 
buildinq ~nd use types. Generally sp~aking , these estimates 
are very a~~roxima e and should be interpretg with discretion . 
The gstimates are valuable , howe ver , in making comparisons of 
the vario s proposals in that the unit costs were held constant 
from on~ alternative to the next . When the grouped estimates 
are c0rrelated aqainst each ether and th~ size of rrarina 
facili~ies. the drarratic iccreas 0 in cost versus the achie ved 
capacity is readily ap~are t . 
Lookinq at the total estimated cos s for the Stone Co ve 
develooment al~ernatives the cos ranqes from a l Jw of $22 1, 800 
for lterna~ive 1 B +.o $844 , 567 for a l ternative 3 . The largest 
component of these estimates is th8 amount generated by shore 
structurB.s. In most instances tbe shor8 facilities account for 
over 70% of the estiwated value of th~ alternati ve . This 
relationsiF is only surpassed by sc nario 3 which proposes the 
complete reconstruc icn of all marine structures , hence the 
disorooortionate sh~rs of the total amount , less than 563 , 
which is devoted to shore structures . 
ThQ unit costs used in the shore facilities estimat~s allow 
for th9 variation which can occur from one type of structure to 
another. For exam~l~ , tber~ are 5 tyFe of structures for which 
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uni c0sts have been develc~ed, service~ s .orage, retail , 
off ice , heads and showers. The unit costs for these items have 
be~n 1~termined to fluctuate from $8.00 per square foot for 
simple storaqe structures to $42 .00 per sguare foot for the 
more complicat?d 
showers. 
facilities , such as those for toilets and 
~fter shore structures , the roost expensive category of cost 
is rnarin~ structures. The rrost ccstly alternative in this 
reqard is scenario 3 which proposes the complete reconstruction 
of the marine structures at Stene Cove. 
COST P~R SLIP 
~h9 most common indicator of facility cost is the unit 
measurg of cost p~r slip, There is no question that this is a 
simplistic method of e valuation, but it does PBrmit a 
relatively quick ccmparison cf various design alternatives. 
Furthermore , it can point out these alternativ~s with excessive 
values for additicnal berths. Th~ me~hod simply divides the 
~stimat0 d valu~ of marine structures by the numb€r of slips 
added by the alternati ve. As can te seen in figure c - 9 , the 
quoti~nt vari~s considerahly . The smallest amount allocated 
for m~rine structur~s on a per slip basis is in stone Cove 
scenario 2 B. This is sxplained by ~he fact that the increased 
caoacity of ~b3 facili~y is largely the result of the rack 
storaqq s~ructure the ccst cf which is includqd in ~he shore 
structur~s ca~egory. The qrPatest per slip cos~ at stone cove 
is r~presented by scenario 3 ~here the unit cost is $ 1825. 
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This illustrates the relative value of marine structures on a 
per slip basis when docks and flcating pi9rs are completely 
r ec0n s+ r ucted. 
Simila~ unit costs fo= cataumet are noticably high~r as the 
berths invclv ed are qenerally larqer in size. The largest uni~ 
cost occurs in scenario 1, where the outer docks are 
racons"tructed. Comparing the average pe r slip cost of both 
sites , it can be se€n that the distribution of boat size at the 
two m~rinas h~s made a significant i~pact on the relative cost 
of dev~l0plf~nt. 
COS'I RA IOS 
Tha secqnd method of ccmparing de velopment ccsts is through 
cost ratios for the rraior categories of de velopmgnt. As 
m~ntioned 8arlier , th~ three main cost categori es are site 
worl< , mrtrine stru ctur <:s and sher'= structures. Figure C- 9 
summarizes +he total costs for these categories for each 
alt~rn~tive as well as tabulates the ratio of indi vidual 
comoon~nt costs to the rrciect total . In ~he case of Stone 
Cove , the estimatEd value of shore structures dominates the 
otal cost , accountinq f cr ever 70 3 of the total except in 
sc0 nario 3 where the tctal reconstruction cf the dock sys ams 
al ~re~ th~ ra io. At Cataumet marina , where the shore 
facili~ies are considere~ to b~ adequate , th~ marine structure 
componnnt is ~he most costl~ el~ment in the develcpment 
schi=>rn9s. 
It could b8 conclude~ from this analysis hat rrarina 
expansion proiects in which the ~hare facilities are to be 
compl~tely r~plac~d , plac2 a heavy financial emphasis on the 
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constr1ction of shore facilities with close to 701 of the total 
proiect cost b8inq asscci'lted with that c tegory . 
EV . LUATION OF MARINA SEBV.ICES 
From th~ outset of the creation of development profosa 1 s · 
for Stone Cove and Cataumet Marinas , the principal objective 
was to expand the lev~l of rrarina ser vic to the point where 
the m'lrina could he describi=a as a " full ser vice facility" . 
This obiectiv~ was so~ewha acadBmic at the Cataumet sitB since 
the pr~vailinq lev12l of SPrvice exceeded that of most , if not 
all , of it3 comp~ti~ion. At Stone Co ve , however , the existing 
availab 9 services ar~ considered to be in substantial need of 
exp:ins~on. Of the 15 basic ser vices shown in figure C-1 , stone 
cov~ nrASeD ly main~ains only 6 . As indicated in figure C-1 0 , 
the d~velopment al~ernatives incrementally incr~ase the number 
of sqrvic~s cff~red un~il scenario three , where the le v8l of 
service is ~quivalent to that at Cataumet Marina . The addition 
of these functions is not without cost , however . At ths bottom 
of fi~ure C-10 , it can be seen that the net cost for the 
development of shore structures increases as more service 
op+ion3 are offered. This simfle analysis implys that the 
marina op_rators and developers , when ccnfronted with the 
prospc~ of s~e~dilv increasing ccst may determine that there is 
a poi,~ of diminishinq returns , where additional services cos~ 
mor~ ~ban the corr€spondinq value cf the pot3ntial revenue that 
they may qenerate. 
A similar analysis of the Cataumet site is not particularly 
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useful , as ~his marina presently has a full complement of user 
servicss. Th~ only serv1ces that are added to the complex ars 
the lo1qinq and swimuinq pool , which are included in scenario 
threa. Th~ principal lcqic behind the cataum~t scenarios is 
for tha cr~aticn cf qreater berthing capacity which would 
increase the aemana for the exis ng servicas. Investment in 
shore s~ructuros at this site is . theiefore , nggligible. 
SP TIAL ANALYSIS 
Ano~hor important £actor in the assessment of the 
develoome nt altErna+i ves is ar. analy£is of the way in which the 
propos~ls optimize the available land and water area . The 
first levsl of comparison is the ratio of land to water. Most 
marina 
a 1: 1 
'2St3te , 
Planni~q lite~atur8 suggests that this will commonly be 
rGl~tionsip~ Given the scarcity of waterfront real 
hcAevgr, it is cur cpinion that marina planners should 
att~mpt to find ways to reduce th~ land element of this ratio . 
In fiqurP C- 11, the space ratios are documented for each 
altern~-+:ive. At Stone cove , i~ can can be seen that the 
scenarios successively reduce tte ratio from scenario 1 A to 
scenario 3. In Cataumet, on the other hand , thg ratio r ema ins 
fairlv constant. It is belie ved that the site configuration 
problems and difficult terrain at this location make it V8ry 
1ifficult to siqnificantly imprc ve the land to water ratio. 
ENVIRON~ENTAL CO FLICT 
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Th~ la3t maior factor cf ccmparison is the relati v~ le vel 
of PflVir~nmental ccnflict that is caused by the execution of 
th~ d~velooment alternativ2s , For exarnpl~ , a proposal that 
requir_s a siqnificant amcunt cf dredging along with the 
cons ru0~ion of new dock systems , will have greater 
environment~l ccnflict than a proposal which is based en the 
r&moval of finqer piers frcm an existing dock. one should 
notic thai: the term use<'I. in this section is "en vironmental 
conflict" rath-:;r thar -=nvircnmental ill'pact . To assess the 
iwpacts of th~se or any coastal froj8ct is a compl€X and 
tc.::diouc:; precess. It is by no means the inten ion of this st udy 
to canduc+ environmen al impact analyses of the proposed 
al+ern1tives. Wha~ can be acccmplished , ho~ever , is an 
inventory or Pstimate of the instances where environmental 
issues ~re bcunrl to be raised shcul1 +h~ plan be scrutinized by 
qovernm~ntal agencies. What we are attempting to demonstrate 
her~ is ~ha~ ~h~ most obvious ~oin~s of en v i~onmental conflict 
can b 0 docuwent~d and their frequ~ncy of occurence from 
alt~rn~~ive t0 alternative can be used as an evaluation 
criterion. Thos~ ~lans with fe~9r points of environm~ntal 
confli~~ arg th9refore preferable . 
EVA OATICN PFOCISS 
Th~ actual process cf ccmFara i ve evaluation translates the 
physic l prop 0rti~s cf the proFosals into m0 asurable cri~eria. 
Fiq~ra C-12 illustrat€s how the afcre mPntion~d informaticn for 
cost , 12vel cf s 0 rvic8 , ~~ace and environmental conflict can be 
applie<'I. ~o each al~~rnative to measure its suitability. 
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Unigr ~hq ca eqory of eccnomics , we have selgcted per slip 
cost and the cost ratio cf site work as indicators of 
suitability. PPr slip cost , as discussed earlier , is a unit 
cos~ which c~aracteriz 0 s th~ investrnqnt neerled in marine 
struct11r"'s and the rel "'.:ive likP.lihcod of adequate payback. 
Th 0 unit r,osts ar 0 ranked in $400 increments for each 
alt3rnativ~ o, a scale of 1 to 5 . The cos~ ratio of site work 
has be3n s~lec~ed since it siqnifies the amount of the ~o~al 
developm 0 nt inv2s~men~ which is unlikely to proouce a dir~ct 
rev~~u~ re~urn. ~~is is to cay tha money spent on marine 
struc:.•1res ar.d shore faciliti s is likely to be income 
produci,~ in ~he direct sense . Those proposals hat minimize 
the dollar ratio cf site work are , therefore , believed to be 
In fiqure C-12 , the site work cost ratio is 
compu~e1 in increm~nts of 5~ on a sc~l8 of 1 to s. 
ThP l~vel of service which is proposed for ~ach alternative 
is iniicative of ~h- ccmroercial ccmpetiti ven~ss of th~ 
Thos~ · lt~rnatives having the qreat~st selection of 
servic~s are ther~fore the mcst desirable. In the proposals , 
distrihuticn of servic~s ranged from 6 to 15 and , as shewn in 
Fiqure C-12 , the alternatives were ranked on a scale of 1 to 5 
for servic: levels rangiP-q from on~ to 15 func ions. 
Und~r the ca~~qory of space , we have s~lecte<l the land to 
wat~r ratio as an indicator of spatial effi iency. It is our 
~el"ef ~hat ~hos~ plans which have optimiz~d the use cf the 
lana are1 will havs la d ~c water ratios that aT~ less than th~ 
acc!pt?d s an~ar~ .o 1:1. ~ith waterfront land costs reaching 
$4.00 ana abcve per squar~ foo+ , it behooves the planner to 
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accommod~t . mer~ boats ~i h 1€ss real es+ate. Th~ seal€ used 
in fiqure C-12 :anks the profosals from 1 o 5 , on a land to 
wat~r ra~io of .7:1.C ~o 1,1!1.0 , 
Tb~ l~st 0 valuative criterion is the expected incidence of 
enviro~mental conflict, At the very least, each alternative 
will be ccnfron~~a with one fermiting issue ~nd in several 
cases , +her~ 
nvironm~ntal 
ara. as 
issues, 
many 
The 
as fi ve fotential areas of serious 
Ca aumet scenarios no. 2 and no.3 
~av~ ~12 ~iple environm~n al issues particularly in connection 
with ~h9 dredging , filling and excav~tion of Red Brook . For 
hese alternatives will ccme und~r siqnificant 
pra.ssure should h~v be sabiect~d to the p~rmitt.ng process. 
Wh~n all of the sccres for the various categories of 
comp~rison are displayed in ma~rix form , it b9com~s a vident 
tha~ some of Lhe scenarios ha ve a higher optimum value, under 
this ~v~lua+ion sys+ern. This ser ves as a pointer for future 
s~u1y. ~ny more oetailed analysis shoul1 USP this as a 
staLtinq placs , and conc~ntrate on ~hcse alt~rnatives with th~ 
hiqhest scores firs~. 
COST ESTIMATE WORK SHEET 
COST 
CATEGORIES 
SITE WORK 
Rip Rap 
Evacuation 
Fill 
Dredging 
Paving 
Landscaping 
MA RINE STRUCTURES 
Floating Docks 
Piles <3 ~o fi.. 
Mooring Devices 
Floating 
Breakwater 
SHORE STRUCTURES 
Service 
Storage 
Retail 
Office 
Heads & Showers 
Swimming Poo l 
TOTAL 
$ 
UNIT 7c 
COSTS 
20.00/cy 
3.00/cy 
2.00/cy 
5.00/cy 
4.50/sy 
3.75/sy 
7.50-10.15/s.f. 
6.60/vlf 
200.00/ea. 
150.00/1.f. 
18. oo Is. f. 
8. oo Is. f. 
30.00/s.f. 
38. oo Is. f. 
42.00 /s.f. 
40. 00/s. f. 
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Source: Bender & Winsor 
COST ESTIMATE WORK SHEET 
COST 
CATEGORIES 
SITE WORK 
Rip Rap 
Evacuation 
Fill 
Dredging 
Paving 
Landscaping 
MARINE STRUCTURES 
Floating Docks 
Piles 
Mooring Devices 
Floating 
Breakwater 
SHORE STRUCTURES 
Service 
Storage 
Retail 
Office 
Heads & Showers 
Sw lmming l'o< I 
TOTAL 
$ 
UNIT* 
COSTS 
20.00/cy 
3.00/cy 
2.00/cy 
5.00/cy 
4.50/sy 
3.75/sy 
7.50-10.15/s.f. 
6.60/vlf 
200.00/ea. 
150.00/1.f. 
18. oo Is. f. 
8. 00/ s. f. 
30.00/s.f. 
38. oo Is. f. 
42.00/s.f. 
40 . 00/s. C. 
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COST ESTIMATE WORK SHEET 
COST 
CATEGORIES 
SITE WORK 
Rip Rap 
Evacuation 
Fill 
Dredging 
Paving 
Landscaping 
MARINE STRUCTURES 
Floating Docks 
Piles 
Mooring Devices 
Floating 
Breakwater 
SHORE STRUCTURES 
Service 
Storage 
Retail 
Office 
Heads & Showers 
Swimming Pool 
-
TOTAL 
$ 
UNIT* 
COSTS 
20.00/cy 
3.00/cy 
2.00 /cy 
5.00/cy 
4.50/sy 
3.75/sy 
7 .50-10.15/s.f. 
6.60/vlf 
200.00/ea. 
150.00/1.f. 
18. oo Is. f. 
8.00/s.f. 
30. 00/ s. f. 
38. oo Is. f. 
42.00/s.f. 
40. 00/ s. f. 
-
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* cy - cubic yard 
sy - square yard 
s.f. - square foot 
l.f. - linear foot 
vlf - vertical linear foot 
Source: Bender & Winsor 
COST ESTIMATE WORK SHEET 
COST 
CATEGORIES 
SITE WORK 
Rip Rap 
Evacuation 
Fill 
Dredging 
Paving 
Landscaping 
MARINE STRUCTURES 
Floating Docks 
Piles 
Mooring Devices 
Floating 
Breakwater 
SHORE STRUCTURES 
Service 
Storage 
Retail 
Office 
Heads & Showers 
Swimming Pool 
·-
TOTAL 
$ 
UNIT* 
COSTS 
20.00/cy 
3.00/cy 
2.00/cy 
5.00/cy 
4.50/sy 
3.75/sy 
7.50-10.15/s.f. 
6.60/vlf 
200.00/ea. 
150.00/1.f. 
18. oo Is.£. 
8. oo Is. f. 
30. 00/ s. f. 
38. oo Is.£. 
42.00/s.f. 
40. oo Is. f. 
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* cy - cubic yard 
sy - square yard 
s.f. - square foot 
l.f. - linear foot 
vlf - vertical linear foot 
Source: Bender & Winsor 
COST ESTIMATE WORK SHEET 
COST 
CATEGORIES 
SITE WORK 
Rip Rap 
Evacuation 
Fill 
Dredging 
Paving 
Landscaping 
MARINE STRUCTURES 
Floating Docks 
Piles 
Mooring Devices 
Floating 
Breakwater 
SHORE STRUCTURES 
Service 
Storage 
Retail 
Office 
Heads & Showers 
Swimming Pool 
TOTAL 
$ 
UNIT ·k 
COSTS 
20.00/cy 
3.00/cy 
2.00/cy 
5.00/cy 
4.50/sy 
3.75/sy 
7.50-10.15/s.f. 
6.60/vlf 
200.00/ea. 
150.00/1.f. 
18. oo Is . f. 
8. oo Is. f. 
30.00/s.f. 
38. oo Is. f. 
42.00/s.f. 
40. 00/ s. f. 
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COST ESTIMATE WORK SHEET 
COST 
CATEGORIES 
SITE WORK 
Rip Rap 
Evacuation 
Fill 
Dredging 
Paving 
Landscaping 
MARINE STRUCTURES 
Floating Docks 
Piles 
Mooring Devices 
Floating 
Breakwater 
SHORE STRUCTURES 
Service 
Storage 
Retail 
Office 
Heads & Showers 
Swimming Pool 
TOTAL 
$ 
UNIT 7< 
COSTS 
20.00/cy 
3.00/cy 
2.00/cy 
5 .00/cy 
4.50/sy 
3.75/sy 
7.50-10.15/s.f. 
6.60/vlf 
200.00/ea. 
I {!) 150.00 l.f. 
18. oo Is . f. 
8. oo Is. f. 
30.00/s.f. 
38. oo Is. f. 
42.00/s.f. 
40. 00/s. f. 
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Figure C... 7 
COST ESTIMATE WORK SHEET LOCATION __ C_ll__._T_A~u_;...;__m E: _ __;_T _____ _ 
COST 
CATEGORIES 
SITE WORK 
Rip Rap 
Evacuation 
Fill 
Dredging 
Paving 
Landscaping 
MARINE STRUCTURES 
Floating Docks 
Piles 
Mooring Devices 
Floating 
Breakwater 
SHORE STRUCTURES 
Service 
Storage 
Retail 
Office 
Heads & Showers 
Swimming Pool 
TOTAL 
* cy - cubic yard 
sy - square yard 
$ 
UNIT* 
COSTS 
20.00/cy 
3.00/cy 
2.00/cy 
5.00/cy 
4.50/sy 
3.75/sy 
7.50-10.15/s.f. 
6.60/vlf 
200.00/ea. 
CD 150.00/1.f. 
18.00/s.f. 
8. oo Is.£. 
30. 00/s. £. 
38. oo Is.£. 
42.00/s.f. 
40. 00/s. f. 
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COST ESTIMATE WORK SHEET 
COST UNIT* 
CATEGORIES COSTS 
SITE WORK 
Rip Rap $ 20.00/cy 
Evacuation 3.00/cy 
Fill 2.00/cy 
Dredging 5.00/cy 
Paving 4.50/sy 
Landscaping 3.75/sy 
MARINE STRUCTURES 
Floating Docks 7.50-10.15/s.f. 
Piles 6.60/vlf 
Mooring Devices 
Floating 
Breakwater 
SHORE STRUCTURES 
Service 
Storage 
Retail 
Office 
Heads & Showers 
o-rH t::::.12_ SwimHH• n~ Poe l 
TOTAL 
200.00/ea. 
150.00/1.f. (j) 
18. 00/ s. f. 
8. oo Is. f. 
30.00/s.f. 
38. oo Is. f. 
42.00/s.f. 
oz.o. ex>/:>. -F. 
40.00/s,f. 
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COST COMPARISON OF DEVELOPMENT ALTERNATIVES 
STONE STONE STONE STONE STONE 
COVE COVE COVE COVE COVE CATAUMET CATAUMET CATAUMET 
la lb 2a 2b 3 1 2 3 
------ ---------
Estimated Cost $227,660 $221,800 $341,208 $375,800 $844,567 $146,364 $342,265 $448,445 
Total Shore 6520sf 6520sf 16425sf 24925sf 33075sf -o- -0- -0-
Facilities Added 
Added Slips 33 52 85 16 173 49 87 92 
Total Boats 170 189 222 233 310 279 322 388 ~ I ~ Cost Per Slip $877 $638 $756 $1734 $1825 $2853 $2508 $2765 ....... O'l I Site Work $26,200 $16,200 $26,698 $29,800 $59,607 $6,534 $124,075 $124,075 
Marine Structures $28,950 $33,200 $64, 260 $27,750 $315,870 $139,830 $218,190 $254,370 
Shore Structures $172,400 $172,400 $250,250 $318,250 $469,090 -0- -0- -0-
Q.~tJi~t i OS 
S itework/To ta 1 12% 7% 9% 8% 7% 4% 36/o 28% 
Mar i ne Struc./Total 13/o 15/o 19% 7% 37% 96% 64% 72% 
Shore Struc./Total 75% 78/0 73% 85°/. 56% -o- -0- -0-
--·-------------------------
Source: Bender & Winsor 
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Figure C11 
SPACE: I.AND / WATER RAT I O 
STONE EXISTING SCENARIO SCENARIO SCENARIO SCENARIO SCENARIO 
COVE~~~~~~~~~la~---~~~lb~~~~~2a~~~~~2b~~~~~3~~-
• 83: 1. 0 • 83: 1.0 .93:1.0 .78:1.0 .78:1.0 .68:1.0 
EXISTING SCENARIO SCENARIO SCENARIO 
CATAUMET 1 .2 3 
1.2:1.0 1.0:1.0 .98:1.0 1.11:1.0 
Source: Bender & Winsor 
COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF DEVELOPMENT SCENARIOS 
STONE STONE STONE STONE STONE 
COVE COVE COVE COVE COVE CATAUMET CA TAU.MET CATAUMET 
la lb 2a 2b 3 1 2 3 
-------------------
COST 
1 . 1 Per S ip 5 5 5 3 2 1 1 1 
. 2 Cost Ratio 3 4 4 4 4 5 1 1 
Site work I~. I )Q 
c ~ 
SERV!_Q_~ ti -..J ro <.O 
(":) I 
Level of Se rvice 3 2 3 3 3 5 5 5 5 ~ N 
SPACE 
Land/Water Ratio4 4 3 4 4 5 2 3 1 
EN\[.IRQ.liti~fi'!!\L _COfiFL lQ.1 
Points of 5 4 5 4 4 1 5 1 1 
Potential Conflice 
----------------------------
. 
TOTAL SCORE 18 20 20 18 17 18 11 9 
--------·--·-----------------
(1) Per Slip Cost (2) Cost Ratio (3) Service (4) Space/Water Ratio (5) Environmental conflict 
$600-$1000 ••• 5 0- 5% ••••• . 5 1- 3 • • • 1 .7:1.0 •••• 5 1 • • • 5 
1000 - 1400 • • • 4 5-10% ••••• 4 4- 6 • • • 2 .8:1.0 •••• 4 2 • • • 4 
1400- 1800 ••• 3 10-15/0 • • • • • 3 7 - 9 • • • 3 .9:1.0 •••• 3 3 • • • 3 
1800- 2200 ••• 2 15-20% ••••• 2 10-12 ••• 4 1.0:1.0 •••• 2 4 • • • 2 
> 2200 • • • 1 ) 20% • • • • • 1 13-15 ••• 5 1.1:1.0 •••• 1 > 5 • • • 1 
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THE PEBMI~ P~OCESS 
A marina own~r att8mpting tc modify or expand his/her 
facili~y quickly runs into what appears to be an endless wall 
of req latory red tape. Permits and approvals must be 
obtain~d , in the proper order , frcm a bewildering number of 
aqencies and indiviauals. If anycn~ objects to the e xpansion 
plans , one or mor~ public hParings roust be held. The process 
can b~coroe qui~e lengthy , taking mcnths , or e ven more than a 
year. Thg regulatory frncess~ as unorganized as it may segrn on 
a lay to day lev 0 l , does make some heoretical sense. As 
soci ty ~nd tschnoloqy b~come increasingly ccmflex, the numbers 
of for~PS at work in any situa~ion become greater. No matter 
wh~t on~ tries to de , in terms of altering the landscape , 
someone is qoinq ~o obiect o it. Usually , all sides will have 
a point of view , and, usually , most sid~s will have at least 
one valid comroen~. TberE no right answ r. 
Th9 r9qulatory process has been set up in an attempt to see 
tha+ ~11 voic es are heard , and that a reasonable solution is 
reachei. In tre perrrit process for al+erations of the coastal 
environmE.n t , 
applicC\tion 
ieniei, but 
this is reflected in bargaining during the permit 
procedure. In Rhode Island , very few permits are 
vPry few are approved in their original form: the 
key word is 11 modificaticn 11 • 
Par~ of r.b~ reason for confusicn when firs~ approaching the 
permit prJcess is ha~ the permit system has little of the 
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loqic oE the oriqinal laws left visible and apparent. 
Typically , a simple idea , such as to preserve and enhance the 
natural environment , is proposed in the Congr8ss . During the 
political barqaininq process , the law (if it passes) becomes 
qreatly modified. An aqency is created or designated to 
implem~n the law, and the agency in turn promulgates 
reqnlations. Government agencies generally undergo a slow but 
constant process of reorqanizaticn. In addition , regulations 
are qradu~lly but constantly being updated. It is within this 
cbanqinq ~recess of update and reorqanize that the permit 
process takes ~lace - hence the confusion for anyone vho does 
not k~~P track of qovernment regulation~ for fun or profit . 
This section qives a brief history and overview of the current 
permi~ precess in Rhode Island and Massachusetts . Without 
qoinq into detail (~here is plenty of that a v ailable) , the 
permit precess for each state is discussed. 
~h~r~ ~re three l€vels of government involved in the permit 
process: local , state , and federal. In addition to local 
ordinances concerninq land use and zoning , and state 
requlations such as building codes , a series of more specific 
ordinances have emerged during the last ten years . These 
consist of wetlands regu l ations , special area designations , and 
the li~e. The 
Federal lev~l 
overall im~etus for these has come from the 
down , however , with distribution of federal 
fundin to states and towns used for leverage. Most of this is 
a res l~ cf the envircnm~ntal movement , the force it gained in 
the la~g sixties , ana the resulting leq'slation that emerged in 
the early seventies. A brief look at this legislation shows 
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who th~ actors are in the coastal zone permit process , and why . 
Th9r:s ~re five iopcrtant pi~ces of legisla ion involved: 
1 - Tb~ Rivers and Harbors act of 1899 , which 'traditionally 
involved the Army corps of Engineers in permitting procedures 
for all ''naviqabl>? waters 11 in the countr:y. In the early 
seventies a series of court cases dramatically broadened the 
concep': of "naviqabiJi'ty" , and in volved the Corps in 
envir: mental regulation as well. 
2 The National Envi.ronment:al Policy Act of 1969 , (NEPA ) 
which was (and is ) a r unpreced<:!ntad ly broad piece of 
leqisl'ltion requirinq an en vironmental impact statement ( EI S ) 
for ;:;v8ry "maior" federally fu!'lde'i pro; ,_ct . NEPA quick l y 
change~ th8 func~icns of almost e very law ~nd agency dealing 
wi b any sort cf research er constiuc+ion project . NEPA had a 
larqe role in forcinq the broader role of the Army Corps. A 
swarm of 11 littlu. NEPAS " were hatched by many stat.::s , including 
Massachuset s. The Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act 
plays a part in tb8 per~it i:rccess in that state. 
3 Th~ Federal Water Polluticn control ~ct Amendments of 
F-l72 ( "1WPCA ), which l:eqan a l::rcad i:rogram in volving th_ Federal 
and s ate governments to clean up the nation ' s w ters . This 
inv lv~s many aqsncies cf go v ernment , the most visible being 
the Corps , the Envircnwental Protection AgAncy , and in the case 
of marinas , the o.s. CCAST GUARL . The most visible results are 
thR s~waq~ treatm8nt plants now going into operation along the 
coast , and the quanaary bout what tc do with wastes from boat 
toilets. 
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4 - The Marine Protection , Besearch , and Sanctuaries Act of 
1972 , which is commonly known as the ocean dumping act , as on~ 
of its main purposes is to ragulate dumFinq of dr~dged 
materi1ls and wastes in federal wat~rs. Once again the Corps 
is th9 lead fe eral aq~ncy. 
5 Th: Coas~al Zen~ Managerr8nt Act of 1972 (CZMA), which 
brouqht ~11 of these acts , and ethers , together in an effort to 
provid _ for ~ffective pl!nning ana regulation of activiti~s in 
the coastal zcne. Each ccastal state was require to develop a 
Coas a Zone Manaqement Plan , and ha ve i~ approved ty the 
Fed~ral GovErnment. The CZMA pro vides for consistency of 
requlations amonq all aqencies in volved , to avoid potential 
conflict. 3hode Island and Massachusetts took different 
approaches to inpleroentinq a Ccas al Zone M~naqement Plan , and 
the permit process differs as a result. In Rhode Island , the 
Coastal Respurces Management council (CRMC ) is the main agency 
one deals with during the permit pr ocess , where in 
Massachuse+ts the town / city Conservation Commission plays a 
larqP. rclq, alcnq with the De~artm8nt of En vironmental Quality 
Enqineerinq. 
Fiqure E1 shows th~ permit process in a simplified form . 
The first st~p is ro comflete al l require ents at the local 
level . When thase hav€ been satisfied , applications are made 
·to th9 state and Federal aqencies , at about the same time . The 
State a~d Federal applications are parallel , not sequential . 
Many ~f the requirements ar~ similar , and an exchange of 
information often takes place b~tween State and F~deral 
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aqenci~s. 
Th9 process at the local level in Rhode Island is shewn in 
Fiqure E2. The local qovsinrnent mast be approached in the same 
way as it would for any construction project. ~ site plan must 
be pr~pared, a buildinq p 0 rmit obtainEd, any necessary zoning 
chanqes or variances aoproved , open space ordinances complied 
wi h , e~c. Two divisions of the Department of Environm~ntal 
Manaqem8nt (DEM) may become involved. Tha Division of Coastal 
Besourcds must check o sBe that State Building Codes are 
compl~-~ wi~h , and if a sewage dis~osal system is part of the 
constr ction , an Individual Sewage Dispos3l System . (ISDS ) 
permit must be obtained. Finally the town co~nc"l (o r whatever 
qroup has th 0 final au~hcrity) must approve the project. After 
all local requir~m0 nts have been met, application is made to 
the CR~C for a permit at the State levPl. The organization of 
th° CR~C is shown in Figure E3. Staff support is provided by 
the S~atPwide Pla~ning Program , for consistency with other 
State and Federal proqrams. The DEM provides scientific , 
planninq, 0 ngineerinq , ard enforc~ment staff, and is the main 
state aq~ncv involved in day-to-day p~rmit proc~dures. Figure 
E4 shows the application frocess. After the application is 
recieved, public notice is sent cut to all agencies and 
indi~i<luals who miqht be ccncerned, Th 0 public can see copies 
at th~ir cent9r of lccal government ( town hall , etc.). The 
applicat·on is r8vie~ea for 30 days by Statewide Planning and 
th~ appropriat~ departm9nts of DEM, as well as any inter~sted 
partiesJ If ther9 is no obi~ction, the proposal is reviewed by 
the full council. Scme modification of the proposal may be 
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requir0 d , or addi~icnal evidence sough+ , before the CBMC makes 
a final decision. ThE permit is ~hen either approv8d o r 
denied. In +he cas~ cf denial , th~ applicant is entitled to 
iudici1l review. In most cases of judicial review of agencies , 
the CR~C included , the ccurts tend 0 s+ick to q estions of law 
rather th~n quesLions of fact . That is , th~ court will not 
qu~stion the iu qement of the agency as to wh~ther the fermit 
should be d 0 nied or apprcved . Rathqr , the court will look to 
see tha+ all of the correct froc8dural r8 uirements have been 
met dnri!)q the perrrit review r:rocess. If the procedure is 
correc~ , an abuse of discretion on the pare of the agency must 
be shown , qererally that the aqency was '' unreasonable " or 
"arbitrary and capricious" 
statute) in its r1ecisicn. 
applic~nt , not on h~ agency. 
(depending on the applicable 
1he burden of proof is on the 
As the State process is qoinq on , so is t ~ Federal process 
of th8 Army ccrps. The process is very similar to the Rhode 
Island state process , and is ou~lined in Figure P6. Publ ic 
notice is posted , comment is solici ed during a 30 day re view 
period , there is a public hearing if there 3re any objections , 
the Corps makes a final evaluation , and the permit is either 
approvsd or denied . This dUflication of effort makes sense in 
that ~he state and tne Corps are looking for different things , 
because of th- different la~s affecting each . It makes less 
sense from thP point of view o f the applicant ~ howe ver , and 
effor~s are underway to inteqrate these parallel process~s into 
one coordinated perrnittirq prccedure . 
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In Massachusetts , the Federal Precess is the same , and goes 
on parallel to he State process , iust as in Bhode Island . Bu t 
th local and State process is somewhat different . The local 
Conse~va~ion C~mmission in each town or city is the lead agency 
for ~h- permit process. Various state go vernment agenc i as 
becc~~ involved as the intended sccpe of ~he project b€comes 
larqer. 'l'he re a re " threshold " reg ui re men ts in the regulations , 
bs vond which certain state agencies must re view the 
application, 
remain.;:; at 
Below these thrBsholds 
th e local le vel . FigurA 
the 
E6 
decision - making 
shows the local 
permittirq proce ss. After all town reguirem~nts ha ve been met , 
the Divisicn cf E vircnmenta l Impact Re v igw of the Executive 
Office of Envircnmental Affairs {EOEA ) £Valuates the proposal . 
This s+..ate Division is often called the 11 '1E 'PA unit" , as its 
f unc-ti ::rn is o evaluate projEct profosals of almost any sort 
under +he ~assachusetts Envircnmental Pro ection Act . The MEPA 
re view ranges from routine to complex , as the scope and 
probable impact of the propcsal increase. The permit process 
the passPs en to th 0 State le vel once the raquirernents of MEPA 
hav3 b e~n satisfisd , in vol ving furth r state agencies as 
necessary . 
Fi ure E7 shows the s ructure of he EOEA . The principal 
aq8ncy involved , hEsides +he MEPA u~it , is th~ nepartment of 
Environmental Quality Engineering {DEQE). Three principal 
divisiJns are involved , aepending on the type of project. 
ThPse ar e the Divis'cr of Land and Water Us- , the Division of 
Air ~na H~zaraous Materials ~ an~ the Division of Water 
Polluti)n control . Th€ overall state / local permit process is 
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shown in Figure E8. The DECE Beqional Engineer is the laa d 
aqent for ~h~ S ate , and the Ccnservation Commission represents 
local qovsrnment. The order of condi~icns specifies any 
modificaticns necessary for permit afpro val. Staff support is 
provid~d by the four EOEA qroups shown at the extreme left . A 
hParinq is held by ~he Ccnservation Commission , any final 
modifica+icns necessary are made , and the perm~t is qranted or 
denied, Judicial rsview is available at this point , just as in 
Rhode Island , in the case of ferrrit denial. 
Hopefully , this brief outline shows that the permit procBss 
is not the ove~ly ccrrplicated bureaucratic hassl e it first 
appears to be. Further information is available from the local 
and Sta · g agencies list~d in Figure E9 . In both Rhode Island 
and Massacusetts , the Coastal Zone Managem~nt Plan and Final 
Environmental Impac Statement iE a geed source for most of the 
ne~de informa~ion. Copi~s of these plans are gen~rally 
avai l able for ins~ecticn and UEe at town halls and libraries in 
both states. 
State - D.E.M. 
Division of 
Coastal Resources 
State Building 
Codes 
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Figure E2 
R. I. LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
Local Government 
Building Inspector 
Planning Board/Zoning Board 
Conservation Commission 
Waterfront Commission 
Town Council 
State - D.E.M. 
Division of Land 
Resources 
Individual Sewage 
Disposal System 
State 
Gov't 
Judicial 
Review 
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Figure El 
PERMIT PROCESS 
Local Gov't 
PERMIT 
Federal 
Gov't 
Judicial 
Review 
Main Sources: State of Rhode Island Coastal Management Program 
and Final EIS, 1979 
Appendix B, pp.275-288 
The Rhode Island Coastal Resources Management 
Program: A Handbook for Permit Applications, 1978 
MASS: Massachusetts Coastal Zone Management Program 
and Final EIS, 1978 
CORPS: U.S.Army Corps of Engineers Permit Program: 
A Guide for Applicants, 1978 
THE RHODE ISLAND COASTAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 
COASTAL RESOURCES 
MANAGEMENT COUNCIL 
STATEWIDE PLANNING PROGRAM DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRON MENTAL MANA GEMENT 
State Guide Plan 
Technical Planning 
Support 
-
11208 11 Program 
-
11 30311 Prograri 
A-95 Review 
Permit Review 
Coastal Resources 
- Permit Handling 
& Review 
Fish & Wildlife 
- Biological Review 
of Permits 
Water Pollution 
Cont ro 1 
- Water Qua 1 i ty 
Standards 
- Liquid Waste 
Discharges 
- Permit Review 
Source: State of Rhode Island Coastal Management Program and Final 
Environmental Impact Statement, 1978 
Enfo rcement 
- Enfo rcement 
of Counc i 1 
Regulations 
Land 
Acquisition 
Planning & Development 
- Permit Review 
- Admini strat ion of 
Freshwater Wetlands 
Regulati ons 
Ai r Pollution Control 
- Ai r Quality Standards 
~ 
I 
""' co
0 
I 
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CRHC PERHIT APPL ICATIOH PROCEDURES 
Figure E4 
Pe rm i t App I i ca t ion Fi I ed 
~un ' c i o•I Off i c i dls 
lnrer'!sted Groups o r .---------i 
.n a i v i du• l s 
Pub I i c Not i ce of 
Pend i ng Application 
1------------ St acew id e Plann ing Pro9ra11 
r----------.... Oept . o f Env i ronmental ~an•gement 
- Div . of F is h£ Iol i ld l i fe 
interested Feder•l"---------t-------..-------l 
- Div. o f Pl•nn i ng & Develocneit 
Agencies 
St• t ew i de P l ann i n ~ Proqram ____ .., 
- cons i stency wit h Stite 
"ul lie l'l•n 
~o ..,,.,e n ts from interested 
p•rt ies 
- fe der•I agen ci es 
- st ate agen ci es 
- ~un i c i~ ~ I o ff i c i a l s 
;; •1v at ~ q roups / 
i nd i v i dua l s 
; ob iect ion and /o r 
I r e ~ uest f o r hear i ng 
Contested Case 
I 
P u ~ I i c Heer i nq Reco rd and Subcomm i t t ee 
reco""1enoat ion su b~ : tted to the 
f u I I Cou nc i I 
30 day review per iod 
R.I . Hi stor ic Pre\erv•t ion CO<"m i ss 1or 
"°""--- -------Dept . of En v1 ronme n tal H•n•ge~c n t 
no ob j ec t i on 
- Div . of Coast•! P.esou r ces staff 
reports 
- Div . of F i sh & Ioli ldl i fe b i o log i st 
reports 
- Oeoc . of Healt h Ci vi s ions ; cert i -
f i cat ion o f 1Vater ~ u al i t y ; : an da r = 
S i te v i s i c t> y 
- Dep t . of Env i ron11enta I Ha n.; c. ~men t 
bi olog is t & e ng i neer 
- Co unc i I ne ,., be r 
al I conme n t s an d s taff ce;:ior ts 
r .!vi t>w~~ =J"f •uJ 1 1: v• J11 C • I 
submi s si on of new evid~nc e where 
.:ir;:i Ii Cdb I e 
Counc i I decides on appli cat ion 
no t ice o f deci s ion sent 
Aev i r w 
I 
·--' 
Source: State of Rhode Island Coastal Management Program and Final 
Environmental Impact Statement , 19 78 
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Figure ES 
typical corps permit review process 
Application 
Received. 
Acknowledged 
and Processed 
Applicant signs 
and returns 
with fee 
Application 
Approved 
Public Notice 
Permit 
Issued 
Evaluation Factors 
• Conservation 
• Economics 
• Aesthetics 
• Environmenta l Concerns 
• Fish and Wildlife values 
• Flood damage p1eve11l1011 
Normal 30 Day 
comment period 
Corps 
Appl rcat1on reviewed by Corps 
and other interested agencies . 
organ1zat1ons and ind 1v1duals 
Public Hearing 
may be held 
• Welfare of lh1! Ge 11('1 .il Pub lic 
• H1\tor1 r. value ~ 
• Her rt1.il1011 Appl1ca t1on denied ... 
• I and lJ\o 
• Water ~ uµpty 
• Wat er qu.1l ily 
• Nav1gat1on 
• Energy needs 
• Safety 
• Food productron 
Source: U.S.Army Corps of Engineers Permit Program: 
A Guide for Applicants, 1978 
State - EOEA 
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Figure E6 
MASSACHUSETTS LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
Local Government 
Building Inspector 
Planning Board/Zoning Board 
Waterfront Commission 
Conservation Commission 
Div. of Environmental 
Impact Review 
L..~~~~~~~~~~-To State Level 
E. N. F. / E. I. R. 
ExEcunvE o~FICE OF ENVIRONMnlTAL AFFAIRS 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 
[Coastal Zone Management[ [Conservation Services[ ![Environmental Impact Review[ [Law Enforcement[ 
Department of Environmental 
Qual~ty Engineering 
Department of Environ-
mental Management 
·~========i:::::=========: I 1 Di vis ion of Air and _A_c_q_u_i_s_i_t_i_o_n__.a_n_d _ C_o_n ___ ....., 
I' Hazardous Materials struction 
I Division of Water Supply _l_F_o_r_e_s_t __ a_n_d__.~~a-r_k_s ______ ....,I 
I'----------,----------''--------......--------' I Division of Land and Solid Waste Disposal 
Metropolitan District 
Commission 
Construction 
Engineering 
Parks 
Police 
Water Use * 
: Division of Laboratories i Water Resoujces i ' 
I I water I 
Sewerage 
Division of Outdoor I Advertising 
1:1 Hazardous Waste Board 
I Division of Water I Pollution Control 
L{Water Resources C-ommission I 
* Includes Wetlands, Waterways, and Mineral Resources Programs 
Source: Massachusetts Coastal Zone Management Program and Final 
Environmental Impact Statement, 1978 
Department of Fisheries 
Wildlife and Recreational 
Vehicles 
Fisheries and Wildlife 
Marine Fisheries 
Marine and Recreational 
Vehicles 
Public Access Board 
Department of 
Food and Agri-
culture 
Animal Health 
Dairying and 
Animal Husbandry 
Fairs 
Land Use 
Markets 
Milk Control 
Commission 
Plant Pest 
Control 
Reclamation 
Board 
~ I I-' (0 .i:a. I 
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Figure E8 
PROCESS FOR WATERWAY S LICENSE AND WETLANDS PROTECTION PERMIT 
D.E.M. OCEAN 
SANCTUARIES 
MARINE 
FISHERIES 
WATER POLLU-
TION CONTROL 
-, 
I 
I- -
-1 
I 
-~ 
I 
I 
I.__ c._z ._M • _ ___.~-J 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
AUTHORIZATION 
D.E.Q.E. 
REGIONAL 
ENGINEER 
(DLWU, DAHM) 
APPLICANT 
WATERWAYS LICENSE 
- - - - Means may or may not be applicable 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO 
CONSERVATION COMMISSION 
ORDER OF CONDITIONS 
- - ~ .... _s_u_PE_R_c_E_o_I_N_c_~,....R-D_E_R ___ __. 
HEARING 
FINAL ORDER 
Source: Massachusetts Coastal Zone Management Program and Final 
Environmental Impact Statement, 1978 
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Figure E9 
IMPORTANT ADDRESSES AND PHONE NUMBERS 
COASTAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT COUNCIL 
Room 508, Veterans Memorial Building 
83 Park Street 
Providence, Rhode Island 02903 
Phone (401) 277-2476 
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT 
DIVISION OF COASTAL RESOURCES 
83 Park Street 
Providence, Rhode Island 02903 
Phone (401) 277-2476 
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT 
DIVISION OF IAND RESOURCES 
75 Davis Street 
Providence, Rhode Island 02908 
Phone (401) 277-2306 
NEW ENGIAND DIVISION, ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
424 Trapelo Road 
Waltham, Massachusetts 02154 
Phone (617) 894-2400 
MASSACHUSETTS EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
AFFAIRS, OFFICE OF COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT 
Phone (617) 727-9530 
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